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ABSTRACT

Three hundred seventy nine species of Polemoniaceae are arranged in a phylogenetic classificat ion
composed of three subfamilies, eight tribes. and 26 genera. Nomenclature of one tribe is clarified and
the circumscription of several tribes differs greatly from previous classifications. Five new genera,
Bryantiella, Dayia, Lathrocasis, Microgilia, and Saltugilia, are proposed. In addition, four new species
are described from the genera Allophyllum, Dayia, Giliastrum, and lpomopsis. This treatment repr esents a major reclassification with 59 new combinations, and the application of several additional
combinations not used in recent years .
Key words: Allophyllum, Bryanriella, classification, Dayia, Gilia strum, Gilieae, Ipomopsis, Lathrocasis, Leptosiphon, Microgilia, nomenclature. phylogeny. Polemoniaceae, Sa/rug ilia. systematics.

INTRODUCTION

Supergeneric classification in Polemoniaceae during
the 20th century has undergone considerable flux, despite the appearance of relative stasis. In his monograph of Polemoniaceae for Engler's Das Pflanzenreich, Brand (1907) recognized 13 genera in two subfamilies and four tribes (Table I). Investigations by a
number of students of the family during the next 30
years Jed to Wherry's (1940) revision, which recognized 19 genera in three tribes and three subtribes.
Almost 20 years later, Grant (1959) reevaluated the
work of earlier students and synthesized these works
with his own biosystematic and experimental studies
to erect a classification of 18 genera in five tribes. This
classification has served as the framework for sampling in comparative and evolutionary studies for forty
years (Table 1). A number of broad comparative surveys, conducted in Polemoniaceae during this interval
(e.g., Stuchlik 1967a, b; Taylor and Levin 1975; Harborne and Smith 1978; Smith et al. 1982; Wilken et
al. 1982; Plitmann and Levin 1983, 1990; Carlquist et
al. 1984; Steele and Vilgalys 1994; Johnson et al.
1996 ; Porter 1996), were interpreted in the framework
of Grant's classification. As a result, some workers

suggested a revised taxonomy may better reflect the
accumulating evidence of character distributions supporting alternative views of phylogenetic relationship
(e.g., Smith et al. 1977; Day and Moran 1986; Johnson
et al. 1996; Porter 1996). Of these studies, comparative
DNA sequence analyses most forcefully stimulated the
reexamination of Polemoniaceae classification. These
data were clearly the impetus leading to Grant's
(1998a, b) revised taxonomy of 20 genera in two subfamilies and eight tribes (Table I). Similarly, these
data have stimulated us to examine carefully many
classes of characters and their distribution in Polemoniaceae. Grant's (1998a, b) newest classification,
while in some instances remedying character conflict
imposed by his earlier system (Grant 1959), inadequately reflects strongly supported and corroborated
evidence for the underlying phylogeny of Polemoniaceae (Johnson et al. 1996; Porter 1996; Porter and
Johnson 1998). Examination of both morphological
and molecular data reveals well-corroborated patterns,
providing evidence of the phylogeny of this family .
Here we propose a new classification of Polemoniaceae, developed to reflect the phylogeny of this complex family.

Porter and Johnson
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Table I. A comparison of maj or classifications of Polemoniaceae from the 1830s to the pre sent. The classification of Reichenbach is
a portion of his treatment of Convol vulaceae , within which he inc luded Polemoniaceae.
Reichenbach J 837

Gruppe Polemonieae
Cobaea
Polemonium
Gruppe Phloginae
Phlox
Gruppe Gilieae

Meisner 1839

Tribus Polemonieae
Bonplandia
Cantua
Collomia
Cilia
Hoitt ia (Lneselia )
Phl ox
Polemonium

Ae gochloa (Navarretia)

Cantua
Collomia
Courtoisia
Fentzelia
Cilia
Hoit zio (Lo es elia )
Leptosiphon
Linanthus
Welwirschia (Eriast rum)

Tribu s Cobaeeae
Cob aea
Tribus C yanantheae
Cyananthus

MATERlALS AND METHODS

Philosophy of Classification
Classifications frequently function, for better or for
worse, as proxies for phylogeny in comparative studies
(e.g., Taylor and Levin 1975; Rickleffs and Renner
1994). The inferential accuracy achieved in such studies depends upon how well the classification accurately
reflects phylogeny. Though it is not possible to literally
observe the diversification events of the past, philosophical and methodological advances over the last 40
years have provided a valuable framework for reconstructing phylogeny. These tools, including cladistic
analyses, have grounded systematics as a science
based in hypothesis testing (classifications representing
testable hypotheses of relationship), using repeatable
methods, and providing a means for assessing the taxonomic value of a character or intrinsic levels of data
support for a particular group. We do not suppose that
systematics has reached a methodological pinnacle,
that current algorithmic data analyses can resolve all
of the complex diversification events produced by nature, nor that interpretation has no role in modem systematics. We do suggest, however, that appropriate
tools for implementing strong inference (Platt 1964) in
systematic studies exist. The application of these tools,
while recent in origin relative to less explicit approaches, can provide important insights into phylogeny of
use to all taxonomists involved in classifying organisms (see Mayr, 1995 , for a similar conclusion albeit
from a different perspective).
The classification presented here is an attempt to
model what we have discovered regarding phylogeny
in the Phlox family through our field and laboratory
studies, observations, and primary literature (Fig. I);

Buill on 1890

Peter 1891

Tribus Polemonieae
Cantua
Collomia
Loeselia
Nava rretia
Phl ox
Polemonium

Tribu s Polemonieae
Bonplandia
Collomia
Cilia
Lo es elia
Phl ox
Polemonium

Tribus Cobaeeae
Cobaea

Tribus Co baeeae
Cobaea

Tribus Bonplandieae
Bonplandia

Tribus C antueae
Cantua

the classification reflects the phylogeny, rather than the
phylogeny being determined a posteriori from the
classification (Grant 1998a). Recognition of monophyletic groups has been central to our efforts. We use
"monophyly" throughout tills paper sensu Hennig
(1966). That is, an ancestor and all of the descendants
of that ancestor represent a monophyletic group. This
corresponds to the term "holophyletic" of Ashlock
(1971). As a classification criterion, monophyly has
received its share of criticism (e.g., Cronquist 1987 ;
Sosef 1997). Monophyly, however, provides a strong
theoretical foundation for comparative biology (e.g.,
Donoghue and Cantino 1988; Snow 1996) and reflects
our view that classifications should mirror evolutionary patterns of diversification.
The processes of diversification are the processes of
evolution; that is, descent with modification. These
processes have produced a genealogical connection, or
phylogeny, between all organisms. Characters, whether morphological traits, palynology, flavonoid chemistry, reproductive biology, or DNA sequences, are the
products of tills genealogical descent as modified by
mutation, drift, and selection. Each character may provide some degree of corroboration of the phylogeny,
as well as some misleading information attributable to
homoplasy or in accuracies in homology assessment. It
is through the synthesis of all lines of evidence that
the most reliable estimation of the phylogeny of a
group will be found and genealogical connections discovered.
The classification presented here reflects such a synthesis. Published DNA sequence analyses (Steele and
Vilgalys 1994; Johnson and Soltis, 1995; Johnson et
al. 1996, 1999; Porter 1996; Spencer and Porter, 1997 ;
Porter and Johnson 1998; Prather and Jansen 1998;
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Continued.
Brand 1907

Subfam . Polemonioideae
Tribe Polemonieae
Alicie/la
Co/lomia
Cilia
Gymnosteris
Lan gloisia
Navarretia
Phlox
Polemonium
Tribe Bonplandieae
Bonplandia
La es elia
Subfam . Cobaeoideae
Tribe Cobaeeae
Coba ea
Tribe Cantueae
Cantua
Huthia

Wherr y 1940

"Polemonium Tribe"
Cobaea
Polemoniella
Polemonium

"Collomia Tribe "
Bonplandia
Cantua
Co/lomia
Gymnoster is
Huthia
Nava rretia
"Cilia Tribe"
"Cilia subtribe"
Cilia
Hugelia (Eriastrum)
Ipomopsis
Lan gloisia
"Linanthus subtribe "
Linanthastrum
Linanthus
Leptodacrylon

" Phlox Tribe"
La es elia

Gran. 1959

Tribe Polemonieae
Allophyllum
Collomia
Gymnosteris
Microsteris
Phlox
Polemonium
Tribe Gilieae
Eriastrum
Cilia
Ipom opsis
Langloisia
Leptodactylon
Linanthus
Navarretia

Subfam. Polemonioideae
Tribe Polemonieae
Allophyllum
Collomia
Gymnost eris
Microsteris
Navarretia
Phlox
Polemonium
Tribe Gilieae
Eriastrum
Cilia
Ipomopsis
Langloisia

Tribe Cobaeeae
Cobaea

Tribe Leptod actylonae
Leptodactyl on
Linanthus

Tribe Cantueae
Cantua
Huthia

Subfam. Cob aeoideae
Tribe Cob aee ae
Cobaea

Tribe Bonplandieae
Bonplandia
Loeselia

Tribe Bonplandieae
Bonplandia

Microsteris

Tribe Caruueae
Cantua
Huthia
Tribe Loselieae
Loeselia
Tribe Acanthogilieae
Acanthogilia

Phlox

Bell et al. 1999; Fergussen et al. 1999; Bell and Patterson 2000), as well as an equal volume of unpublished DNA data, have contributed heavily toward
phylogeny estimation in Polemoniaceae and hence this
classification. DNA sequences remain the only broadly
surveyed and published class of data at the family level in Polemoniaceae that have measurable levels of
support. Even so, sequences and cladistic analyses are
by no means the only source of evidence considered
by us. We have attempted to evaluate and incorporate
all published comparative and biosystematic data. In
addition, when feasible, we have reexamined many
morphological, palynological, and anatomical features
ourselves to verify published interpretations and to
characterize states for many species not previously reported. Preliminary cladistic analyses of comparative
morphological data (Porter. unpubl.) provide very few
inferred groups with even moderate support due to extensive homoplasy in these data; nonetheless, examining patterns of character distribution has been enlightening. In some instances, morphology was considered "more compelling" evidence of common an-

Gr an. 1998

cestry than gene sequence data; in other instances, the
reverse was true.

Scope and Format
Supergeneric classification primarily is of interest to
systematists and comparative biologists, whereas interest in taxonomic changes involving generic circumscriptions and species relationships extends to government agencies, field biologists, and amateurs. Both
types of change are understandably met with reserve
and sometimes resistance. We have taken neither
change lightly. We deliberated extensively between
ourselves, and with others, on the bases and merit for
all taxonomic change. We considered keeping some
historical groups of doubtful monophyly for the sake
of convenience and tradition while continuing to gather an " insur mountable body of evidence" before approaching the systematic community. At the same
time, we surveyed and reviewed many classes of data
with sufficient depth and breadth to express confidence
in the composition of several lineages of Polemoni-
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Fig. I . Phylogenetic tree depi cting hypothesized relationships
between genera of Polemoniaceae. The structu re of the [fee is based
upon comparative morphological and molecular (DNA sequences of
rnITS . cpmo l K. ctnrnl.-F, and mtnadl intron ) data, The circled
groups represent major lineages. emphasized in the phylogenetic
classification.

aceae not recognized by any currently accepted taxonomy. Ultimately, we abandoned tradition when corroborating data provided reasonable, substantive alternative hypotheses of phylogeny coupled with sufficient
indication that the traditional groups in question were
dubiously supported.
This classification is hierarchically arranged. Ranks
of taxa are generally in correspondence with the traditional taxon inclusion of ranks in Polemoniaceae.
However, taxa of equal rank are not intended to represent sister groups per se, or groups of equal age ; taxa
are simply monophyletic groups. Consistent with this
form of presentation, taxa at lower ranks are presented
alphabetically within the taxa of higher ranks to which
they belong. Additionally, this classification is exclusive of subgeneric ranks other than species; infrageneric ranks are considered valuable, but their circumscription extends beyond the scope of this paper. Their
omission here reflects neither endorsement nor rejection of the subgeneric and sectional classifications of
others. Recent and forthcoming contributions (e.g.,
Porter 1998a; Prather 1999) address subgeneric and/or
sectional classification of several genera in Polemoniaceae.
For each rank, the correct name of the taxon with
full citation is provided. The nomenclature has been
checked with the source literature, with the exception
of Amott 's (1832) treatment in Encyclopedia Britannica, which was unavailable to us. For the sake of
brevity, synonymy generally is not provided; however,
some synonymy is included to clearly indicate circumscription of taxa. Following the family, subfamily,
tribe, and genus names, brief descriptions are provided . A phylogenetic delineation, or "clade address," for
supergeneric ranks follows. The phylogenetic delineation provides an explicit identification of the monophyletic group to which we associate a name, and
specifies the meaning of a taxon name in terms of
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ancestry and descent (de Queiroz 1997) . This delineation (or definition) may take one of three forms:
node-based, stem-based, or apomorphy-based (see de
Queiroz and Gauthier 1990, 1992 , 1994). Node-based
definitions have the following form: the monophyletic
group arising from the most recent common ancestor
of taxon A and taxon B. In some cases we specify that
the group is the "least incorporative," or the smallest
monophyletic group that simultaneously includes two
or more taxa. Less frequently, we employ a stem-based
definition in the form: the most inclusive (or largest)
monophyletic group that includes taxon C and taxon
0 , but does not include taxon A, or taxon B. Apomorphy-based definitions are of the form: the monophyletic group arising from the first common ancestor
of taxon A to evolve a particular character. Be cause
we are classifying under International Code of Botanical Nomenclature (lBCN) rules (Greuter et al. 1994),
we have used type species to serve as taxon specifiers
(taxon A or taxon B, above). The logic being that, for
example, if the type of Cilia is within a clade, then
the generic name must be associated with at least some
portion of that clade. Following the phylogenetic delineation, the membership of each taxon is indicated.
At the generic rank, a listing of species indicates membership. We have attempted to provide a complete and
accurate listing of species; however, we do not consider ourselves experts in all genera, and some errors
due to omission or inaccuracies may exist. Frequently,
there are notes following the descriptions of the taxa
that provide additional information regarding recognition. Following the classification, we present a generic key to Polemoniaceae.
RES ULTS AND DISCUSSION

An evaluation of molecular, morphological, palynological, karyological, phytochemical, and ecological
data in Polemoniaceae provides an immediate realization of the immense complexity that has arisen during the diversification of this family. Homoplastic evolution is common. No fewer than eight genera possess
some species occurring in very xeric habitats and other
species that inhabit relatively mesic sites. Similarly,
nine genera have species that display floral syndromes
associated with hummingbird pollination (Y. Grant and
K. Grant 1965; Porter 1993), and ten genera display
floral syndromes associated with hawkmoth pollination. At least six genera have both hawkrnoth and
hummingbird, as well as bee, fly, or beetle pollination.
Given that multiple lineages appear to have undergone
independent morphological change associated with
shifts in habitat preference, and, at the same time, diversified greatly in pollination mechanisms, a high degree of homoplasy should not be surprising. Extensive
homoplasy is reflected in the difficulty all workers in
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Polemoniaceae have faced in elucidating higher-order
relationships in this family: all but a few genera are
defined by suites of characters and exclusive diagnostic features for supergeneric groups are elusive.
Hybridization may also have contributed to complex
patterns of variation in the Phlox family. Hybridization
has been suggested to play a role in species origins,
both at the diploid (Grant 1959) and the polyploid
(Day 1965; Tommerup and Porter 1996) levels, and
has been hypothesized to have also played a role in
the origin of more diverse lineages (Grant 1959). The
patterns of distribution of morphological traits resulting from hybridization are varied and not easily predicted (McDade 1992). However, in the absence of
substantive evidence for higher-order reticulation in
the Phlox family, corroborative data supporting a model of simple divergence deserve consideration. Analytical methods under development that accommodate
reticulate processes are promising (e.g., Hein 1993;
Alroy 1995; Dickerman 1998), and such methods may
provide new insights in Polemoniaceae in conjunction
with additional data.
In Polemoniaceae, explicit analyses of congruence
between nuclear and chloroplast genes reveal similar
historic patterns of gene descent among genera for the
regions surveyed (Johnson et al. 1995; Johnson 1996).
Minor discrepancies exist between some species within genera, and in some weakly supported supergeneric
relationships. Similarly, explicit comparisons of morphological data with DNA-based hypotheses show either no, or only weak conflict (Porter, unpubl.). Thus,
while processes exist that can lead to discordance between gene-trees and species trees (e.g., Wendel and
Doyle 1998), hard evidence for such discordance in
the Phlox family does not currently exist. Furthermore,
what is true for the gene, is true for the genotype and
phenotype. Both morphology and gene sequences have
the potential for providing misleading information, if
approached with naivete. However, they both have
great promise if considered in concert and through corroboration. We contend that, in concert, morphological
and molecular data provide an indication of the underlying phylogeny of Polemoniaceae.
This phylogenetic classification of Polemoniaceae
(Table 2, and below) includes three subfamilies, eight
tribes, and 26 genera for the 379 species of Polemoniaceae. Nomenclature for one tribe is clarified and the
circumscription of several tribes greatly differs from
previous classifications of this family (Table 1). We
propose five new genera and describe four new species. This treatment represents a major reclassification,
resulting in 59 new combinations. We restate our belief
that an accurate and unambiguous reflection of phylogenetic relationships in classification supersedes the
inconvenience of nomenclatural change. As with Grant
(l998a: 744), we consider classifications to represent

Table 2.
aceae.
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The proposed phylogenetic classification of Polernoni-

Subfam. Acanthogilioideae
Tribe Acanthogilieae
Acanthogilia
Subfam. Cobaeoideae
Tribe Bonplandieae
Bonplandia
Tribe Cantueae
Cantua
Tribe Cobaeeae
Cobaea
Subfam. Polemonioideae
Tribe Gilieae
Allophyllum
Collomia
Cilia
Lathrocasis
Navarretia
Saltugilia
Tribe Loeselieae
Aliciella
Bryantiella
Dayia
Eriastrum
Giliastrum
Ipomopsis
Langloisia
Loeselia
Loeseliastrum
Microgilia
Tribe Phlocideae
Gymnosteris
Leptosiphon
Linanthus
Microsteris
Phlox
Tribe Polemonieae
Polemonium

hypotheses that "can be tested, supported, falsified, or
modified by subsequent evidence." This classification
is our attempt to incorporate concrete hypotheses of
monophyly, based on our current understanding of
phylogeny. We view this contribution as the commencement, rather than the consummation, of phylogenetic classification in the Phlox family, and welcome
continued exploration of relationships. We anticipate
additional, carefully considered data, both morphological and molecular, that may either corroborate or refute the hypotheses of relationships herein presented.
POLEMONIACEAE Juss.
Gen. pL., p. 136, 1789.
Vines (Cobaea), small trees (Cantua), shrubs, perennial, biennial, or annual herbs. Flowers typically of
five sepals, five fused petals, and five epipetalous or
basally adnate stamens (but perianth and androecium
consistently 4- or 6-merous in some Linanthus). Superior ovary of three fused and loculicidally dehiscing
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carpels (bicarpellate in some Navarettia; septacidal in
Cobaea, sometimes both loculicidal and septicidal in
Acanthogilia). Petals convolute in aestivation (imbricate in some Cantua). Annular nectary disk present;
ovules unitegmic and tenuinucellate; endosperm development nuclear. (including Cobeaceae D. Don, Edinburgh Philos. J. 10: 109, 1824.) Type: Polemonium L.

Phylogenetic delineation.- The least incorporative
monophyletic group of species that contains Acanthogilia gloriosa, Bonplandia geminiflora, Cantua buxifolia, Cobaea scandens, Cilia laciniata, Loeselia ciliata, Phlox glaberrima, and Polemonium caeruleum.
Membership.-Acanthogilia, Aliciella, Aliophylium,
Bonplandia, Bryantiella, Cantua, Cobaea, Collomia,
Dayia, Eriastrum, Cilia, Ciliastrum, Cymnosteris,
lpomopsis, Langloisia, Lathrocasis, Leptosiphon, Linanthus, Loeselia, Loeseliastrum, Mic rog ilia, Microsteris, Navarretia, Phlox, Polemonium, and Saltugilia
(3 subfamilies, 26 genera, ~ 379 species).
Polernoniaceae, including Cobaea, are supported
strongly by cladistic analyses as a monophyletic group
that originated as part of an ericalean-ebenalean diversification. The sister family of Polemoniaceae is as
yet uncertain (Johnson et al. 1996; Porter 1996; Nandi
et aI. 1998; Porter and Johnson 1998; Johnson et aI.
1999). The origin of Polemoniaceae among ericalean
and ebenalean families impacts the interpretation of
traits heretofore considered characteristic of (i .e ., putative synapomorphies for) the family. For example,
tricarpelly is not uncommon in the ericalean-ebenalean
families (e.g., Clethraceae, Diapensiaceae, and Fouquieriaceae), and therefore is doubtfully a synapomorphy for Polemoniaceae.

Acanthogilioideae J. M. Porter & L. A. Johnson,
subfam. nov.
Frut ex glandulosus. Foli is dimorphi s, primariis spinosis persistentibus. a ltern is. et pinnatis. secundis lineari in fasciculi s. Flores regulares et symmetrici. Corollae hypocrateriformis. Pollinis granum
aureum. zonocolporatum, exino supraverrucato. Semina alatis. Typus: Acanthogilia A. G. Day et Moran.

Shrubs with persistent, alternate, spiny, pinnately
lobed primary leaves and deciduous, linear secondary
leaves that are axillary and fascicled on short shoots.
Calyx and corolla radially symmetric, corolla salverform . Fruits dehiscing only about half the length, either loculicidal or both loculicidal and septicidal.
Seeds winged. Type: Acanthogilia A. G. Day & Moran.

Phylogenetic delineation.-The monophyletic group
des cended from the first ancestor of Acanthogilia gloriosa to evolve persistent, spinescent primary leaves,
formed by the lignification of the vascular bundles of
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the leaf, and simultaneously zonocolporate pollen
bearing verruca.

Membership.-Acanthogilia .
As a taxon, the name Acanthogilioideae is redundant with Acanthogilieae, and Acanthogilia; recognition of this subfarn.ilial rank is maintained for uniformity in treatment in this classification. However, as a
monophyletic group, Acanthogilioideae are identified
in a broader context that does not preclude the possibility that unknown species may also belong within
this subfamily (i.e., more incorporative than only
Acanthogilia gloriosa). Our exclusion of Acanthogilia
from Cobaeoideae of Grant (1998a), and from our Polemonioideae, emphasizes the morphological intermediacy between this taxon, Cobaeoideae, and Polemonioideae. This monotypic taxon occupies a pivotal position with respect to the root of Polemoniaceae, and
similarities in the morphological features of Acanthogilia exist with both subfamilies (Day and Moran
1986). For example, the verrucate pollen of Acanthogilia is reminiscent of the insulae (verrucae) on the
pollen of Cantua (Day and Moran 1986). Even so, the
pollen of Acanthogilia is zonocolporate, as is found in
many members of Polemonioideae, rather than pan toporate, as is observed in Cobaeoideae (Stuchlik
1967 a; Day and Moran 1986), and verrucate pollen
also occurs in the Giliastrum foetidum (Gillies ex
Benth.) J.M. Porter of the Polernonioideae. Like most
members of Polemonioideae, Acanthogilia has a low ,
presumably diploid chromosome number of N = 9, in
contrast to the high, presumably polyploid chromosome numbers of Cobaeoideae (N = 15,26,27). Seedlings of Cantua and Cobaea are described as possessing " large cordate or ovate cotyledons" (Grant 1959:
9). The cotyledons of seedlings of Acanthogilia are
linear and acute (Porter unpubI.), whereas the cotyledons of members of Polemonioideae vary from ovate
to linear. Collectively, there seems to be no overwhelming morphological evidence supporting any specific sister relationship for Acanthogilia. In addition,
molecular cladistic studies are unclear concerning the
sister group relationship of Acanthogilia. This taxon
may be sister to the so-called "tropical" genera (Cobaeoideae), the "temperate" genera (Polemonioideae),
or to all other members of Polemoniaceae.
ACANTHOGIUEAE V. E. Grant
Amer. J. Bot. 85 : 744, 1998.
Shrubs with persistent, alternate, spiny, pinnately
lobed primary leaves and deciduous, linear secondary
leaves that are axillary and fascicled on short shoots.
Calyx and corolla radially symmetric, corolla salverform. Seeds winged. Type: Acanthogilia A . G. Day &
Moran.
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Phylogenetic delineation.-See Acanthogilioideae,
with which this taxon is redundant ; recognition of this
tribal rank is maintained for uniformity in treatment in
this classification.

1959; Johnson et al. 1996). Further investigations may
allow a determination of which hypothesis explaining
change in chromosome numbers in this group is most
consistent with observed genome structure.

Membership.-Acanthogi/ia.
ACANTHOGIUA A. G . Day & Moran, Proc. Calif. Acad.
Sci. 44: 111-115, 1986.
Shrubs with persistent, alternate, spiny, pinnately
lobed primary leaves and deciduous, linear secondary
leaves that are axillary and fascicled on short shoots;
glandular throughout. Calyx tube with a hyaline interval alternating with the herbaceous costae, the lobes
with narrow hyaline margins, apex mucronate. Corolla
funnelform to salverform and mostly radially symmetric. Pollen zonocolporate, with semitectate exine
(perforate or perreticulate), insulae (verrucae) present.
Fruits dehiscing only about half the length, either loculicidal or both loculicidal and septicidal. Seeds
winged. N = 9. One species.
ACANTHOGILIA GLORIOSA (Brandegee) A. G. Day & Moran, Proc.
Calif. A cad. Sci. 44 : 115, 1986.

COBAEOLDEAE (D. Don) Am.
Encycl. Brittanica ed. 7 v.5, p.121, 1832.
(Cobeaceae D . Don, Edinburgh Philos. J. 10: 109,
1824.)
Vines, small trees, shrubs, or rarely herbs. Leaves
alternate, simple and entire to pinnately lobed or compound. Calyx lobes nearly free (e .g., Cobaea) or fused,
wholly herbaceous or hyaline between vasculature
(e.g., Cantua). Corolla campanulate to tubular or salverform, medium to large, with epipetalous stamens
inserted at corolla base or on tube. Seeds narrowly to
broadly winged, rarely wingless (Bonplandia) . Type:
Cobaea Cav.

Phylogenetic delineation.- The least incorporative
monophyletic group of species that includes Bonplandia geminiflora, Cantua buxifolia, and Cobaea scandens
Membership.-Bonplandia , Cantua, and Cobaea
(three tribes, three genera, -33 species).
This circumscription of subfamily Cobaeoideae differs from Grant (1998a) in excluding Acanthogilia and
Loeselia. The former taxon is here accorded in its own
subfamily; the latter is placed in Polemonioideae. Encompassing considerable morphological diversity, Cobaeoideae separated early in the diversification of extant Polemoniaceae. The group as a whole is characterized by high, but not equivalent, chromosome numbers that may either stem from a single polyploid
origin followed by several aneuploid changes, or multiple episodes of polyploidy and aneuploidy (Grant
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BONPLANDIEAE Baill.
Hist. pi. v.lO, p.342, 1890.
Herbaceous to woody perennials, flowering the first
year. Leaves alternate, broad, serrate or pinnately
lobed, to linear and entire. Flowers axillary and paired.
Calyx and corolla bilaterally symmetric. Seeds narrowly winged to wingless. Type: Bonplandia Cav.

Phylogenetic delineation . -The most incorporative
monophyletic group of species that includes Bonplan dia geminiflora and B. linearis, and shares a more recent common ancestor with B. geminiflora than with
Acanthogilia gloriosa, Cantua buxifolia, Cobaea scandens, Gilia laciniata, Loeselia ciliata, Phlox glaberrima, or Polemonium caeruleum.
Membership.-Bonplandia.
As a taxon, Bonplandieae is redundant with Bonplandia; recognition of this tribal rank is maintained
for uniformity in treatment in this classification.
BONPLANDIA Cav., Anales Hist. Nat. 2: 131, 1800.
Herbaceous to woody perennials, flowering the first
year. Leaves alternate, simple, broad to narrow and
linear, entire, serrate or pinnately lobed. Inflorescence
essentially cymose, but flowers appearing axillary and
paired. Calyx campanulate to tubular, bilaterally symmetric, herbaceous, lacking any hyaline regions. Corolla bilaterally symmetric, tubular to salverform, geniculate, apex of corolla lobes retuse to truncate-erose.
Stamens exserted, adnate to and inserted on the tube
at about the midpoint, filaments pubescent at the base;
pollen pantoporate, with striate-reticulate exine, spinule-like processes present. Seeds I per locule, narrowly winged to wingless. N = 15. Two species. Type:
Bonplandia geminiflora Cav.
BONPLANDtA GEMINIFLORA Cav., Ana les . Hi st. Nat . 2 : 132, t. 20 .
1800.
BONPLANDIA LlNEARIS B. L. Rob ., Proc. Amer . A cad. Arts. 43: 24 .

1907.

The two species of Bonplandia are distinguished on
the basis of leaf and floral morphology: Bonplandia
geminiflora has narrow to broad, serrate, Iyrate or pinnately lobed (but highly variable) leaves, and corolla
(20-)22-29 mm long with spreading lobes; whereas,
B. linearis has narrow, linear, entire leaves, and corolla
15-18(-20) mm long with reflexed lobes. Rzedowski
et al . (1995) suggest reducing B. linearis to synonymy
under B. geminifiora, citing the highly variable leaf
morphology. However, floral morphology provides ev-
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idence contrary to such a treatment. Robinson (1907)
described the corolla size of B. linearis as 20 mrn ,
which falls between the ranges of the two species here
cited . This raises the question as to whether the holotype of B. linearis (not seen) represents the largeflowered or the small-flowered species. If the former
is true, then Rzedowski et al. (1995) are indeed correct, and there remains an undescribed , small flowered
species of Bonplandia. Directed studies are needed in
this genus.
CANTUEAE Peter
Pflanzenfam. IV 3a, pA5 , 1891 .
Branching shrubs to rarely small trees. Leaves alternate or fasciculate, coriaceous to fleshy, entire to
deeply pinnately divided. Flowers tubular to salverform , imbricate or convolute in aestivation, calyx
wholly herbaceous, or hyaline between vasculature.
Seeds broadly winged. Type: Cantua Juss. ex Lam.
Phylogenetic delineation.-The most incorporative
monophyletic group of species that includes Cantua
buxifolia and Cantua coerulea, and that shares a more
recent common ancestor with Cantua quercifolia than
with Acanthogilia gloriosa, Bonplandia geminiflora,
Cobaea scandens, Cilia laciniata, Loeselia ciliata,
Phlox glaberrima, or Polemonium caeruleum.
Membership.-Cantua.

(Ruiz & Pav .) Pers ., Syn. pl . v. l , p.187, 1805 .
longiftora (Brand ) J. M. Porter & L. A. Johnson, comb.

CANTUA FL EXU OSA
C A NTU A

nov.
Basionym : Huthia longijl ora Brand. Bal. lahrb. Sys t. 50, Beibl.
Ill : 51, 1913.
CANTUA L ON GI FOLIA Brand. Feddes Reperl. Sp ec. Nov . Regni Veg .
20: 46, 1924 .
CANTU A O VA TA Cav ., Icon . vA, pA3 , t. 363. 1797 .
C ANTU A PYRI FOLIA Juss. e x Lam ., Encyel. v.I , p.603 , 1785.
CA NTU A QU ERCI FOLIA Juss., An n. Mu s. NaIL. Hist. Nal. 3 : 118.
1804 .
CANTUA T OMENTOSA Cav ., Icon . v.d, pA3. t. 364 . 1797 .

Cantua is most certainly a monophyletic group, with
a distribution restricted to the central and northern Andean highlands. The two species formerly treated as
the genus Huthia share a similar distribution and have
much in common morphologically with other Cantua.
These species share a very similar pollen morphology
with most Cantua (Stuchlik 1967a); they are similar
to C. quercifolia in leaf morphology (i.e., margins are
deeply sinuate to crenate dentate and glandular hairy);
and they share a calyx morphology unique in the family (i.e., the calyx is hyaline except following the vasculature, where it is chlorophyllous, as found in C.
quercifolia). Morphological evidence supports the hypothesis that Huthia is derived from within Cantua as
presently circumscribed (see also Gibson 1967). Species limits are poorly known in this group. However,
some regional floras provide rather thorough treatments for local areas (e.g. , Gibson 1967; see also Infantes Vera 1962).

CANTUA Juss. ex Lam., Encycl. v.I, p.603, 1785 .
Erect shrubs or small trees, mo stly glandular or
hairy. Leaves alternate or fascicled, coriaceous to soft,
entire to sinuate or crenate-dentate, margins often revolute. Inflorescence corymbose to rarely of solitary
flowers. Calyx thick and coriaceous, herbaceous, or
hyaline except around the vasculature, tubular to campanulate, somewhat bilaterally symmetric. Corolla tubular, to funnelform or salverform, apex of corolla
lobes deeply bilobed, retuse, retuse-apiculate, truncateerose, to apiculate. Stamens included to exserted, adnate to and inserted on the tube at or below mid-tube,
filaments glabrous or pubescent at the base, rarely papillose-hirsute the entire length; pollen pantoporate, reticulate exine, with insulae (verrucae). Many seeds per
locule, the seeds small , broadly or narrowly winged.
N = 27 . Twelve species. Type: Cantua buxifolia Juss.
ex Lam. Synonymy includes Huthia Brand, Bot.
Jahrb. Syst. 42: 174, 175, 1908.
Lem ., Fl. Serres lard. Eur. 3: 242, 1847.
Ju ss. ex Lam .. Encyel. v. l , p.603, 1785.
CA N DELI LLA Brand, Pftan zen r. IV 250, p.22, 1907.
coerulea (Br and ) J. M. Porter & L. A. John son. co mb.

COBAEEAE (D . Don) Meisn.
PI. vase. gen., Tab. Diagn. 273, 180, 1840.
Vines. Leaves alternate, pinnate-compound with terminal leaflet modified into a tendril. Calyx lobes nearly free, herbaceous. Capsules with septicidal dehiscence. Seeds broadly winged. Type: Cobaea Cav.
Phylogenetic delineation.-The most incorporative
monophyletic group of species that includes Cobaea
minor and Cobaea scandens, and that shares a more
recent common ancestor with Cobaea penduliflora
than with Acanthogilia gloriosa, Bonplandia geminiflora, Cantua buxifolia, Cilia laciniata, Lo eselia ciliata, Phlox glaberrima, or Polemonium caeruleum.
Membership.-Cobaea.
As a taxon, the name Cobaeeae is redundant with
Cobaea; recognition of thi s tribal rank is maintained
for uniformity in treatment in this classification.

CANT U A BICOLOR

CANTUA BU XIFOLIA
CANT UA
C A NTU A

nov .
Basionym: Huthia coe rulea Brand, Bal. lahrb. Syst, 42 : 175.
1908 .
C AN TUA CUZCOENSIS Infantes, Ulloa 31: 102. 1962.

COBAEA Cav., Icon. v.l , p.l l , 1791.
Tropical vines, somewhat woody at the base. Leaves
alternate, pinnate-compound with terminal leaflet modified into a tendril. Inflorescences reduced to axillary,
long pedunculate, solitary flowers. Calyx radially syrn-
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metric, lobes nearly free to the base, herbaceous, no
hyaline portion. Corolla campanulate, to nearly rotate,
large, radially to bilateraJly synunetric, the lobes broad
to narrow and caudate. Stamens included to exserted,
adnate and affixed at the base of the corolla tube, base
of filaments glabrous to densely hairy; pollen pantoporate, with reticulate exine. Capsules with septicidal
dehiscence. Seeds large, broadly winged. N = 26.
Eighteen species. Type: Cobaea scandens Cav.
COBAEA AEQUATORIENSIS Aspl., Svensk BOI. Tidskr. 48: 550. 1954.
COBAEA ASCHERSONIANA Brand, Helios 21: 87, fig. 2. 1904.
COBAEA BIAURITA Standl., Contr. U. S. Natl. Herb. 17: 457, pI.
30, 1914.
COBAEA CAMPANULATA Hernsl., Garden (London) 17: 352. 1880.
COBAEA FLAVA A. Prather. Brittonia 48: 114. 116. fig. I, 1996.
COBAEA GRACILIS (Oerst.) Hemsl., Garden (London) 17: 352.
1880.
COBAEA LUTEA D. Don, Edinburgh Philos. J. 10: 112, 1824.
COBAEA MINOR M. Martens & Galeoni, Bull. Acad. Sci. Brux. 12:
276, 1845.
COBAEA PACHYSEPALA StandI., Contr. U. S. Natl. Herb. 17: 456,
457, pI. 29, 1914.
COBAEA PANEROI A. Prather, Brittonia 48: 116, 117, fig. 2, 1996.
COBAEA PENDULIFLORA (H. Karst.) Hook. f., BOI. Mag. 95, pI.
5757, 1869.
COBAEA PRINGLEI (House) Standl., Contr. U. S. NaIl. Herb. 17:
457. 1914.
COBAEA ROTUNDIFLORA A. Prather, Brittonia 48: 117, 119, fig. 3,
1996.
COBAEA SCANDENs Cav., leon. v.l, p.ll, pI. 16 & 17, 1791.
COBAEA SKUTCHII I. M. Johnst .. 1. Arnold. Arbor. 19: 128, 1938.
COBAEA STIPULARIS Benth., Pl. hartw., pA5. 1840.
COBAEA TRIANAE Hemsl., Garden (London) 17: 353, 1880.
COBAEA TRIFLORA Donn. Sm.• BOI. Gaz: (Crawfordsville) 13: 75,
1888.

The great morphological divergence that distinguishes Cobaea from other Polemoniaceae (Standley
1914; Prather 1999) appears likely the result of anagenic change from a conunon ancestor within, but after, the initial diversification of this family, rather than
indicative of a sister relationship between Cobaea and
the rest of the family (Johnson et aJ. 1996; Porter and
Johnson 1998; Johnson et al. 1999). Relationships
within this genus are evaluated and discussed by Prather (1996, 1999).
POLEMONIOIDEAE (Juss.) Am.
Encycl. Brittanica ed. 7, v.5, p.121, 1832.
AnnuaJ, bienniaJ, or perennial herbs, or shrubs.
Leaves opposite or alternate, linear and entire to variously pinnately or palmately lobed, or pinnately or
palmately compound. Flowers rotate, campanulate, tubular, funnelform or salverform, radially or occasionally bilaterally synunetric. Seeds generaJly without
wings, but occasionally with narrow wings (e.g., some
species of Aliciella, Loeselia, and Polemonium). Type:
Polemonium L.
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Phylogenetic delineation.-The least incorporative
monophyletic group of species that includes Gilia laciniata, Loeselia ciliata, Phlox glaberrima, and Polemonium caeruleum.
Membership.s-s-Aliciella, Allophyllum, Bryantiella,
Collomia, Dayia, Eriastrum, Gilia, Giliastrum, Gymnosteris, lpomopsis, Langloisia, Lathrocasis, Leptosiphon, Linanthus, Loeselia, Loeseliastrum, Microgilia,
Microsteris, Navarretia, Phlox, Polemonium, and Saltug ilia (four tribes; 22 genera; ~330 species).
Polemonioideae, though not paralleling Cobaeoideae in extreme morphological features (e.g., arborescent or vining habit, very large flowers, high chromosome numbers, etc.), exceed Cobaeoideae in degree
of morphological diversity. Species of Polemonioideae
range from near leafless annuals to woody subshrubs.
Loeselia, retained by Grant (1998a) in Cobaeoideae,
is placed in Polemonioideae and certainly shares recent
conunon ancestry with members of this subfamily as
here circumscribed, to the exclusion of members of
Cobaeoideae and Acanthogilioideae (Johnson et al.
1996; Porter 1996; Porter and Johnson 1998). This
subfamily frequently is referred to as the "temperate
group." However, it should be noted that many members of Polemonioideae occur in the tropics and subtropics of North and South America, in addition to
temperate regions. Tribal composition within our Polemonioideae differs substantially from that presented
by Grant (1959, 1998a, b).

Gilieae J. M. Porter & L. A. Johnson, trib. nov.
Herbae annuae (vel perennes rariores ut in Collomia) erectae glandulosae vel glabrae. Folia altema integra vel pinnatisecta (vel rara
palrnata), Folium caulinum foliis rosularibus simile vel deminutus,
vel folium congestus infra inflorescenciam. Calyx fructifer accrescens vel rumpens. Flores regulares et symmetrici. Corollae infundibuliformis vel hypocrateriformis. Pollinis albi vel caerulei. Seminis pallidi vel atrobrunnei. Typus: Gilia Ruiz et Pavon

AnnuaJ herbs, rarely perennial (in Collomia); glandular throughout or primarily in the inflorescence.
Leaves alternate, infrequently opposite below, entire to
pinnately (rarely palmately) lobed; distributed variously throughout, in basal rosettes, or principally congested near the inflorescence. Calyx accrescent or rupturing with age, corollas radially synunetric, rarely
somewhat bilaterally synunetric, funnelform to salverform. Pollen blue or white, rarely yellow. Seeds light
or dark. Type: Gilia Ruiz & Pav.
Phylogenetic delineation.-The least incorporative
monophyletic group of species that includes Collomia
linearis, Gilia laciniata, Lathrocasis tenerrima, Navarretia involucrata, and Saltugilia grinnellii.
Membership.-Allophyllum, Collomia, Gilia, Lathrocasis, Navarretia, and Saltugilia (6 genera, 95 species).
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We formally describe Tribe Gilieae, following many
years of misapplication of this tribal name. The use of
Gilieae at the tribal rank (e.g., Grant 1959, 1997,
1998a) rests on Reichenbach's (1837) classification,
subdividing Convolvulaceae into three "Groups"
(Gruppen): Polemoniariae, Hydroleeae, and Convolvuleae. Polemoniariae are also divided into three
groups (Phloginae, Gilieae, and Polemonieae) but no
rank is specified. The Code does not provide a status
for these rankless categories. It might be inferred that
Reichenbach intended the designations to be equivalent to the tribal rank, given the ending of the names
(e.g., Gilieae). But, because name endings were not
standardized in 1837, and Reichenbach did not indicate a rank, such a supposition is groundless. Regardless, these names are subdivisions of Convolvulaceae,
not Polemoniaceae. Grant (1997) has suggested that in
taking up Reichenbach's Gruppe Gilieae and treating
it at the tribal level, in his 1959 Natural History of the
Phlox Family, the name is legitimized, according to
the code. While he did provide a description (p . 51)
and indirectly cited the type (p. 120) , Grant failed to
identify that he was changing the rank of the taxon
from unranked to tribe (i.e., stat. nov. or trib. nov.) or
providing a new combination (transferring Gilieae
from Convolvulaceae to Polemoniaceae, i.e., comb.
nov.), as required by the 1959 Code. Unlike an orthographic error, the rank of a taxon cannot be changed
as a correction; the taxon clearly must be transferred
in rank, or redescribed at the tribal rank. Rather than
continue the confusion involving the application of
Reichenbach's Gruppe Gilieae, we describe thi s tribe
anew.
Tribe Gilieae, as here circumscribed, differs considerably in generic inclusion from that of Grant (1959,
1998a).
ALLOPHYLLUM A. D. Grant & V. E. Grant, EI Aliso 3:
98, 99, 1955.
Annual herbs, erect to spreading, simple or divaricately branched, glandular. Leaves often forming a
basal rosette, alternate, entire to once or twice pinnatifid, upper cauline leaves nearly palmate, lobes linear
to narrowly oblanceolate, the tip not acute or mucronate. Flowers sessile to long pedicellate, somewhat
congested or open inflorescences. Calyx tube with narrow hyaline intervals alternating with herbaceous costae, the lobes equal in length, not acute or mucronate.
Corolla funnel form, radially to bilaterally symmetric.
Stamens equally or unequally inserted in the distal corolla tube, the filaments unequal or nearly equal in
length; pollen pantoporate, with pertectate-perforate
exine and spinule-like processes. Seeds one to three
per locule, producing copious mucilage (i.e ., spiricles)

when wetted. N = 8, 9. Six species. Type: Allophyllum
divaricatum (Nutt.) A. D. Grant & V. E. Grant.
ALLOPHYLLUM DIV A RICA T UM

(NUll .) A . D. Grant & V. E. G rant. El

Aliso 3 : 101, 1955 .
ALLOPH YLLUM GILIOIDES

(Benth.)

D. Grant & V. E. Grant, El

A.

Aliso 3: 105, 1955.
A L L OPH Y L LU M VIOLA CEUM (A.

Hell er)

A.

D. Grant & V. E. Grant,

El Aliso 3: 106, 1955 .
ALLOPH YLLUM GLUTI NOSUM

(Benth. )

A .

D. G rant & V. E. Grant.

El Aliso 3: 104, 1955.
ALLOPHYLL UM INTEGRIFOLIUM

(Br and )

A.

D. G rant & V. E. Grant,

El Aliso 3: 102, 1955.

Cronquist (1984: 132) was "not convinced . .. that
Allophyllum is actually more closely related to Collomia than to Gilia," and did "not see how it can
reasonably be extracted from the remainder of the genus Gilia." Comparative DNA sequence data (Johnson
et al . 1996, Porter 1996), however, strongly support
the morphological evidence, cited by Grant and Grant
(1955), providing additional support for the segregation of Allophyllum. As circumscribed here, Allophyllum does not incl ude Lathrocasis tenerrima (for specific reasons, see below) as suggested by Grant
(I 998b); however, we include a previously undescribed species from southern Baja California, Mexico:

Allophyllum nemophilophyllum J. M . Porter & L. A.
Johnson, sp. nov .
Plantae annuae, gl andulosae. Effusa ramosissima, humili s. Foliis
lyrato-pinnatifidis alternis. Floribus laxe pani cuiatis, 2-5.5 mm longis. campanulatis; pedicellis tenuibu s divaricatis, 11-33 mm longis;
capsula sub globosa ; ovar ii loculi 1-2 ovulati. Sem ina palid ae brunnea ovoidea, sub aqua dense mucil ag inosa. Typus : R. Moran 8056.

Type.-Mexico. Baja California: Occasional in the
shade of rocks, near San Juan Mine, Sierra San Borja,
near 28°43 'N, 113°38'W, elevation ca. 1200 m, 26
March 1960, R. Moran 8056 (holotype: RSA; isotypes:
CAS, SD)
Delicate, erect to decumbent, annual herb, generally
with a single stem, 2.5 -20.0 ern tall, sparsely glandular
villous; leaves (I )2.0-3.5 em long, not forming a rosette, cauline, (simple) pinnately to usually bipinnately
lobed with 3-7 segments, the lobes generally deeply
toothed or lobed, ultimate segments 1-3 mm wide; inflorescence open sympodial, 1-2 flowers above the
subtending bract, pedicels long dimorphic, (6)11 -33
mm long in fruit; calyx 1.8-5.0 mm long in flower,
3.0-5.5 mm long in fruit, the lobes 1-4 mm long the
hyaline portion equal in width with costae in flower
and broader than costae in fruit; corolla white to pale
blue, 2.0-5.5 mm long, the lobes 1.0-3.0 mm long,
radially symmetric; stamens equally or subequally inserted on the upper tube, ca 0.5 -1.0 mm long, anthers
included to slightly exserted; capsule 3.0-4.0 mm,
three-lobed, nearly globose, 1-2 seeds per locule,
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seeds 1.3-2.0 mm long, rounded on one side, pale
brown.
This species is endemic to moist pockets of rocky,
granitic slopes, mostly in the shade of larger rocks,
1000-2000 m., in the Sierra San Borja and Sierra la
Asamblea, flowering March through April.
Repr esentative specimens.-MEXtCO . B aja California. Eastern end of
Sierra San Luis, 26-30 mi N Punta Pri eta 3000-3600 ft. I April
1950. H. Gentry & F. Cech 8909; Sierra San Borja. near San Juan
Mine, 1200 rn, 26 March 1960 . R Moran 8056 .

Restricted to desert mountains of the Vizciano phase
of the Sonoran Desert, Allophyllum nemophilophyllum
is ecologically unique in the genus: it is the only true
subtropical, desert species. Morphologically it differs
from all other species of Allophyllum in the exceptionally long pedicels (11-33 mm long). The small,
white, radially symmetric flowers also serve to distinguish this species from A. glutinosum (with bilateraly
symmetric, blue-violet flowers) and A. gilioides (with
radially symmetric, dark blue-violet flowers), the only
other representatives of this genus in Baja California,
Mexico. As the specific epithet suggests, the lower
cauline leaves are similar in morphology to some desert species of Nemophila (Hydrophyllaceae).
COLLOMIA Nutt., Gen. Amer. v. I 126, 1818.
Annual or perennial herbs, erect to spreading, simple or divaricately branched , hairy or glandular.
Leaves generally not forming a basal rosette, alternate,
simple, entire or serrate to once pinnatifid, upper cauline leaves sessile. Flowers in terminal head -like inflorescences, rarely 1-3 in axils of leaves. Calyx tube
with narrow, obscure hyaline intervals alternating with
herbaceous portion, the lobes equal or unequal in
length, sinuses pleated, calyx enlarging in fruit. Corolla funnelform to salverform, radially symmetric.
Stamens equally or unequally inserted in the distal corolla tube, the filaments unequal or nearly equal in
length; pollen zonocolporate or pantoporate, with striate , striate-reticulate, or reticulate exine. Seeds mostly
one per locule (to three in two species), producing copious mucilage (i.e., spiricles) when wetted. N = 8.
Fifteen species. Type: Collomia linearis Nutt.
COLLOMIA BtFLORA (Ruiz & Pav.) Brand. BOI. Jahrb. Syst. 36 : 72.
1905 .
COLLOMIA CAVANILLESII Hook. & Am .• BOI. Bee ch ey Voy ., p.34,
1839.
COLLOMtA DEB IllS (S. Watson) Green e. Pittonia I : 127. 1887.
COLLOMIA DtVERSIFOLIA Greene, Pitt onia I : 128. 1887 .
COLLOMtA GRANDIFLORA Douglas ex L indl., BOI. Reg . 14: sub. t.
1174. 1828.
COLLOMIA HETEROPHYLA Douglas ex Hook., BOI. Ma g. 56 : t. 2895,
1829.
COLLOMIA LARSENII (A. Gray) Payson , Univ. Wyo. Pub/. BOI. 1:
85 . 1924.
COLLOMtA LINEARtS Nun. Gen . Amer. v.l , p.126, 1818.
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COLLOMIA MACROCALYX Leiberg ex Brand. Feddes Rep ert. Spe c.
Nov . Regni Veg. 17: 317 1921.
COLLOMIA MAZAMA Coville, Pro c. Bioi. Soc. Wash . 11: 35, 36. pl.
I. 1897.
COLLOMIA RAWSONlANA Greene. Pitt onia 1: 221. 1888.
COLLOMIA RENACTA Joy al. Britton ia 38: 243, fig . I. 1986.
COLLOMIA TEN ELLA A . Gra y, Pro c. Amer. A cad. Arts 8: 259 , 1870.
COLLOMIA TINCTORA Kellogg, Proc. Calif. A cad. Sci . 3 : 17. fi g. 2,
1868.
C OLLOMIA TRACYI H . Mason, Madroiio 9: 254. 1948 .

Collomia is often characterized in the literature as
possessing an entirely herbaceous calyx. However, the
accrescent calyces in Collomia, which are easily distinguished from all other genera in this family, are
composed of wide, rhombic, herbaceous lobes connected ± mid-length by a narrow yet identifiable membrane that folds outward at the sinus to form a pitcherlike projection. This arrangement gives the calyx a
distinctive replicate or distended appearance. Most, if
not all, species in this genus also possess explosively
dehiscent capsules: in species with one seed per locule,
each valve folds backwards lengthwise along the septae whereas in species with three seeds, each valve
folds more or less horizontally between the seeds. The
inclusion of Collomia heterophylla is supported equivocally by molecular cladistic analyses (Johnson and
Porter unpubl.), but it is inferred to be part of a monophyletic Collomia, based on morphological and palynological evidence (Chuang et al. 1978).
GlLI A

Ruiz & Pav., Fl. peruv. prodr., p.2S, t. 4, 1794.

Annual herbs, glandular, variously hairy, or almost
glabrous, generally with a basal rosette of leaves.
Leaves highly dissected, 1-3 pinnatifid, to dentate or
rarely entire, the ultimate segments sometimes toothed;
cauline leaves alternate, becoming reduced above, often greatly so . Inflorescence cymose, the flowers in
dense heads, glomerate, loose, or solitary. Calyx tube
with hyaline intervals alternating with the herbaceous
costae, the lobes with hyaline margins, acute to mucronate. Corolla funnel form to salverform, large and
showy to very small and inconspicuous, the tube narrow often with a characteristic flared region
("throat"), lobes long or short, spreading. Stamens
mostly equally inserted near the sinuses of the corolla
lobes, the filaments equal or unequal in length; pollen
zonocolporate, apertures rarely anomotreme, with striate or rugulate exine. Seeds many per locule, producing copious mucilage (i.e. , spiricles) when wetted;
each outer cell wall of the seed coat smooth when
shed. N = 9, 18, 36. Thirty-nine species. Type: Gilia
laciniata Ruiz & Pav.
GILIA ACHILLEIFOLIA Benth., Ed ward 's BOI. Re g. 19 : sub . t. 1622 ,
1833.
GILIA ACHtLLEIFOLIA Benth. subsp. MULTICAULtS ( Benth.) Y. E.
Grant & A . D . Grant. EI Aliso 3 : 298. 1956 .
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GILIA ALiQUANTA A . D. Grant & Y. E. Grant, El Aliso 3 : 241 , 242,
fi g . 10, 195 6 .
GILIA ALiQUANTA A. D. Grant & Y. E. Grant subsp. BREVILOBA A.
D . Grant & Y. E. Grant, El Aliso 3 : 243, 1956 .
G ILIA ALPINA (Wedd.) Brand , Pfian zenr. IV 250, p.107. 1907.
G ILIA ANGELENSIS Y. E. Grant, El Aliso 2: 387, 38 8. fi gs. 1-4 ,
1952 .
GILI A AUSTRO-OCCIDENTALIS (A . D. G rant & Y. E. Grant ) A . D .
Gra nt & V. E. Grant , Aliso 4: 43 8, 1960.
G ill A RRECCIARUM M . E. Jone s, Contr. W. BOl. 12: 54 , 1908.
G ILIA BRECCIAR UM M . E. Jones subsp. NEGLECTA A . D . Grant &
Y. E. Grant , El Al iso 3 : 283, fi g. 21 c, 1956.
G ILIA CANA (M . E. Jon es) A. Heller, Muhlenbergia 2: 266 , 1907 .
GILI A CANA (M . E. Jones) A. Heller subsp. BER NARDINA A . D .
Grant & Y. E. Grant, El Aliso 3: 230, 1956.
G ILIA CANA (M . E. Jones) A. Heller subsp . SPECIFORMIS A . D.
Grant & Y. E. Grant, El Aliso 3: 230, 231, fig. 7d , 1956.
GILI A CANA (M . E. Jones) A. Heller subsp. SPECIOSA (Jeps.) A. D .
Grant & Y. E. Grant, El Aliso 3: 229, 1956.
GILI A CANA (M . E. Jones) A. Heller subsp. TRICEPS (Brand) A. D .
Grant & Y. E. Grant , El Aliso 3: 231, 1956.
GILI A CAPITATA Si ms, BOI. Mag. 53: l. 2698 , 1826 .
GILIA CAPITATA Sim s subsp. ABROTANIFOLIA (Greene) Y. E. Grant ,
El Aliso 2 : 37 1, 1952 .
GILI A CAPITATA Si ms subsp. CHAMISSONIS (Greene) Y. E . Grant , El
A liso 2 : 309, 1950 .
GILI A CAPITATA Sim s subsp. MEDlOMONTANA V. E. G rant, El Aliso
2: 306 , 1950.
GILI A CAPITATA Sim s subsp . PACIFICA Y. E. Grant , El Aliso 2: 305,
195 0.
GILI A CAPITATA Sims subsp. PEDEM ONTANA V. E. Grant , El Aliso
2: 307 , 195 0 .
GILI A CAPITATA Sims subsp. STAMINEA (Greene) Y. E. G rant, El
A liso 2 : 308, 1950 .
GILI A CAPITATA Sims subsp. TOMENTOSA (Brand) Y. E. Grant , El
A liso 2 : 304, 1950.
GILIA CLiVORUM (Jeps.) Y. E. Grant, El Aliso 3: 31, 1954.
Gill A CLOKEY I H . M ason, Madroiio 6: 202, 1942.
GILIA CR ASS IFOLIA B enth ., Edward's BOl. Reg. 19: sub. l. 1622,
1833 .
GILIA DlEGENSIS (P. Munz) A . D . Grant & Y. E. Grant, El Aliso 3 :
267 , 195 6.
GILIA FLAVOCINCTA A. N el son , Amer. J . BOl. 21: 577 , 1934 .
GI LIA FLAVOCINCTA A . N el son subsp. AUSTRALIS (A . D. Grant &
V. E. Grant) A. G . D ay & Y. E. Grant, Aliso 5 : 484. 1964 .
GILI A INCONSPICUA (S mi th) Sw eet, Exot . BOl. 1: 25, 286 , 1805.
G ILIA INTERIOR ( H . M ason & A . D. Grant ) A . D . Grant in V. E.
Grant , Na t, h ist , phlox Jam.. p.80, 1959 .
GI LIA JACENS A . D . Grant & Y. E. Grant, A liso 4: 4 37, 1960 .
GILI A LACINIATA Ru iz & Pav., Syst. veg .fI. p eru v. ch il.. pA3, 1798 .
G ILIA LATIFLORA (A. Gray) A . Gray, Proc. A me r. Acad. A rts 8:
278, 187 0 .
GILIA LATIFLORA (A . Gray) A. Gray subsp. CUYAMENSIS A. D .
Grant & Y. E. Grant, El Aliso 3: 270, 271, 272, fi g . 18b , 195 6 .
GILIA LATIFLOR A (A. Gray) A. Gray subsp. DAVYI (M i lli ken) A.
D. G rant & Y. E. Grant, El Aliso 3: 273, 1956.
GILIA LATIFLORA (A. Gray) A. Gray subsp. ELONGATA A . D . Grant
& V. E. Grant, El Aliso 3: 275, 276, fig. 18d, 1956.
GILI A LEPTANTHA Parish , ZOe 5: 74. 1900.
GILIA LEPTANTH A Parish subsp. PINETORUM A. D. Grant & Y. E.
Grant , El A liso 3 : 23 9, 240, 1956.
G ILIA LEPTANTH A Pari sh subsp . PURPUSII (Milliken ) A . D . Grant &
Y. E. Gra nt, El A liso 3 : 237, 1956.
G ILIA LEPTANTHA Parish subsp. TRANSVERSA A . D . Gran t & Y. E.
Gra nt, El A liso 3 : 238, 1956.
GILI A LOMENSIS Y. E. Grant , A liso 6: 72, 73. fi gs. 4 & 8, 1966 .
GILI A MALIOR A . G. Day & Y. E. Grant, A liso 5 : 484 , 1964 .
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GILI A MEXICANA A. D. Grant & Y. E. Grant, El A liso 3 : 255 , 256 ,
25 7, fi g. 14, 1956.
GILI A MILLEFOLIATA Fisch. & C. A . Mey., Index sem. ho rt, petrop.
v.S, pp. 35 & 36. 1838.
GILI A MINOR A . D . Grant & Y. E. Grant, El Aliso 3: 25 4, 25 5, fi g.
13, 1956.
GILI A MODOCENSIS Eastw. , Leafl. W. BOl. 2 : 283, 1940.
GILI A NEVINII A . Gra y, Sy n. fl . N. A m er. ed. 2 v.2, p Ail , 1886.
Gill A OCHROLEUCA M . E. Jone s, Contr. W. BOI. 8 : 35 , 1898 .
GILI A OCHROLEUCA M. E. Jone s sub sp. BtZONATA A . D . Grant &
Y. E. Grant, El Aliso 3: 223, 224, 225 , fi g . 6a, pi 1A, 1956.
GILI A OCHROLEUCA M . E. Jones subsp. EXILIS (A . Gray ) A . D .
Grant & V. E. Grant, El Aliso 3 : 222 , 1956.
GILIA OCHROLEUCA M . E. Jon es subsp. v ivu», (A . D . Grant & V.
E. Grant) A . D . Grant & Y. E. Grant , Al iso 4: 43 8, 1960 .
GI LIA OPHTHALMOIDES Brand, Pflan zenr. IV 250 , p.l 08, 1907
GI LIA PATAGONICA Speg .. Anales So c. Ci . Argent. 53 : 76. 1902.
GILIA SALTICOLA Eastw., Leafl. W. BOl. 3 : 199 , 1943 .
GILIA SCOPULORUM M. E. Jones , Bull. To rrey BOl. Club 8: 70,
1881.
GILIA SINUATA Douglas ex Benth., Prodr. v.9 , p.313, 1845.
GI LIA STELLATA A. Heller, Muhlenb er gia 2 : 117. 1906.
GILI A TENUIFLORA Benth., Edward 's BOl. Reg. 19: sub. l. 1622,
1833.
GILI A TENUIFLORA Benth. sub sp. AMPLIFA UCALIS A . D . Grant & Y.
E. Grant, El Aliso 3: 246 ,247 , fig . li b, 195 6.
GILI A TENUIFLORA Benth . subsp. ARENARIA ( B enth.) A . D . Grant &
Y. E. Grant , El A liso 3: 246 , 195 6.
GILI A TENUIFLORA Benth, subsp. HOFFMANNII (Ea stw .) A . D . Grant
& V. E. Grant , El A liso 3 : 247, 1956.
GILI A TRANSMONTANA ( H . M ason & A. D . Grant) A . D . Grant &
Y. E. Grant, El Al iso 3: 266, 1956 .
GILIA TRICOLOR Benth., Edward's BOI. Reg. 19: l. 1622, 1833.
GILIA TRICOLOR Benth . subsp. D1 FFUSA (Co ngdo n) H . Mason & A .
D . Grant, Madrorio 9 : 209, 194 8.
GILIA TWEEDY I Rydb .. Bull. Torrey BOl. Club 31 : 63 4, 1904.
GILI A VALDlVIENStS Griseb., Syst, Bem erk . v.6, p.1 3!, 1854 .
GILI A YOR KII Shevock & A. G . Day, Madroiio 45 : 137, 139, Fig
J A-G , 1999.

Our generic circumscription of Cilia differs substantially from that of Grant (1959; 1998a, b ) and Day
( 1993b ). Portions of Cilia sensu Grant are here placed
in Tribe Loeselieae (i.e., Aliciella and Ciliastrum),
while others remain in Tribe Gilieae, but not within
the genus Cilia (i.e., Saltugilia, Lathrocas is, and sever al Na varretia ). With the removal of these d isparate
elements, Cilia is more cohesive morphologically and
is strongly inferred to be monophyl etic based on mo lecular data (Johnson et al. 1995 ; Johnson et at 1996;
Porter 1996; Johnson and Porter unpubl. ). Cilia, as
here circumscribed, includes predominantly rosetteforming annuals with cauline leave s that become reduced in size, but are lobed or toothed. Two morphological groups within Cilia, the cobwebby gilias and
the leafy-stemmed gilias (Grant 1950, 1952a, b,
1954a, b, c; A. Grant and V. Grant 1956 ) are supported
as monophyletic by molecular data. Two additional
species with historically less certain placement (compare Grant and Grant 1954; V. Grant and A. Grant
1956; Grant 1959), C. scopulorum and C. stellata, are
related closely to these larger groups and are retained
in Cilia. Cilia yorkii, recently described as a member
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of section Saltugilia (Shevock and Day 1999), is also
retained in Cilia. In our estimation, this species belongs with the leafy-stemmed gilias with close affinities to Cilia capitata, but simply lacking a capitate
inflorescence. The seeds of all gilias produce copious
mucilage (i.e., spiricles) when wetted, and the outer
wall of the testa is shed as an areolate, but not verrucate, sheet (with areoles defined by cell boundaries).
Fine, tangled, white arachnoid-tomentum is also
shared by most species, at least in the leafaxils, but
often on leaves and in the inflorescence.

Lathrocasis L. A. Johnson, gen. nov.
Plantae annuae, hurniles, glandulis stipitatis ubique. Folia alterni,
anguste lanceolati ad ensiforrnes, integra vel inferiora interdum lobati. Ramificatio sympodialis, effuse ramosissimus; ramis ramulisque
filiformibus ; pedicellis tenuibus divaricatis; inftorescentia laxo. Flores minuti; corolla infundibuliformis, calyx carnpanulatus. Pollinis
granum anamocolporatum ad pantocolporaturn vel raro bi-zonocolporaturn, exino striato-reticulato. Capsula subglobosa, valvis effusis
dehiscentiis; loculis l- sernenalis. Semina castanea. ovoidea. testa
verrucata, sub aqua dense mucilaginosa. Ab Cilia Rufz et Pavon in
testa verrucosa, trichomatibus stipitati-glandularibus uniforrniter,
pedicellis retrorsis, et loculis uniovulatis differt. Typus: Lathrocasis
tenerrima (A. Gray) L. A. Johnson
Annual herbs, densely stipitate glandular on stems
and pedicels, sparsely glandular on leaves and calyces.
Leaves alternate, narrowly lanceolate, entire, or infrequently with one or two linear to falcate lobes; basal
rosette loose, sparse, or lacking. Upper leaves reduced,
linear to ensiform. Branching sympodial, effuse, stems
terminating in solitary flowers; pedicels filiform, divergent or retrorse. Flowers minute, usually <3 .5 mm
long; calyx campanulate, the herbaceous lobes equal,
membrane margined, and fused to two-thirds their
length; corolla funnel form from a short tube, barely to
twice exceeding the calyx. Pollen anomotreme to pantotreme, rarely bizonotrerne, apertures colporate, exine
striate-reticulate. Seeds chestnut brown, ovoid, one per
locule, producing copious mucilage (i.e., spiricles)
when wetted; seed coat verrucate. N = 18. One species. Type: Lathrocasis tenerrima (A. Gray) L. A.
Johnson
Lathrocasis tenerrima (A. Gray) L. A. Johnson. comb. nov.
Basionym: Cilia ten errima A. Gray. Pro c. Amer. A cad. Arts 8 :
277. 1870.
Inconpicuous and largely ignored, this species has
recently been subjected to several generic realignments. Affinities with Allophyllum were suggested
based largely on inaccurate interpretation of pollen
morphology (Grant 1998b), Affinities with Tin tinabulum (Grant and Day 1998) are similarly based on
inaccurate characterization of trichome and floral characteristics (Johnson and Weese 2000). Lathrocasis
possesses a distinct suite of morphological features
that, considered as a whole, distinguish this taxon at
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the generic level. This suite of characters includes the
mostly entire, nonmucronate leaves, effuse branching
with diverging to retrorse and threadlike pedicels, uniformity of short stipitate glands throughout, uniovulate
locules, spiriliferous seeds with verrucate seedcoats,
minute funnelforrn flowers with simple vasculature,
and stamens equally inserted approximately mid-tube.
DNA sequence data (chloroplast matK, tmL-F, and
nuclear ITS genes) of multiple populations of L. tenerrima corroborate this distincitive morphological
characterization and show Lathrocasis well separated
at the nucleotide sequence level from its nearest relatives in Gilieae (Johnson and Weese 2000).
Lathrocasis derives its name from the combination
of the Greek "lathro-" (hidden, secret) and "kasis"
(sister), True to its name, it is not clear presently
whether Lathrocasis is sister to Cilia. a group composed of Allophyllum, Collomia, and Navarretia, or
both of these groups combined (Johnson and Weese
2000).
NAVARRETIA Ruiz & Pav., Fl. peruv. prodr., p,20,

1794.
Annual herbs, erect or prostrate, simple or divaricately branched, variously hairy, glandular or glabrous, Leaves generally not forming a basal rosette,
alternate or lower most opposite, entire to once or
twice pinnatifid; upper cauline leaves usually bracteate, sometimes palmately lobed to divided, acerose or
spine-tipped. Flowers usually sessile and congested in
a head-like inflorescences, but pedicellate and in pairs
in Navarretia capillaris, N. leptalea, and N. sinistra.
Calyx tube with hyaline intervals alternating with herbaceous costae, ± unequal or rarely equal in length,
mucronate to acerose. Corolla funnelforrn to salverform, lobes 4-5, spreading. Stamens mostly equally
inserted near the sinuses of the corolla lobes, the filaments mostly equal in length; pollen pantocolporate
or pantoporate, with striate, striate-reticulate, reticulate
or pertectate-perforate exine, sometimes with spinulelike processes. Seeds one to many per locule, producing copious mucilage (i.e., spiricles) when wetted. N
= 9. Thirty-one species. Type: Navarretia involucrata
Ruiz & Pav.
NAVARRETIA ATRACTYLOIDES (Benth.) Hook. & Arn., Bot. Bee chey
Voy .. p.368, 1839.
NAVARRETIA BREWERI (A. Gray) Greene, Pittonia 1: 137, 1887.
NAVARRETIA CAPILLARIS (Kellogg) Kuntze, Revis. gen. pl . v.2,
p.433, 1891.
NAVARRETIA COTULIFOLIA (Benth.) Hook. & Arn., Bot. Bee chey
Voy ., p.368. 1839.
NAVARRETIA DIVARICATA (A. Gray) Greene, Pittonia 1: 136, 1887.
NAVARRETIA DIVARICATA (A. Gray) Greene subsp. VIVIDOR (Jeps.
& V. L. Bailey) H. Mason, Abrams. fll. fl. Pa cific States v.J,
p.449. 1951.
NAVARRETIA ERIOCEPHALA H. Mason, Madrorio 8: 196, 1946.
NAVARRETIA FILICAULIS (A. Gray) Greene, Pittonia 1: 134, 1887.
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N AVARRETlA FOSSALIS M oran , Madroiio 24 : 155 , 1977.
N AVARRETIA HAMATA Greene, Pittonia 1: 139, 1887 .
N AVARRETIA HAMATA Greene subsp. LEPTANTHA (G reene) H . Ma so n, Abrams. III. fl . Pa cifi c States v .3 , p .450, 1951.
N AVARRETIA HAMATA Greene subsp. PARVILOBA A . G . D ay , No von
3: 336, 1993 .
NAVARRETIA HETERANDRA H. Mason, Madr oiio 8: 197, 1946.
N AVARRETIA HETERODOXA (Greene) Greene, Pitt onia 1: 134, 1887 .
N AVARRETIA INTERTEXTA (B enth .) Hook .• Fl . bo r.- amer. v.2, p.75,
1838 .
N AVARRETIA INTERTEXTA ( B en th.) H o ok . su bs p . PROPINQUA
(Suks d.) A . G . D ay, Novon 3: 336. 1993 .
N AVARRETIA INVOLUCR ATA Ruiz & Pav., Sys t, veg. fl. peruv. ch il..
p.43, 1798.
NAVARRETIA JAREDII Eastw.. ZOe, 5: 89 . 1900.
N AVARRETIA JEPSONII V. L. Bailey ex Jeps., Fl . Calif. v.3, p.154 ,
1943.
Navarretia leptalea ( A. Gray) L. A . Johnson , co m b. nov.
B asionym : Co /lo m ia lepralea A . Gray , Pr oc. A me r. A cad. Arts
8: 2 6 1. 1870.
Navarretia leptalea sub sp. bicolor (H . Mason & A . D . Grant) L.
A. Johnson, co m b . nov.
Basionym: Cilia lepra lea subsp. bi col or H . Mason & A . D .
Grant. Ma dr oiio 9: 220, 1948.
N AVARRETIA LEUCOCEPH ALA Benth., Pl. hartw., p.324, 1840.
N AVARRETIA LEUCOCEPH ALA Benth . sub sp . BAKERI (H. Mason) A.
G . Da y, N o von 3 : 33 7, 1993 .
N AVARRETIA LEUCOCEPHALA B enth. subsp. MINIMA ( N uu .) A . G .
Day. Novon 3: 337 , 1993.
NAVARRETIA LEUCOCEPHALA Benth. sub sp . PAUCIFLORA (H . Mason )
A. G. Day, N o von 3 : 337. 1993.
NAVARRETIA LEUCOCEPHALA Benth. sub sp. PLIEANTHA (H. Mason )
A. G . Day, No von 3 : 3 37 , 1993.
N AVARRETIA MELLITA Greene. Pitt oni a 1: 134 , 1887.
N AVARRETI A MYERSII P. S. Allen & A. G . D ay . Nov on 3 : 337 ,1 993 .
N AVARRETIA MYERSII P. S. Allen & A . G . D ay subsp . DEMINUTA
A . G. Day, M adroiio 42 : 34, 1995 .
N AVARRETIA NIGELLIFORMIS Greene. Pittoni a 1: 132, 1887.
N AVARRETIA NIGELLIFORMIS Greene subsp. RADIANS (1. T. Howell)
A . G. Day, Novon 3: 33 9 . 1993.
N AVARRETIA PENIN SULARIS Greene. Pittonia 1: 136 , 1887.
N AVARRETIA PROLIFERA Greene , Pittonia 1: 135, 1887.
N AVARRETIA PROLIFERA Greene subsp. LUTEA ( B rand) H . Mason ,
Abrams. III. fl. Pacific S tates v. 3, p.44 8, 1951 .
N AVARRETIA PROSTRATA (A. Gray ) Greene, Pitton ia 1: 130, 1887 .
N AVARRETIA PUBESCENS (B enth. ) Hook. & Arn ., BOI. Beech ey
Voy., p.368, 183 9 .
N AVARRETIA ROSULATA Brand, Pfianzenr. IV 25 0, p.154, 1907.
N AVARRETIA SETILOBA C oville. Contr. U. S. Nat. Herb. 4: 153 ,
189 3.
Navarretia si n i st ra ( M . E . Jone s) L. A . Johnson , com b. no v .
Ba sionym: Cilia sinistra M. E. Jon es [ as sinister'[. Contr. W.
BOI. 10 : 57 . 190 2.
Navarretia sinistra ( M . E . Jones) L. A . John son subsp. pinnatisecta (H. Mason & A. D. Grant) L. A . Johnson, comb. no v .
Basionym: Cilia lept alea subsp. pinnatisecta H. Mason & A .
D. Grant. Madroiio 9: 220. 1948 .
N AVARRETIA SQU ARROSA (Eschsch.) Hook. & Arn., BOI. Beech ey
Voy., p.368. 1839 .
N AVARRETIA SUBULIGERA Green e. Pitton ia 1: 137 . 1887 .
NAVARRETIA TAGETINA Greene. Pittoni a 1: 137 , 1887 .
NAVARRETIA VISCIDULA Benth., Pl . hartw., p.324 , 1840.

Navarretia historically has been recognized based
on its spinescent-bracted capitate inflorescences and
calyx with lobes of unequal length. Though named
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concomitantly with Cilia (Ruiz and Pavon 1794), variou s authors have considered Navarretia and Cilia either congeneric (Gray 1870 , 1886; Bentham and
Hooker 1876; Baillon 1891), or at least closely related
(Don 1838; Gr ant 1959; Cronquist 1984). Brand
( 1907) treated Navarretia separate from Gilia, but included species now recognized as members of Eriastrum within Navarretia. Brand's classification was later contested (e .g ., Craig 1934; Mason 1945). Relationships between Na varretia and other genera never were
explored fully by any of the se authors.
Phylogenetic analyses of chloroplast rnatK (Johnson
and Soltis 1995; Johnson et al. 1996) and nuclear ITS
(Porter 1996; Spencer and Porter 1997) sequences provide strong evidence that Navarretia is closely allied
with CoLlomia, A LlophyLlum, and three species formerly recognized in Cilia section KeLloggia (D ay 1993a).
Navarretia is here circumscri bed to include these latter
species (i.e. , N. cap iLlaris, N. leptalea, and N. sin istra).
The recent placement of these three species in ALlophyLlum (Grant and Day 1998) is understandable given
the close affinities of ALlophyLlum to Navarretia and
CoLlomia . These three genera possess distinct gross
morphologies, as do the "kelloggioid Na varretias" :
Even so, examination of the morphological traits, considered to be important indicators of relationship
(Grant and Day 1998), provide support for placement
of "kelloggioid Navarretias" in Navarretia rather than
ALlophyLlum (Porte r and Johnson unpubl.).
Navarretia cap iLLaris, N. LeptaLea, and N. sinistra
are distinguished from other Navarretia on the basis
of architecture and traditional " key characters" (i.e.,
they lack a dense, spinescent inflorescence and po ssess
calyx lobes of equal length). Their inclusion adds heterogeneity at the gross-morphological level to an otherwise cohesive group. Nevertheless , morphological
and molecular data indicate the se species are phylogenetically removed from Gilia and near Na varretia.
In determining how best to treat N. cap iLLaris, N. LeptaLea, and N. sinistra taxonomicaJly, we at first considered erecting a new genus. Isozyme and distribution-wide population sampling of both chloroplast and
nuclear genes, however, indicate these three species do
not form an exclusive monophyletic group (Johnson,
unpubl.). An cient hybridization may be involved in the
origin of at least some taxa. If so , their exact parentage
has been ob scured by time; nonetheless, ancestors of
Navarretia, but not CoLlomia or ALLophyLlum, appear
implicated mo st stro ngly (Johnson, unpubl.). By including N. capiLLaris, N. leptalea, and N. sinistra in
Nava rret ia, we provide a treatment that emphasizes
monophyly in the classification of these species. Any
attempt to classify N. capillaris, N. LeptaLea, and N.
sinistra in any single genus exclusive of Navarretia
would make the alternative genus polyphyletic, and
Navarretia paraphyletic.
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Examination of fine-scale morphological features
yields support for this taxonomy despite gross morphological appearances. Navarretia capillaris, N. leptalea, and N. sinistra possess linear cotyledons as do
most other Navarretia (but not Allophyllum or Collomia). They are also most similar to other Navarretia in
seed morphology and seed germination requirements
(involving long periods of moist chilling; Johnson
pers. observ.). Additionally, N. capilla ris, N. leptalea,
and N. sinistra possess pantoporate pollen grains, a
type ubiquitous in Navarretia, Allophyllum, and present in some Collomia, but unknown in Gilia. Exine
sculpting, however, differs greatly among these species
(Spencer and Porter 1997; Johnson unpubl.). Navarretia capillaris and N. leptalea have a striate-reticulate
exine also found in N. hamata and N. prolifera (striato-reticulate type II of Spencer and Porter 1997); however, N. leptalea subsp. bicolor has variable pollen,
some with the striate-reticulate exine similar to that of
N. breweri (striato-reticulate type I of Spencer and
Porter 1997). This contrasts with the rugulose, superficially pertectate pollen of N. sinistra, which in some
ways is similar to the pollen of N. leucocephala, N.
plieantha, N. prostrata, N. myersii, and N. fossalis, as
well as Allophyllum. This exine diversity further supports the hypothesis that N. capillaris and N. leptalea
form a lineage apart from N. sinistra (Johnson et al.,
1994; Johnson 1996; unpubl.). Additional comparative
surveys of micromorphological characters and two additional nuclear genes are underway to provide further
insights into the history of these species (Johnson unpubl).

Saltugilia (Y. E. Grant) L. A. Johnson, gen. et stat.
nov.
Gilia sect. Saltugilia V. E. Grant, El Aliso 3: 84,
1954, in part.
Plantae annuae . Folia basi cauli s rosul ata , ple raque bipinnatifia;
foli a caulini folii s rosularibus similibus vel deminut is, subulat is. Tri chorn ata foliorum basium et cauli s inferni uni seriata longe angustatu s ferens glandul a unicellularis. Trichomata inftorescentiae brevistipitata feren s glandis multi cellularis . Inflor escentia cyrnosa, laxa.
Corolla infundibuliformis, co rolla fauce 5-ma cul alu s ftava. Starninurn filamentis inaequalibus ad subequalibus. Pollinis granum caerulei , zonocolporatum, exino striato-reticulato. Seminis pallidi brunnei,
angulosi: testa verrucata, sub aqua dense mucil aginosa. Ab Gilia
Ruiz et Pavon in testa verrucosa, e t trichornatibus in pedicel lis glandul aribus stipitati-brevissiumis multicellularis un iformirer et trichomatibus in folii s uniseriati s longibus glandibus minutis uni cellularis differt. Typu s: Saltugilia grinnellii (Brand) L. A. John son

Erect annual herbs; stems typically I, much
branched above, glabrous, glaucous, or glandular,
mostly 15-100 em in height. Leaves principally in a
basal rosette, (1-)2(-3) pinnatifid, reduced upwards and
ultimately subulate bracteate. Trichomes on lower
leaves and stem translucent, tapering, terminating in a
single, minute, globose, glandular cell (gland obscure;
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appearing chain-like villous when dry). Trichomes on
upper (and lower in some) stems, pedicels, and calyces
short stalked and terminating in a flat-topped multicellular gland. Inflorescence cymose, loose, flowers
borne singly or paired on unequal to subequal pedicels.
Flowers mostly showy. Calyx lobes equal, the herbaceous costae narrower than and united above midlength by a hyaline membrane. Corolla radially symmetric, funnelform, yellow spotted on throat. Stamens
unequal to subequal, the shortest one often borne at
right angles to the corolla wall. Pollen blue, zonocolporate, with striate exine. Seeds light tan, angular,
many per locule, producing copious mucilage (i.e.,
spiricles) when wetted; seed coat verrucate. N = 9.
Three species. Type: Saltugilia grinnellii (Brand) L.
A. Johnson
SaItugilia grinnellii (Brand ) L. A . John son. co mb. nov.
Basionym : Gilia grinne llii Brarnd, Pfian zenr. IV 250, p. 10 I,
1907 . Synonym: Gil ia splendens Doug\. of authors. nomen
nudum.
Saitugilia grinneIIii (Brand ) L. A. Johnson subsp. grantii (Bra nd )
L. A. John son , comb. nov .
Basionym : Gilia co llina Eastw . var. grantii Brand. Pfian zenr.
IV 250. p.101, 1907 .
SaItugiIia caruifolia (Abrams) L. A. Johnson. comb. nov .
Basionym : Gilia caruifolia Abrams, Bull . Torrey BOI. Club 32:
540 , 1905.
Saltugilia australis (H. Mason & A. D. Grant) L. A. Johnson.
comb. nov .
Basionym: Gilia splendens subsp. au strali s H. L. Mason & A.
D. Grant, Madrorio 9: 213, 1948.

Saltugilia (=woodland gilias) was first accorded nomenclatural status as a section of Gilia when Grant
(1954c) placed G. splendens, G. caruifolia, and G.
australis with G. leptalea and G. capillaris. A more
recent circumscription of this section (Shevock and
Day 1998) reflects the inclusion of G. scopulorum and
G. stellata by Grant (1959), the removal of G. leptalea
and G. capillaris by Day (1993a), and the incusion of
G . yorkii by Shevok and Day (1998). Saltugilia grinnellii, S. caruifolia, and S. australis are distinguished
morphologically from these other taxa, and other Gilia, by the combination of leaf, trichome, and seed coat
characteristics, despite sharing a similar habit with Gilia . This habit, consisting of a typically well-developed
basal rosette of leaves subtending an erect, much
branched but usually solitary stem bearing reduced
leaves, is found elsewhere in Polemoniaceae, notably
in Aliciella and Ipomopsis sonorae (tribe Loeselieae)
and , in a reduced form, in Linanthus (e.g., L. campanulata of tribe Phlocideae). Hybridization studies indicate Saltugilia is isolated reproductively from Gilia
(Grant and Grant 1954; Johnson pers. observ.). Chloroplast and nuclear DNA sequences sampled widely
from populations across the geographic range of these
species also strongly support the removal of Saltugilia
from Gilia (Johnson, 1996; Johnson et al., 1996;
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Weese and Johnson unpubl.). Saltugilia is sister to a
monophyletic group encompassing the remainder of
Gilieae. The relationship between morphological and
molecular variation at the population level among species of Saltugilia is being explored (Weese and Johnson unpubl.).

when wetted. N = 8, 9, 16, 17, 18, 25. Twenty-one
species. Type: Aliciella triodon Brand.

Annual, biennial, and perennial herbs, or shrubs.
Leaves alternate, rarely opposite (Loeselia), leafy
throughout, or with leaves much reduced in the inflorescence of some annual species. Corollas bilaterally
or radially symmetric, rotate, campanulate, funnelform, or salverform. Ovary frequently glandular distally. Type: Loeselia L. Synonymy includes Loeselieae
V. E. Grant, Amer. 1. Bot. 85: 744. 1998.

Phylogenetic delineation.- The least incorporative
monophyletic group of species that includes Aliciella
triodon, Dayia scabra, Eriastrum densifolium, Giliastrum rigidulum, Ipomopsis rubra, and Loeselia ciliata.
Membership.-Aliciella, Bryantiella, Dayia, Eriastrum, Giliastrum, Ipomopsis, Langloisia, Loeselia,
Loeseliastrum, and Microgilia (10 genera, 95 species).
Tribe Loeselieae, although diverse morphologically,
has consistent support for monophyly from comparative DNA studies (Johnson et al. 1996; Porter 1996;
Porter and Johnson unpubl.). Several notable evolutionary trends appear to be repeated in Loeselieae, including perennial habit, woody species, bilateral corollas, and aneuploid reduction (in Aliciella, Giliastrum, and the Eriastrum, Ipomopsis, Langlois ia, Loeseliastrum, Microgilia group).
AUCIELLA Brand, Helios 22: 78, 1905.
Taprooted perennials, biennials, or annuals, mostly
glandular pubescent. Leaves alternate, entire, or onceor twice-pinnatifid, leaf tips cuspidate, mucronate or
aristate, often forming a basal rosette, cauline leaves
reduced either zt gradually or abruptly in size, but ultimately diminished. Inflorescence cymose, open. Calyx composed of herbaceous costae and hyaline intercostal regions, glandular. Corolla salverform to funnelform, concolored, bicolored or tricolored, glandular
or glabrous externally, glabrous internally, corolla
veins often anastomosing at the base of the lobes and
rarely also in the lobe, :::!: radially symmetric. Stamens
equally or unequally inserted in the distal corolla tube
or in the sinuses of the corolla lobes, the filaments
unequal or equal in length. Pollen zonocolporate and
either striate-reticulate or reticulate, or zonoporate and
pertectate, blue, yellow, or cream. Ovary glabrous,
seeds not (or only slightly) becoming mucilaginous

Gray) J. M. Porter. Aliso 17: 34, 1998.
(Greene ex Brand) J. M. Porter, Aliso 17: 33,

AUCIELLA CESPITOSA (A.
AUCIELLA FORMOSA

1998.
Gray) J. M. Porter. Aliso 17: 31, 1998.
subsp. CRANDALUI (Rydb.) J. M. Porter, Aliso

AUCIELLA HAYDENII (A.
AUClELLA HAYDENII

LoESELIEAE J. M. Porter & L. A. Johnson
Aliso 17: 84, 1998.
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17: 32, 1998.
AUCIELLA HETEROSTYLA

(S. Cochrane &

A.

G. Day) J. M. Porter,

Aliso 17: 37. 1998.

(Brand) J. M. P0I1er. Aliso 17: 41, 1998.
(Rydb.) J. M. Porter. Aliso 17: 35. 1998.
AUCIELLA LATIFOUA (S. Watson) J. M. Porter, Aliso 17: 43, 1998.
AUCIELLA LATIFOUA (S. Watson) J. M. Porter subsp. IMPERIAUS
(S. L. Welsh) J. M. Porter, Aliso 17: 44, 1998.
AUCIELLA LEPTOMERIA (A. Gray) J. M. Porter. Aliso 17: 38. 1998.
AUCIELLA LOTTIAE (A. G. Day) J. M. Porter, Aliso 17: 40, 1998.
AUClELLA MCVICKERAE (M. E. Jones) J. M. Porter, Aliso 17: 28,
1998.
AUCIELLA MICROMERIA (A. Gray) J. M. Porter, Aliso 17: 40, 1998.
AUCIELLA NYENSIS (Reveal) J. M. Porter, Aliso 17: 36, 1998.
AUCIELLA PENTSTEMONOIDES (M. E. Jones) J. M. Porter. Aliso 17:
30, 1998.
AUCIELLA PINNATIFIDA (A. Gray) J. M. Porter, Aliso 17: 27, 1998.
AUCIELLA RIPLEYI (Barneby) J. M. Porter, Aliso 17: 45, 1998.
AUCIELLA SEDIFOUA (Brandegee) J. M. Porter, Aliso 17: 29, 1998.
AUCIELLA STENOTHYRSA (A. Gray) J. M. Porter, Aliso 17: 30, 1998.
AUCIELLA subacaulis(Rydb.) J. M. Porter & L. A. Johnson, comb.
nov.
Basionym: Cilia subacaulis Rydb., Bull. Torrey Bor. Club 30:
261, 1903.
AUCIELLA SUBNUDA (A. Gray) J. M. Porter, Aliso 17: 33, 1998.
AUCIELLA TENUIS (F. J. Sm. & Neese) J. M. Porter, Aliso 17: 35,
1998.
ALICIELLA TRIODON (Eastw.) Brand, Helios 22: 78, 1905.
AUCIELLA HUMILUMA

AUCIELLA HUTCHINSIFOUA

Formerly included in Cilia (Grant 1959, 1998b), Aliciella is more closely related to Loeselia and Ipomopsis than to Cilia (Johnson et al. 1996; Porter 1996),
based on DNA sequence data. Morphologically, too,
Aliciella differs from Cilia in chromosome number
(most, but not all, species of Aliciella are N = 8) and
seed morphology (seeds do not produce copious mucilage; large seeded species tend to have an irregular
wing). However, in spite of its small size, Aliciella is
diverse morphologically and complicated by hybridization and polyploidy. Some species (e.g., A. leptomeria and A. lottiae) represent complexes with multiple polyploid origins (Tommerup and Porter 1996).
The genus is also varied in pollination mechanisms
and breeding systems (including the only verified instance of heterostyly in Polemoniaceae; Cochrane and
Day 1994). For the subgeneric and sectional classification of Aliciella, see Porter (1998a).

Bryantiella J. M. Porter gen. nov.
Planta annua vel perennis, glanduloso-puberula. Caulis erectus,
valde ramosus. Folia altera, linearia, integra vel pinnatisecta, segmentis linearibus. Flores solitarii vel ad 2 aggregati, breviter pedicellati. Corolla alba vel violacea, tuba brevi, inc1uso. Ovarium ovoideum vel subglobosum. Semina sub aqua dense mucilaginosa. Po1-
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linis granum zonocol poratum, ex ino striate . Ab Giliastrum (Brand)
Rydb . pollin ibu s a lbidus ad eburnc us et ex iniis striatis differ!. Typu s:
Bryant iella palmeri (S . Wal s.) J . M. Port e r.

Plants stout annuals or perennials, 5-60 e rn tall , glabrescent, glandular pubescent, or viscid throughout.
Leaves narrowly linear, entire or pinnatifid, the lobes
narrowly linear, axils sometimes with white hairs; cau line leaves reduced in size, ultimately bract-like. Rowers cymose, solitary or in pairs, pedicels 0.5-3.0 cm
long. Calyx campanulate, 5-lobed or 5-c1eft; the rube
with a scarious region alternating with a green co sta
(lobe), glandular puberulent. Corolla rotate to campanulate , white, blue, violet, or deep pink, tube shorter
than the calyx, lobes obovate to ovate, api culate or
denticulate. Stamens equally inserted low in the tube
and included, glabrous; pollen zonocolporate with a
striate exine. Ovary glabrous or glandular apically,
fruit ovate capsule, longer than calyx; seeds tan to
brown, becoming mucilaginous when wetted. Two
species. Type: Bryantiella palmeri (S. Wats.) J. M.
Porter.
Bryantiella palmeri (S . WaIS.) J. M . Port er, co mb. no v.
Basio ny m: C ilia palmeri S . Wats . Proc. Amer. Aca d. Arts 24 :
6 1, 1889.
Bryantiella glutinosa (Phi l.) J. M. Po rter. comb. no v.
Basi on ym : C ilia g lutinosa Phil. Linnaea 30 : 196. 1859.

Although traditionally included within Cilia, Bryantiella differs from the former in the lack of a persistent
basal rosette of leav es and the perennial life history
(some times persist ing only a single year, appearing annual; Gibson 1967 ; Wiggins 1980). Ecologically,
Bryantiella also differs from Cilia, being adapted to
the driest de serts of both North America (San Felipe
Desert) and South Am erica (Atacama Desert). Phylogenetic inferences from the gene phylogenies of nr ITS
and cp tmL-F noncoding regions (Porter et al. unpubl.)
unambiguously place the relationships of Bryantiella
(B. palmeri) within Tribe Loe selieae, near Ipomopsis,
and aw ay from Cilia s.s.
The two species were included in Cilia section Giliastrum by Grant ( 1959, but not I998b). Unlike Gilia strum with yellow poll en , B ryantiella has white to
cream-colored pollen. Pollen exine morphology of
B ryantiella also differs from Giliastrum (see above) in
that both spec ies have striate exines with narrow lirae .
The generic name honors Su sanna Bixby Bryant,
founder of Rancho Santa An a Botanic Garden
(RSABG) and stro ng advocate for systematic research
of California plants. Through RSABG, Su sanna Bixby
Bryant has provided both infrastructure and financi al
support that has contributed immensely to our knowled ge of Polemoniaceae.
Dayia J. M. Porter, gen . nov.
Perennes basi bu s lign osis ve l sae piusc ule suffru tescentes, erec tae ,
g landu lares. Folia altern a in terdurn subo ppos ita , pinnatifida usqu e
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subpalrnata. lnfl or escent ia den se glandularis-pube ru lenla. thyrso idea
e cy mis redac ris ( 1-) 2 -flor is cornposi ta , Cor olla glabra, inf und ibulifo rmis ve l hypocraterifo rmis, 14 .0 -22 .0 mm lon ga, ca eru lea pallida
atro lazulina varians . S tam ina brevia . in tubo co ro llae inaequa liter ve l
aeq ual iter affixa, inc lusa , ve l in tubo superiori ae q ual iter a ffixa ,
exserta et declin at a. Po llinis gra num 5-7 zo nocolpo ratu rn. ex ino
striato-retic ulato. Fru ctu s caps ularis leon inu s usqu e aureo-brunneu s.
Se mina 12-46 per loculo , minuta, ca . 1.2 mm lon ga, test is ex terio ris
ubi rnade facti s fibrill ae co piosae efferent is . Embryo ac hlo ro phy llus.
A b G iliastru m ( Bra nd) Rydb. pollini bu s cae ru le is, exiniis st riatisret icul atis, corolla tuba lo ngior ib us, ct sem inibus minuti s differt . Typus : Dayia scabra (Bra ndegee ) J. M. Po rte r

Erect, glandular, largely herbaceous perennial s with
woody base, or more frequently sub-shrubs. Leaves
altern ate to less often sub-opposite, pinnatifid to nearly
palmate . Inflorescence densely glandular puberulent,
composed of reduced (1-) 2-flowered cymes, forming
a thyrsoid inflorescence. Corolla glabrous, funnel form
to salverform, 14.0-22.0 mm long, pale to deep blue,
with a distinct yellow or pale white center. Stamens
subequally inserted on the corolla rube and included
or equally inserted near the sinuses of the corolla
lobes, declinate and ex serted; pollen 5-7 zonocolporate with striatoreticulate ex ine . Fruit a tan to golden
brown capsule ; seeds 12-46 per cell , minute, ca. 1.2
mm long, the outer testa producing copious fibril s
when wetted; embryo achlorophyllous. N = 9. Tw o
species. Type: Dayia scabra (Brandegee) J. M. Porter.
Da yia scabra (Brandegec) J. M. Porter. co mb . nov.
Basio nym: Cilia scabra Brandegee, ZOe 5 : 166. 1903.

Dayia scabra apparently is very local and restricted
to several washes just north of Santa Rosalia, on the
eastern coast of Baja California Sur, Mexico. Most of
the se areas are now under min e tail ing s and the continued existence of this species in the wild is in question. This species has been overlooked as a result of
taxonomic confusion. Although the historical collections of D. scabra are representative and quite distinct,
they have been misidentified inadvertently as Linanthu s nuttallii (Grant 1959) or Gil iastrum rigidulum (as
Cilia rigidula, Wiggins 1980), or omitted (D ay 1964)
from treatments. Because this species is known so
poorly, we provide a full description of D. scabra.
Ere ct herbaceous perennials with woody base or
more freque ntly sub-shrubs, 15-65 cm high and 1344 em wide, much branched , the young part s glandular-pubescent with 3-5(-7) celled trichomes mostly
less than I mm long, each tipped with a unicellular or
multicellular yellowish gland. Woody base to 11-22
mm thick, the bark light to dark tan or gray, spliting
into a network of narrow verti cal stri ps . Branches ascending, branching pattern axillary along the primary
axis, ultimately sympodial in the inflorescence, the
branches flowering terminally, 9-40 e m long and 1.02.0 mm thick the first year, tan to somewhat anthocyanic, green terminally, subterete ; internodes 1.0-
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22.0 nun long, generally shorter than the leaves. Primary leaves alternate or rarely sub-opposite, pinnatifid
to nearly palmate, 10.0-39.0 nun long, gradually reduced in size in the inflorescence, rachis 0 .6-1 .0 nun
wide, 3-6 pairs of opposite to sub-opposite lobes, 9.035 .0 mm long, 0.4-0.9 nun wide, often two pairs of
lobes are located at the base of the mucronate tipped
leaf, sparsely glandular. Inflorescence densely glandular puberulent, composed of reduced (1-) 2-f1owered
cymes, forming a thyrsoid inflorescence. Pedicels erect
to spreading, pedicel of terminal flower 2-7 nun long,
0.2-0.4 nun thick, pedicel of lateral flower 5-14 nun
long, 0.2-0.4 nun thick. Calyx 5.5-7 .5 nun long, 3.04.0 nun in diameter at the sinuses, cylindric to campanulate, tapering to a rounded base, glandular externally, less so internally, calyx tube 3.0-4.3 nun long,
segments (lobes) equal, erect, 1.2-3.2 nun long, attenuate-acute, with a weak mucro, green costae with three
primary veins within, scarious margined except near
the apex; sinuses v-shaped, the scarious intervals wider to about equal the chlorophyllous costae, generally
not rupturing in fruit. Corolla funnelform to salverform, 13.0-20.0 nun long, glabrous externally, pale
blue, with a pale or white center, the orifice often with
purple streaks, tube subequal or slightly longer than
lobes, straight, 6.4-10.0 nun long, ca . 2.5-3.5 nun in
diameter at 1,.2 length, slightly flaring at the orifice, 3.05.0 nun wide; lobes 6.0-9.5 nun long, 4.0-6.0 nun
wide at 1/2 length, oval to oblong or nearly orbicular,
entire to emarginate, muriculopapillose within, the
lobes convolute in bud , in anthesis spreading, with
(15-)17-22(-24) close-spaced parallel veins per lobe,
the veins not connected in the lobes. Filaments glabrous above, glandular pappillose at the base, unequal
in length, the shortest 3.0-4.0 nun long, the longest
6.0-7.0 nun long, sub-equally attached in the lower
tube, the filaments superficially to distinctly adnate to
the corolla tube, flowers protandrous; anthers 1.5-2.0
nun long, 0.2-0.6 nun wide, linear to linear-ovate,
erect to versatile, mostly simultaneously dehiscing as
the corolla lobes open, along the theca from the terminal point and downward, two to three anthers slightly exserted from the tube, the remaining anthers included. Pollen grains suboblate to spheroidal; apertures zonate, 5-7 colporate; exine striate, the lirae radiating from the apertures like lines of force in a
magnetic field. Nectary disk green, ca, 2 nun wide
shallowly cupped, the margin regularly undulate to
form erect lobules opposite the calyx segments and
spreading ones opposite the corolla lobes. Ovary three
celled, 2.0-3.0 nun long, ca. 1.0 nun wide at the base,
glandular at the apex; style 6.0-8.0 nun long, subequal
to longer than the longest anthers; stigma lobes linear,
acute, 0.8-2.5 nun long, spreading when receptive;
ovules anatropous, unitegmic, axial placentation, 2448 per cell. Fruit a capsule, obovoid, tan to golden
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brown, oft en suffused with purple, 3.0-5.5 mm long,
1.5-3.5 nun in diameter, apex acute, loculicidally dehiscing, valves slightly recurving to erect, fruit shorter
than the calyx. Seeds 12-46 per cell , minute, 0.8- 1.5
nun long, 0.4-0.8 mm wide, ovoid, nearly round in
cross-section, golden to pale tan, the outer testa with
hygroscopic mucilage cells, producing copious fibrils
when wetted. Embryo achlorophyllous, surrounded by
a more or less thin layer of endosperm, the cotyledons
ovate, equal to or slightly longer than the radical.
Chromosomes: N = 9.
Representative specimens exam ine d.- M EX IC O , B AJA C ALIFORNI A
S UR: Sant a Rosal ia, 14 March 1900 , C. R. Or cutt s.n . (U C ; holotype ); Wash j us t north of flying field . vicinity of Santa Rosali a. 15
March 1934. R. S. Ferris 8700 (UC) . Sandy flats. 4 mi N Sant a
Ro sali a. 27°20 'N. 112° 19'W. 24 March 1974. G. Web ster /9625
(SDNHM ). Canada EI Boleo, 4.5 km NNW Santa Rosalia . 7 November 1997. A. Burque; s.n. (RSA); 27 °22'43"N. 112° 19'2 9'W, Boleo C anyon , N of Santa Rosal ia, 21 December 1997. 1. M. Porter
& L. £. Mach en //524 (RSA).

In addition to Dayia scabra, a new species of this
genus is described from the western coast of Baja California Sur, Mexico:

Dayia grantii J. M. Porter, sp . nov.
Perennes basibus lignosis vel sae piuscule suffrutescentes. erect ac ,
glandul ares. Folia alterna interdum subo pposita, pinnatifida usqu e
subpalrn ata . Inflorescentia den se gland ularis- puberu lenta. thyrsoidea
e cy m is redactis (1-)2-floris co rnpos ita. Corolla glabra, infund ibuliforrn is ve l hypo crateriformis. 14.0-22.0 mm longa, caeru lea pall ida
atrol azulina va rians , centro flavo distin cto . Stamina in tubo superiori
aequ aliter affixa, ex serta et declin ata . Pollinis granum 5-7 zonocolporatum, exine striato-reticulato . Fructus ca ps ularis leoninus usque
aureo-brunneus. Semina 12-46 per loculo, minuta, ca. 1.2 mm longa, testis exterioris ubi madefactis fibrill ae co piosae efferentis. Embryo achiorophyllus. N = 9. Typus : K. Heil & J. M. Porter 6478.

Type .-Mexico, Baja California Sur, Vizcaino Desert,
1.5 mi . N of San Hipolito turn-off, valley bottom at
W foot of Cerro Prieto, 26 March 199 I, K. Heil & J.
M. Porter 6478 (holotype: RSA! ; isotypes: BRY! ,
SJNM!).
Erect herbaceous perennials with woody base or
more frequently sub-shrubs, (18)30-60 em high and
20-50 cm wide, much branched, the young parts glandular-pubescent with 2-8( I 0) celled trichomes mostly
less than 0.10-0.33 nun long, each tipped with a unicellular or multicellular yellowish gland. Woody base
to 8.5 nun thick, the bark light to dark tan or gray,
spliting into a network of narrow vertical strips.
Branches ascending, branching pattern axillary along
the primary axis, ultimately sympodial in the inflorescence, the branches flowering terminally, 8-30 cm
long 1-4 nun thick the first year, tan to strongly anthocyanic becoming gray, chlorophylous terminally,
subterete; internodes 0 .5-55 .3 nun long, mostly 5.012.0 nun, generally shorter than the leaves. Primary
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leaves alternate or rarely sub-opposite, pinnatifid to
nearly palmate, 8.0-32.6 mm long, gradually reduced
in size in the inflorescence, rachis 0.6--1.3 nun wide,
(I )2-4 pairs of opposite to sub-opposite lobes, 5.012.6 nun long, 0.6--1.1 nun wide, often two sets of
lobes are located at the base of the mucronate tipped
leaf, sparsely glandular. Inflorescence densely glandular puberulent, composed of reduced (1-) 2-flowered
cymes, forming a thyrsoid inflorescence. Pedicels erect
to spreading, pedicel of terminal flower 1.0-3.2 nun
long, 0 .35-0.60 nun thick, pedicel of lateral flower
5.0-10.5 nun long, 0.30-0.60 nun thick. Calyx 5.57.5 nun long, 1.7-3.0 nun in diameter at the sinuses,
cylindric, tapering to a rounded base, densely glandular externally, less so internally, tubular for 3.3-4.8
nun (the lower 213 to V-i), segments (lobes) equal, erect
or somewhat out-curved, 1.2-3.0 nun long, triangular
lanceolate, pungent-acuminate, aristate, with three primary veins within, scarious margined except near the
apex; sinuses v-shaped, the scarious intervals about
equal to the chlorophyllous costae, generally not rupturing in fruit. Corolla funnelform to salverform, 14.022 .0 nun long, glabrous both externally and internally,
pale to deep blue, with a distinct yellow center, tube
shorter than lobes, straight, 6.0-9.0 nun long, ca. 3.0
nun in diameter at 1;2 length, slightly flaring at the orifice, 4.0-5.0 nun wide; lobes 8.5-12.0 nun long, 6.09.5 nun wide at Ih length, oval to oblong or nearly
orbicular, entire to emarginate, muriculopapillose within, the lobes convolute in bud, in anthesis spreading,
with (15-)17-22(-24) close-spaced parallel veins per
lobe, the veins not connected in the lobes. Filaments
gl abrous, 13.5-17.6 nun long, sub-equally attached in
the upper tube, the filaments superficially to distinctly
ad nate to the corolla tube, filaments declinate, flowers
protandrous; anthers 3.5-4.5 nun long, 0.6-0.8 nun
wide, linear to linear-ovate, erect to versatile, mostly
simultaneously dehiscing as the corolla lobes open,
along the theca from the terminal point and downward,
well exserted from the corolla tube but slightly shorter
than the lobes. Pollen grains suboblate to spheroidal;
apertures zonate, 5-7 colporate ; exine striate, the lirae
radi ating from the apertures like lines of force in a
magnetic field . Nectary disk green, ca , 2 mm wide
shallowly cupped, the margin regularly undulate to
form erect lobules opposite the calyx segments and
spreading ones opposite the corolla lobes. Ovary three
celled, 3.0-4.0 nun long, ca.I.O nun wide at the base,
glabrous; style 10.0-15.0 nun long, subequal to longer
than the anthers; stigma lobes linear, acute, 1.5-2.0
mm long, spreading when receptive; ovules anatropous, unitegmic, axial placentation, 24-48 per cell.
Fruit a capsule, obovate, tan to golden brown, often
suffused with purple, 6.0-9.0 nun long , 2.5-3.5 nun
in diameter, apex acute, loculicidally dehiscing, valves
slightly recurving to erect, fruit shorter than the calyx.
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Seeds 12-46 per cell, minute, ca. 1.2 nun long, 0.6
mm wide, ovoidal, nearly round in cross-section, golden to pale tan, possessing no vestiges of a wing, the
outer test a with hygroscopic mucilage cells, producing
copious fibrils when wetted. Embryo achlorophyllous,
surrounded by a more or less thin layer of endosperm,
the cotyledons ovate, equal to or slightly longer than
the radical. Chromosomes: N = 9.
Dayia grantii apparently is endemic to a very small
region of the Vizcaino desert, along the western coast
of northern Baja California Sur. It is known only from
the type locality, at the western foot of Cerro Mesa
(a.k.a. Cerro Prieto) between San Hipolito and Punta
Prieta, 24 km south of Ciudad Bahia Ascuncion. This
species occurs along a wash and on adj acent alluvial
slopes, associated with Eneelia palmeri, Fouqueria
dugettii, Jatropha einera, Euphorbia miser, Bursera
hindsiana, and Krameria sp., at approximately 50 ft.
elevation. Flowering occurs in (December) February
through March (April) in response to winter rains, and
again sporadically through the sununer in response to
the less frequent sununer rains. A self-incompatible
species, based on ex situ crossing studies, the flowers
of Dayia grantii open during the morning and remain
open for several days. Observations of insect visitation
are limited ; but, butterflies, anthophorid bees, and
bombylid beeflys frequent the flowers.
Representat ive specime ns examined.- M EX ICO, B AJA CA LI FO RN IA
SUR: Vizc aino Desert, between Cerro Prieto and Punta Pri eta. near
San Hipolito, 19 Mar ch 1950. H. S. Gentry 8850 (ARIZ, RSA ); 1.5
mi. N of Sa n Hipolito turn-off, va lley bou om at W foot o f Cerro
Prieto . 26 March 1991. K. D. Hei/ & J. M. Port er 64 78 (BRY. RSA .
SJNM ); 1.5 mi . N of San Hipolito turn -off. valle y bottom at W foot
o f Cerro Priet o. 15 March 1994,1. M. Porter // 324 (RSA).

Dayia is similar in general appearance to both Ipomopsis and Giliastrum; however, morphological data, as
well chromosome number, provide evidence that it is
isolated from these genera. The haploid chromosome
counts (from dividing pollen mother cells) of D. seabra and D. grantii are x = 9 . This contrasts with all
known members of Ipomopsis, which possess a base
chromosome number of N = 7 (Grant 1959). Pollen
of both D. seabra and D. grantii is blue, with a thick
striate-re ticulate exine; seeds are minute; and a well
developed corolla tube (6--9 nun long; longer than the
calyx) is present. This differs from all members of
Giliastrum, that have yellow, pertectate pollen grains,
larger seeds, and a very short corolla tube (less than
5 nun long; shorter than the calyx).
Given the relationship between Dayia and Loeselia
inferred by ITS (Porter 1996) and matK (Johnson et
al. 1996) sequence data, it is important to note the
gre at morphological differences between Da yia and
Loeselia that parallels the large number of nucleotide
changes that distinguish these genera. A well-characterized genu s of Polemoniaceae, members of Loeselia
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possess simple, dentate leaves and large, wingless or
winged seeds. In addition, most members of Loeselia
have bilateral1y symmetric flowers (except L. mexicana) and a shrubby to subshrubby habit. By contrast,
Dayia possess pinnatifid leaves and minute, wingless
seeds and radial1y symmetric corollas. Further, in molecular phylogenetic analyses of nrITS and cp trnL-F,
including all species of tribe Loeselieae, Dayia does
not share immediate and exclusive common ancestry
with Loeselia, nor with Giliastrum, nor with lpomopsis
(Porter et a!. unpub!.).
The DNA studies of Johnson et al. (1996) and Porter
(1996) included "Gilia scabra" in their analyses. Following the nomenclatural changes provided here, the
DNA sample used in these studies actually represents
Dayia grantii.
The generic name honors Alva G. Day, who has
contributed much to the understanding of morphological diversity in Polemoniaceae. The specific epithet of
Dayia grantii honors Verne E . Grant, who has dedicated much of his research to developing an understanding of the diversification process in the genus Gilia and Polemoniaceae as a whole.
ERIASTRUM Wooton & Standl ., Contr. U. S. Nat/. Herb.
16: 160, 1913.
Annual or perennial herbs, sometimes woody, erect,
branching from the base, glabrous to woolly, rarely
glandular. Leaves alternate, simple, entire, or once-pinnatifid, not forming a basal rosette, leaf tips cuspidate
or mucronate, cauline leaves :±: gradually reduced in
size. Inflorescence mostly terminal and head-like, less
often in few-flowered cymes, usually wool1y. Calyx
composed of herbaceous costae and hyaline intercostal
regions, lobes unequal in length, hairy or glandular.
Corol1a salverform to funnelform, radial1y or bilateral1y symmetric. Stamens equal1y inserted in the distal
corol1a tube or in the sinuses of the corol1a lobes, the
filaments unequal or equal in length. Pol1en zonocolporate, mostly anomotreme or pantocolporate with
striate, striate-reticulate, or reticulate exine, occasional1y pertectate with striations, blue, yel1ow, or cream.
Ovary glandular apically or glabrous, seeds becoming
mucilaginous when wetted. N = 7. Fourteen species.
Type: Eriastrum filifolium (Nutt.) Wooton & Stand!.
8 : 90, 1945 .
8: 88, 1945.
ERIASTRUM DENSIFOLIUM (Benth .) H. Mason. Madroiio 8 : 73 , 1945 .
ERIASTRUM ABRAMSII (Elmer) H . Mason, Madroiio
ERIASTRUM BRANDEGEEAE H. Mason, Madroiio

ERIASTRUM DENSIFOLIUM (Benth .) H . Mason su bsp . AUSTROMON-

(T T Craig) H . Mason, Madroiio 8 : 74, 1945.
H. Mason subsp. ELONGATUM
(Benth .) H . Mason, Madroiio 8 : 73. 1945 .

TANUM

ERIASTRUM DENSIFOLIUM (Benth.)

ERIASTRUM DENSIFOLIUM (Benth.) H . Mason subsp. MOHAVENSIS (T

T Craig) H. Mason, Madroiio 8: 74, 1945 .
ERIASTRUM DENSIFOLIUM (Benth.) H . Mason subsp. SANCTORUM
(Milliken) H . Mason, Madroiio

8 : 75, 1945.

ERIASTRUM DIFfUSUM (A. Gray) H. Mason, Madroiio

8 : 76, 1945.

ERIASTRUM EREMICUM (Jeps .) H. Mason, Madroiio

8 : 78, 1945.

ERIASTRUM EREMICUM (Jeps .) H. Mason sub sp . YAGERI (M . E .
Jones) H. Mason, Madroiio

8: 78, 1945.

ERIASTRUM FILIFOLIUM (Nutt .) Wooton & Standley , Contr. U.

S.

Narl. Herb. 16: 160, 1913.
ERIASTRUM HOOVERI (Jeps.) H. Mason, Madroiio

8: 89, 1945.
81, 1945.

ERIASTRUM LUTEUM (Benth.) H. Mason, Madroiio 8 :

ERIASTRUM PLEURIFLORUM (A . Heller) H . Mason, Madroiio 8:

75,

1945.
ERIASTRUM PLEURIFLORUM (A . Heller) H. Mason subsp . SHERMANHOYTAE

(T T

Craig) H . Mason, Madroiio

8: 75, 1945.
79, 1945.

ERIASTRUM SAPPHIRINUM (Eastw.) H . Mason, Madrofio 8:

ERIASTRUM SAPPHIRINUM (Eastw.) H. Mason subsp. DASYANTHUM

8: 80, 1945 .
(Eastw.) H . Mason, Madrorio 8: 86,

(Brand) H . Mason, Madroiio
ERIASTRUM SPARSIFLORUM

1945 .
ERIASTRUM SPARSIFLORUM (Eastw.) H. Mason subsp. HARWOODII (T.

T Craig) H . K. Harrison Phytomorph. 18 : 40 I, 1968 .
8: 84, 1945 .
ERIASTRUM WILCOXII (A. Nelson) H . Mason, Madroiio 8 : 85. 1945 .
ERIASTRUM TRACY I H. Mason, Madroiio 8 : 87, 1945.
ERIASTRUM VIRGATUM (Benth.) H. Mason, Madroiio

The genus Eriastrum, although weakly characterized morphological1y (Mason 1945), can be distinguished from other genera provided a set of traits is
considered (e.g., sagittate anthers, calyx with unequal
lobes, and arachnoid lanate pubescence). However, as
noted by Mason (1945), some Eriastrum species lack
one or the other of these traits.
Most authors (Craig 1934; Mason 1945; Harrison
1972) have disagreed with Brand's (1907) inclusion of
Eriastrum within Navarretia. For example Grant
(1959) suggests a close relationship between Eriastrum, Ipomopsis, and Langloisia. Both chloroplast and
nuclear DNA sequence data (Johnson et al. 1996; Porter 1996) support Grant's hypothesis. Further, the morphological and molecular data provide support that Eriastrum, as circumscribed by Grant (1959) and Mason
(1945), is a monophyletic group.
Even though there is little debate regarding generic
delimitation of Eriastrum, species and subspecies
boundaries are problematic (compare Mason 1945 and
Patterson 1993). We fol1ow the species recognized in
the two most recent monographic/revisional studies
(Mason 1945; Harrison 1972). Thorough comparative
studies of this genus are needed.
GILIASTRUM (Brand) Rydb., Fl. Rocky Mts., pp.699 &
1066, 1917.
Perennial (also annual?) herbs, flowering the first
year, glandular puberulent, with sparse nonglandular
trichomes, or glabrous. Leaves alternate, entire,
toothed to pinnatifid, gradual1y reduced in size in the
inflorescence. Flowers perfect, in dichasia. Calyx campanulate, 5-lobed or 5-cleft; the tube with a scarious
region alternating with a green costa (lobe) and ruptured by the fruit. Corol1a rotate-funnel form, the lobes
much longer than the tube, external surface glabrous,
internal tube pubescent or glabrous. Stamens equal1y
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inserted in the lower portion of the corolla tube, filaments pubescent, papillate or glabrous basally, Apex
of ovary glandular puberulent to glabrous, Pollen yellow, zonocolporate, pertectate to semltectate, or striate
exine, often with spinule-like processes, rarely with
insulae (verrucae), Fruit a loculicidal capsule, ellipsoidal or globose in shape, Seeds several per carpel,
seed coat producing mucilage when wetted. N = 6, 9,
10, 12, 18 (Porter 1998b), Nine species, Type: Giliastrum rigidulum (Benth.) Rydb,
GILIASTRUM ACEROSUM ( A . Gray) Rydb .• Fl. Rocky Mt s.. pp .699
& 1066, 1917.
GILIASTRUM FOETIDUM (Gillies ex Benth .) J. M. Porter. Ali so 17 :
83, 84 , 1998.
GILIASTRUM GYPSOPHILUM (B. L. Turner) J. M . Porter. Aliso 17 :
84. 1998.
GILIASTRUM LUDENS (Shinners) J . M . Porter, Aliso 17: 84 . 1998.
GILIASTRUM INSIGNE (Brand) J. M . Porter, A liso 17: 84, 1998.
GILIASTRUM INCISUM (Benth.) J . M . Porter. Aliso 17: 84 , 1998.
GILIASTRUM PURPUSII (K. Br andegee) J . M . Port er, Aliso 17: 84.
1998.
GILIASTRUM PURPUSII (K. Brandegee) J. M . Porter subsp, PLATYLOBUM (I. M. Johnst.) J. M. Porter. Ali so 17: 84. 1998.
GILIASTRUM PURPUSII (K. Brandegee) J. M. Port er subsp. STEWARTII
(I. M. Johnst.) J. M. Porter, Aliso 17: 84. 1998 .
GILIASTRUM RIGIDULUM (Benth.) Rydb ., Fl. Rocky Mts.. p.1066.
1917.

Retrospectively, it is remarkable that a genus, as cohesive and well marked as is Giliastrum, has remained
entangled with an unrelated group of species (i.e, Gilia, see Grant 1959, 1998b; Turner 1994a). Giliastrum
floral morphology is quite different from Gilia. Species of Giliastrum have short tubes, large, rotate lobes,
and bright yellow pollen. Giliastrum displays a pattern
of corolla vasculature that lacks anastomoses in the
corolla lobes, a pattern not documented in Gilia (Day
and Moran 1986), as here circumscribed.
Giliastrum exhibit an unusual floral "behavior."
Members of this genus have flowers that open and
close at specific times of the day . Giliastrum acerosum, G. ludens, and G. rigidulum possess flowers that
open in the early afternoon and close at dusk. By contrast, G. insigne and G. purpusii have flowers that open
with the early morning sun, but close around noon.
This phenomenon is particularly striking at locations
where representatives of the two types occur sympatrically. The flowers of G. foetidum open in the early
morning and remain open until late afternoon, providing a third, contrasting pattern.
In addition to the eight species cited above, a new
species is described from Argentina:
Giliastrum casteUanosii J. M. Porter, sp. nov.
Perennis, glanduloso-pilosa. C aule s erecti , ramosi , 12-20 em alti .
Folia pinnatifida, segment is linearibus. Flores terminalcs, sol itarii vel
ad 2-3 aggregati, bre viter pedicellati . Coroll a 11-15 mm longa , lobis
oblongis. Ovarium ovoideum , superne eili atum . Semina sub aqua
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dense mu cilaginosa. Pollinis granum 5-7 zono colporaturn, ex i ne
str iato . verrucato. Typus: A. Castellanos 30,732.

Provo Catamarca, Agua Negra. 9
February 1930.A. Castellanos 30.732. (holotype: BA! ;
isotypes: F!, LIL!).

Type.-ARGENTINA,

Erect perennial herb, 10-20 em. tall, woody and
branching from the base, densely glandular-puberulent
throughout. Leaves ovate in outline, 10-25 nun long,
pinnatifid with 5-8 linear, entire lobes, cuspidate or
mucronate at apex, leaves little reduced in size in the
inflorescence. Flowers arranged in terminal or axillary
cymes, solitary or 2-3 in number, on short peduncles
1-1.5 em long; calyx shortly campanulate, 4.5-7.0 nun
long (in fruit somewhat larger), lobes 2.5-5.0 nun in
length, lanceolate, acute to acuminate, the scarious intercostal membranes continuing along the lobe margins; corolla 11-15 nun long, rotate to campanulate,
pale blue, lobes obovate, acute, 7-12 nun long, 6-8
nun broad; stamens exserted from tube but not longer
than corolla lobes, filaments equally inserted ca 1-2
nun above the base of corolla, free portion ca. 7 nun
long, glabrous, anthers 1.5 nun long, yellow; ovary
fusiform to elliptic-ovoid, ca. 2 nun long, glandular
puberulent on the upper portion, style sparsely glandular at base, equal to the stamen, 6-7 nun long, stigma lobes ca. I nun long; mature capsule oblong, 5-7
nun. long, equal to or slightly exceeding calyx, valves
2-2.5 mm wide; each locule containing numerous
small, brown seeds, 0.8-1.4 nun long, 0.4-0.7 nun
wide, seed coat becoming mucilaginous when wetted.
Apparently Giliastrum castillanosii is very local and
restricted. The only known collections are from the
same region, toward the northern end of Valle de
Chaschuil, near the Cordillera de San Buenaventura,
in the Andes Mountains of western Catamarca, Argentina.
Representative specime ns.- A RGENTINA. Prov . Catamarca. Dept .
Tinogasta, Quebrada de los Amancayes, Sierra Buen aventura, 2400
m.9 February 1930. Schreiter 6338 (BA, L1L); Agua Negra. 9 February 1930. A. Castellanos 30.73 2 (SA. F, LlL).

Closely related to Giliastrum foetidum , G. ca stellanosii differs from the former in both vegetative and
floral traits. The leaves of G. castellanosii have linear
lobes, dissected to the midrib, contrasting with the
broadly lobed leaves that are often shallowly lobed in
G. foetidum. The flowers of G. castellanosii are pale
blue, 15 nun long or less, with obovate, acute lobes.
Giliastrum foetidum has pink corollas, usually more
than 15 nun long, with ovate, rounded lobes. In addition, pollen of G. castellanosii is zonocolporate, with
a rugulose exine, covered with small, but sometimes
densely arranged, verrucae. Giliastrumfoetidum (Prov.
Mendoza, Cruz del Pararnillo, C. A. O'Doneli 1172.
LIL) has zonocolporate pollen with a striate exine,
bearing both highly scattered verrucae and spinule-like
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processes. These are strikingly different exine sculpting patterns. Although the se two Giliastrum species
occur at similar elevations, G. castellanosii occurs farther north in Provo Catamarca, whereas G. foetidum is
found to the south, in Provo Mendoza and Provo San
Juan.
The specific epithet honors A. Castellano, eminent
botanist of Argentina, who has contributed much to
the knowledge of Cactaceae of Argentina (and Polemoniaceae, through his coJlections).
IpOMOPS!S Michx., FL. bor.-amer. v.I, p.141, 1803.
Annual or perennial herbs, sometimes woody, erect,
branching from the base, variously hairy or glandular.
Leaves alternate, entire, or once- or twice-pinnatifid,
leaf tips cuspidate, or mucronate, sometimes forming
a basal rosette, cauline leaves ± gradually reduced in
size. Inflorescence cymose, thyrsoid, or terminal and
head-like. Calyx composed of herbaceous costae and
hyaline intercostal regions, hairy or glandular. Corolla
salverform or campanulate, radially or bilaterally symmetric. Stamens equally or unequally inserted in the
distal corolla tube or in the sinuses of the corolla lobes,
the filaments unequal or equal in length. Pollen zonocolporate with striate, striate-reticulate or reticulate
exine, blue, yellow, or cream. Ovary glandular apically
or glabrous, seeds becoming mucilaginous when wetted. N = 7, 14. 1\venty-nine species. Type: Ipomopsis
rubra (L.) Wherry.
!POMOPSIS AGGREGATA (Pursh) V. E. Grant . El A liso 3 : 360, 1956.
!POMOPSIS AGGREGATA ( Pu rs h ) V. E. Grant subsp . ATIE NUATA (A .
Gray ) V. E. Grant & A . D . Grant. El Aliso 3: 360. 19 56
!POMOPSIS AGGR EGATA (Pursh ) V. E. Grant s u b s p. BRIDGESII (A .
Gra y) V. E. G rant & A. D. Grant, El Aliso 3: 361. 1956
!POMOPSIS AGGREGATA ( Pu rs h) V. E. Grant s u bs p . CANDIDA (Ryd berg) V. E. Grant & A . D . Grant. El Aliso 3: 360. 1956
!POMOPSIS AGGR EGATA (Pursh ) V. E. Grant s u b s p. CARMENENSIS
Hem.• Aliso 11: 591, 1987 .
!POMOPSIS AGGREGATA (Pursh ) V. E. Grant subsp . COLLINA (G re e ne )
Wilken & Allard, Syst. B OI . 11 : 11 , 1986).
!POMOPSIS AGGR EGATA (Pursh ) V. E. Grant s ub s p . FORM OSISSIMA
(Greene) Wherry, Aliso 5: 5, 1961.
!POMOPSIS AGGREGATA (Pursh ) V. E. Grant s u bs p. TEXANA (G re e ne )
Wherry , Aliso 5: 7. 196 1.
IpOMOPSIS AGGREGATA (Pursh ) V. E. Grant s u bsp . WEBERI V. E.
Grant & Wilken, BOI. Ga z. (Crawfordsville) 147: 367 , 1986) .
!POMOPSIS ARIZONICA (Greene ) Wherry, Aliso 5: 7, 1961.
[POMOPSIS CONGESTA ( Ho o k .) V. E. Grant , El Aliso 3 : 361 , 1956.
(POMOPSIS CONGESTA ( Ho o k .) V. E. Grant s u bs p . CREBRIFOLIA
( N u tl.) A. G. Day, Madroiio 27: 112 , 1980.
!POMOPSIS CONGESTA (Hook .) V. E. G rant subsp. FRUTESCENS
(Rydb.) A. G . D a y , Madrotio 27 : 112, 1980.
!POM OPSIS CONGESTA (Hook .) V. E. Grant s u bs p . MONTANA (A . Nelson & P. B. Kenn .) V. E. Grant, El Aliso 3 : 361, 1956
!POMOPSIS CONGESTA (Hook .) V. E. Grant subsp. NEVADENSIS (Ti destr.) Kartesz & Gandhi, Phytologia 72 : 88, 1992.
IpOMOPSIS CONGESTA (Hook .) V. E. Grant subsp . PALMIFRON S
(Brand ) A. G . Day, Madrotio 27: 1 12 , 1980.
!POMOPSIS CONGESTA (Hook. ) V. E. Grant subsp. PSEUDOTYPICA
(Constance & Rollins) A . G. Day, Madroiio 27: I 12, 1980.
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!POMOPSIS CONGESTA (Hook.) V. E. Grant s u b s p. VIRIDIS (Cronquist) A. G. Day, Madroiio 27: 112, 1980.
!POMOPSIS EFFUSA (A. Gray) Moran, Madroiio 24: 143, 1977 .
(POMOPSIS GOSSYPIFERA (Gillies e x Benth. ) V. E. Grant. El Aliso 3:
361 , 1956.
!POMOPSIS GUNNISONII (Torr. & A. Gray) V. E. Grant, El Aliso 3:
361. 1956 .
!POMOPSIS GUTTATA (A . Gray) Moran, Madroiio 24: 145 , 1977 .
(POMOPSIS HAVARDI (A . Gray) V. E. Grant, El Aliso 3 : 361, 1956.
!POMOPSIS LAXIFLORA (J. M. Coult. ) V. E. Grant, El Aliso 3: 361,
1956.
!POMOPSIS LONGIFLORA (Torr.) V. E. Grant , El Ali so 3: 361, 1956.
(POMOPSIS LONGtFLORA (To rr.) V. E. Grant subsp. AUSTRALIS R . A.
Fletcher & W. L. Wagner, Madroiio 31: 20, 1984.
!POMOPSIS MACOMBIl (To rr.) V. E. Grant, El Aliso 3: 361, 1956.
[POMOPSIS MACROSIPHON (Kearney & Peebles) V. E. Grant & Wilken. Syst. BOI. 17 : 6 87, 1992.
(POMOPSI S MULTI FLORA ( N u tt.) V. E. Grant, El Aliso 3: 357, 1956.
!POMOPSIS PINNATA (C a v.) V. E. Grant, El Aliso 3: 357, 1956.
!POMOPSIS POLYANTHA (Rydb.) V. E. Grant, El A liso 3: 357, 1956.
!POMOPSIS POLYCLADON (To rr .) V. E. Grant, El Aliso 3 : 361 , 1956.
(POMOPSIS PRINGLEI (Gray) Henr. , Aliso 11 : 594 , 1987.
!POMOPSIS PUMILA (Nutt.) V. E. Grant, El Aliso 3 : 361. 1956.
!POMOPSIS ROSEATA (Rydb.) V. E. Grant, El Aliso 3: 361, 19 56 .
!POMOPSIS RUBRA (L.) Wherry, Bartonia 18: 56, 1936.
!POMOPSIS SANCTI-SPIRITUS Wilken & R . A . Fletcher, Britton ia 40 :
48, 1988.
!POMOPSIS SONORAE (Rose) A. Grant, El Aliso 3: 361, 1956.
!POMOPSIS SPICATA (Nutt .) V. E. Grant , El Aliso 3 : 361, 1956.
!POMOPSIS SPICATA (Nuu .) V. E. Grant subsp . CAPITATA (A . Gra y )
V. E. Grant, El Aliso 3: 361 , 1956.
!POMOPSIS SPICATA (Nutt.) V. E. Grant subsp . ORCHIDACEA ( B ra n d )
Wilken & R. L. Hartrn. , Sy st, B OI. 16: 156, 1991.
!POMOPSIS SPICATA (N urt .) V. E . Grant subsp. ORCHIDACEA (Brand)
Wilken & R. L. H artm . v ar. ORCHIDACEA (Brand ) Dorn. Vase .
pl. Wyo., p.299, 1988.
!POMOPSIS SPICATA (Nutt. ) V. E. Grant subsp. ORCIIlDACEA (B rand)
Wilken & R . L. Hartm . var. CEPHALOIDEA (Rydb .) Wilken & R.
L. Hartm ., Syst. BOI. 16: 157, 158, 1991.
(POMOPSIS SPICATA (Nutt .) V. E. Grant subsp . ROBR UTHIAE W ilken
& R . L. Hartrn., Syst. BOI. 16: 158, fig. 6, 199 I.
!POMOPSIS SPICATA (N u tt .) V. E. Grant s u b s p . TRIDACTYLA (Rydb .)
Wilken & R. L. Hartm ., Syst. B OI. 16: 155, 1991.
[POMOPSIS TENUIFOLIA (A . Gray) V. E. Grant, El Aliso 3 : 357, 1956.
!POMOPSIS TENUITUBA (Rydb.) V. E. Grant, El Aliso 3: 361, 1956.
[POMOPSIS TENUITUBA ( Ry d b .) V. E. Grant subsp . LATlLOBA V. E.
Grant & W ilken , B OI. Ga z. (Cra wf ordsville) 149: 446, 1988.
(POMOPSIS THURBERI (Torr. ) V. E. Grant, El Aliso 3: 361, 1956.
JpOMOPSI S WENDTJI Henr., Aliso 11: 589, 1987.
!POMOPSIS WRIGHTIl (A. Gray) Shinners, Sida 1 : 178, 1963.

The segregation of Ipomopsis from GiLia (Grant
1956), ignored or rejected by some authors (Cronquist
1984; Welsh et al. 1993), has been supported overwhelmingly by molecular data (Steele and Vilgalys
1994; Johnson et al. 1996; Porter 1996). Although
chromosome numbers of Ipomopsis (N = 7) are consistently different from that of GiLia (N = 9), the morphological traits that distinguish these genera are surprisingly cryptic. Rather than any single feature, trends
and combinations of traits distinguish Ipomopsis.
Ipomopsis has many perennial species (Gilia species
are annual; Aliciella, Giliastrum, Eriastrum and Dayia
also have perennial species) and bilateral corollas are
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common (CiLia species have mostly radial corollas).
Some species of Ipomopsis have thyrsoid inflorescences, an architecture never found in Gilia nor most other
genera (save a few species of ALicieLLa). These traits,
while singly not separating every species of Ipomopsis
from Cilia, are helpful if considered together.
In addition to the 28 species noted above, a new
species from Sinaloa, Mexico is here described:

Ipomopsis monticola J. M. Porter & L. A. Johnson,
sp. nov.
Perennis. Caules erecti, ramosi, 40-70 cm alti. Folia pinnatifida,
segmentis 3-7(-9) angustissimis, filiformia. Flores terminales, solitarii vel ad 2 aggregati, pedicellatis 3-9 nun longis. Corolla rubra
vel rosea, 19-22 mm longa, lobis oblongis. Ovarium ovoideum, superne ciliatum. Pollinis granum 8-9(-12) zonocolporatum, exino reticulato vel striato-reticulato. Typus: D. E. Breedlove & R. F. Thorne
/8342.

Type.-MEXICO, Estad. Sinaloa, Mpio. Badiraguato,
Sierra Surutato, 3 mi N of Los Ornos, along road to
Ocurahui. 2 October 1970. D. E. BreedLove & R. F.
Thorne 18342. (holotype: RSA!; isotype: CAS).
Erect perennial herb, 40-70 cm tall, somewhat
woody and branching from the base, sparsely hairy
below with long nonglandular, white trichomes and
shorter glandular hairs. Leaves ovate in outline, 2050 mm long, pinnatifid with 3-7(-9) narrowly linear,
the terminal lobe 15-33 mm long, ca 0.3(-0.4) mm
broad, lateral lobes 10-27 mm long, 0.2-0.4 mm
broad, entire lobes, tips mucronate-acuminate, leaves
reduced in size in the inflorescence, mostly 3-lobed.
Flowers in terminal or axillary cymes, solitary or in
pairs, on short, densely glandular peduncles 3-9 mm
long. Calyx shortly campanulate, 5.5-6.0 mm long (in
fruit to 7.0 mm), tube 3.0-3.5 mm in length, lobes
narrowly lanceolate to linear, acute to acuminate, the
scarious intercostal membranes ca. 1.0 mm wide,
much wider than the green costal portion (0.2-0.4 mm
wide). Corolla 19-22 mm long, funnelform to salverform, red or pink, lobes ovate, margins denticulate and
somewhat apiculate, 4.5-5.0 mm long, 3.5-4.0 mm
broad. Stamens included to slightly exserted, filaments
white, equally inserted in the upper tube, free portion
2.5-3.0 mm long, glabrous, anther ovoid, 1.0 mm
long, yellow; pollen oblate spheroidal, 46.4-57.8 I.l.
(equatorial), 41.5-51.0 I.l. (polar), 8-9(-12) zonocolporate apertures, exine striato-reticulate. Ovary fusiform to elliptic-ovoid, ca. 2 mm long, glandular puberulent on the upper portion, style sparsely glandular
at base, slightly longer than the stamen, stigma lobes
1-1.5 mm long; mature capsule ovoid-oblong, 5-7
mm. long, equal to or slightly exceeding calyx. Seeds
unknown.
Known only from the type collection in the Sierra
Surutato, Sinaloa, Mexico, this species occurs on
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steep, moist slopes at 6500 ft elevation, associated
with ALnus, Styrax, Mahonia, CLethrea, Pinus, Quercus, and JugLans.
Ipomopsis monticoLa is apparently quite uncommon,
and has been mistaken for I. aggregata. It differs in
having ovate corolla lobes that lack the more attenuate
apex observed in I. aggregata. It also differs in having
a glandular ovary and filiform leaf lobes, whereas I
aggregata has a glabrous ovary and linear (but not
filiform) leaf lobes. In some other respects it is similar
to I. wendtii, of Coahuila, Mexico (Henrickson 1987).
For example, both possess pink corollas, with ovate
lobes, and are associated with pine-Oak woodlands in
the mountains of Mexico. However, I. monticoLa lacks
the enlarged calyx characteristic of I. wendt ii, possesses a longer corolla tube (14.0-17.0 mm in I. monticoLa vs. 8-11 mm in I. wendtii), and differs in pollen
morphology. Ipomopsis wendtii has oblate spheroidal
pollen, 38.3-48.0 I.l. (equatorial), 35.3-40.0 I.l. (polar),
6-7(-8) zonocolporate apertures, with a heterobrochate, reticulate exine, unlike pollen of I. monticoLa (see
above). Phylogenetic analyses of chloroplast trnL-F
DNA sequences strongly support relationships between I. monticola, I. pinnata, and I. pringLei; however, nuclear sequences (ITS) provides ambiguous resolution concerning I. monticoLa (Porter et al. unpubl.).
LANGLOISIA Greene, Pittonia 3: 30, 1896.
Annual herbs, branching from the base, hairy with
branched trichomes but not glandular. Leaves alternate, simple, linear to oblanceolate, dentate to oncepinnatifid, lateral lobes with 2-3 bristles, not forming
a basal rosette, cauline leaves little reduced in size.
Inflorescence mostly terminal and head-like, subtending bracts with bristle-tipped lobes. Calyx composed
of herbaceous costae and narrow hyaline intercostal
regions, lobes equal in length, bristle tipped. Corolla
funnelform, radially symmetric. Stamens equally inserted below the sinuses of the corolla lobes, the filaments equal in length. Pollen zonocolporate and striate
to striate-reticulate, blue or white; Ovary glabrous apically, seeds becoming mucilaginous when wetted. N
= 7. One species.
LANGLOISIA SETOSISSIMA

(Torr. & A. Gray) Greene, Pittonia 3: 30,

1896.

(Torr. & A. Gray) Greene subsp.
(Coville) Timbrook, Madrorio 33: 169, 1986.

LANGLOISIA SETOSISSIMA
TATA

PUNC-

Generic delimitation of LangLoisia is discussed by
Timbrook (1986), wherein he cites compelling morphological and phytochemical evidence for the segregation of LangLoisia and LoeseLiastrum. LangLoisia has
branched trichomes (but lacks glands), has a radially
symmetric corolla, equally inserted straight filaments,
white to blue pollen, reticulate seed coat sculpturing,
and possesses three different 6-methoxyflavonols,
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while lacking the common flavonols, kaempferol and
quercetin. In contrast, Loeseliastrum has unbranched
trichomes (and also glands), has a bilaterally symmetric corolla, unequally inserted sigmoid filaments, yellow pollen, linear seed coat sculpturing, and possesses
the common flavonols, kaempferol and quercetin while
lacking the 6-methoxyflavonols. Indeed, morphological evidence for the segregation of Langloisia and Loeseliastrum is overwhelming.
LOESELIA L., Gen. pI. 276, 1754.
Perennial shrubs, herbs or annuals, glandular puberulent, with sparse nonglandular trichomes, or glabrous.
Leaves alternate or opposite, simple, entire, dentate or
aristate. Flowers perfect, in bracteate dichasia or congested in head-like inflorescences. Calyx campanulate
to tubular, radially or slightly bilaterally symmetric;
with herbaceous costae and scarious sinuses, or entirely scarious. Corolla funnelform to salverform, radially
to strongly bilaterally symmetric, external surface
glandular to glabrous, internal tube glandular pubescent or glabrous. Stamens equally inserted in the mid
to lower portion of the corolla tube, filaments pubescent, papillate or glabrous. Apex of ovary glandular
puberulent to glabrous. Pollen pantoporate, pertectate
exine with fine striations and spinule-like processes.
Fruit a loculicidal capsule, ellipsoidal or globose in
shape. Seeds several per carpel, lacking a wing or rarely narrowly winged, seed coat producing mucilage
when wetted. N = 9. Thirteen species. Type: Loeselia
ciliata L.
L OESELIA AMPLECTANS

(Hook. & Arn.) Benth , Prodr. v.9. p.320,

1845.
(Ca v.) G. Don. Gen. hist. vA. p.248. 1838.
L.. Sp . pl .• p.628. 1753.
L. subsp. echinophylla (Br and) J. M. Porter &

L OESELIA CA ERULEA
LoESELlA CILIATA
L OESELIA CILIATA

L. A. Johnson, comb. nov.
Basi onym: Loeselia ci liata L. var. echin ophylla Brand. Pfianzenr. IV 250. p.I78. 1907 .
LOESELIA CO RDIFOLIA Hernsl . & Rose. Hook er 's Icon. Pl. 26: t.
255 1. 1899.
LoESELlA GLANDULOSA (Cav.) G. Don. Gen . hist. vA. p.248 . 1838 .
LOESELIA GLANDULOSA (Cav.) G. Don subsp. CON GLOMERATA
(Kunlh) Brand. Pflan renr. IV 250, p.I77, 1907.
LoESELlA G LANDULOS A (Cav.) G . Don subsp. nepetifolia (C ham.
& Schild!.) J. M. Porter & L. A . John son . comb. nov.
Basionym: Hoitzia nepeiaefolia Cham. & Schltdl., Linnaea 6:
385 , 1834.
LOESELIA G RANDIFLORA Standl., J. Wash. A cad. Sci. 17: 527 . 1927.
LOESELIA GREGG II S. Watson. Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts 18: 117,
1883 .
LOESELIA INVOLUCRATA G. Don . Gen. hist, v.d, p.248, 1838.
LoESELl A MEXICAN A (Larn.) Brand. Pftan zenr. IV 250. p.174 .
1907.
LOESELIA PUMILA (M . Martens & Galeotti) Walp .. Repert, bOI. sy st ,
v.6, p.527 . 1846 .
Lo ESELl A PURPUSII Brandegee, Uni v. Cal if. Publ. 8 01. 3: 389 ,
1909 .
LOESELIA RUPESTRIS Benth, Prodr. v.9. p.319. 1845.

LO ESELIA RZEDOWSKII

ALISO
McVaugh, Acta. 801. Mex. II : II. 1990.

A morphologically heterogeneous group in many respects, Loeselia is monophyletic, as evidenced by leaf
morphology, phylogenetic analyses of chloroplast and
nuclear DNA sequences (Porter et al. in prep), and
pollen morphology. All species of Loeselia possess a
pollen type (see above) unique in Polemoniaceae (Porter and Allen unpubl.). Many species are morphologically cohesive and distinctive from other species, but
others display considerable racial variation. We provide two recombinations of distinctive racial variants
of two widespread species, based on comparative morphology and gene sequence data, resulting from a molecular phylogenetic analysis of Loeselia (Porter et al.
in prep.).
Nearly all classifications of Polemoniaceae prior to
that of Brand ( 1907) include Loeselia in the same tribe
(or "Gruppe") as species here included in tribe Loeselieae (along with others; see Table I) . It was with
Brand's (1907) treatment that Loeselia was isolated
into another tribe, along with Bonplandia; however,
both were still included in subfam. Polemonioideae.
Grant (1959, 1998a) associates Loeselia with the
"tropical genera" of subfam. Cobaeoideae. In spite of
this taxonomic assignment, Grant (1959; 1998b) suggests that Loeselia is involved in the origin of Ipomopsis and Giliastrum (hi s "Gilia sect. Giliastrum'").
Although Grant's (1998a, b) general thesis of relationships (subfamilial, tribal, and within "Gilia") is without support from molecular data (morphological data
being equivocal), there is evidence for common ancestry between Loeselia, Giliastrum, and Ipomopsis,
along with the other genera here included in Loeselieae. Nomenclature and species delimitation in Loeselia remains in an unsatisfactory state and revisional
work is needed. At least four named taxa have had
their types destroyed and neither lectotypes nor neotypes have been identified (Turner 1994b).
LOESELIASTRUM (Brand) Timbrook, Madroiio 33: 170,
1986.
Annual herbs, branching from the base, bearing uniseriate eglandular trichomes and glandular trichomes.
Leaves alternate, simple, linear to oblanceolate, entire,
dentate to once-pinnatifid, lateral lobes with I acerose
bristle or mucronate, not forming a basal rosette, cauline leaves little reduced in size. Inflorescence mostly
terminal and head-like, or solitary in the leafaxils,
subtending bracts with bristle-tipped lobes. Calyx
composed of herbaceous co stae and narrow hyaline
intercostal regions, lobes equal in length, bristle
tipped. Corolla funnelform, bilaterally symmetric. Stamens subequally inserted below the sinuses of the co rolla lobes, the filaments unequal in length. Pollen zonocolporate and striate to reticulate, yellow or gold.
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Ovary glandular apically. Seeds becoming mucilaginous when wetted. N = 7. Three species. Type: Loeseliastrum matthewsii (Brand) Timbrook.
LOESELIASTRUM depressum (M. E. Jones ex A. Gray) J. M. Porter
& L. A. Johnson. comb. nov.
Basionym: Cilia depressa M. E. Jones ex A. Gray, Proc. Amer.
Acad. Arts 16: 106, 1880.
LOESELIASTRUM MATfHEWSIl (A. Gray) Timbrook, Madroiio 33:
171, 1986.
LOESELIASTRUM SCHOTfIl (Torr.) Timbrook, Madroiio 33: 172,
1986.

The segregation of Loeseliastrum from Langloisia
has been discussed by Timbrook (1986) and is supported by morphological evidence; Loeseliastrum is
related to Langloisia and Eriastrum more closely than
to Gilia, as suggested by Timbrook. We include Loeseliastrum depressum, formerly treated within lpomopsis (Grant 1956; 1959), in this small genus. Although morphological data is somewhat equivocal, L.
depressum shares bilaterally symmetric flowers, glandular trichomes (in addition to long nonglandular trichomes), subequally inserted filaments that are unequal in length, and corolla vasculature with veins
connected only well above the base of the corolla lobe,
with Loeseliastrum. The corolla vasculature trait has
not been observed in lpomopsis (Day and Moran
1986), and in Loeseliastrum occurs only in L. matthewsii. This is noteworthy because chloroplast trnLF DNA sequences provide evidence supporting the hypothesis that L. depressum and L. matthewsii share immediate common ancestry (Porter et al. in prep.). It
must be recognized, however, that nuclear ITS sequences support (albeit weakly) L. depressum as sister
to Loeseliastrum, Langloisia, and Eriastrum (but not
to lpomopsis).

Microgilia J. M. Porter & L. A. Johnson, gen. et stat.
nov.
Planta glaberrima vel minute glanduloso-puberula. Caul is erectus.
Folia altera, linearia, integra vel pinnatisecta, segmeruis 2-3 linearibus. Flores solitarii vel ad 2(-3) aggregari, breviter pedicellati. Corolla alba vel violacea pall ida. Ovarium ovoideum, superne ciliatum.
Semina sub aqua dense mucilaginosa. Pollinis granum bi-zonocolporaturn, exino striate. Ab Ipomopsis Michx. calyceibus lobis inequalis, pollinis granis bi-zonocolporatis, et loculis uniovulatis differt.
Typus: Microgilia minutiflora (Benth.) J. M. Porter el L. A. Johnson

Erect, taprooted woody annuals with a strong::': linear central leader giving rise to linear ascending
branches; stipitate glandular, rarely appearing glabrate.
Cotyledons long-linear; foliage leaves not forming a
basal rosette, cauline, trifid with linear, filiform segments, or entire and linear to filiform. Flowers short
pedicellate to nearly sessile, solitary, appearing mostly
axillary but actually terminal on short axillary shoots.
Calyx composed of herbaceous costae and hyaline intercostal regions fused beyond mid-tube, the lobes un-
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equal to subequal in length, spinulose tipped, and narrower than the connecting membrane, the membrane
truncate or nearly so when expanded. Corolla salverform, white or pale blue, with radial symmetry. Stamens subequally inserted in the distal corolla tube, the
filaments unequal to equal in length; pollen bizonocolporate with a striate exine. Ovary glandular apically, style often persisting in fruit. Seeds one per locule,
flattened but shallowly convex on one side with a narrow longitudinal ridge on the other, appearing narrowly winged by the presence of copious spiricles that
expand when wetted. N = 7. One species. Type: Microgilia minutifiora (Benth.) J. M. Porter & L. A.
Johnson.
Microgilia minutiftora (Benth.) J. M. Porter & L. A. Johnson,
comb. nov.
Basionym: Cilia minutifiora Benth., Prodr. v.9, p.315, 1845.

Morphologically, Microgilia is separated from
lpomopsis (see Grant 1956), by its calyx, with unequal
lobes (also found in Eriastrum), and bizonate pollen
(found only rarely in some Lathrocasis individuals).
Pollen morphology is intriguing because the bizonotreme condition is somewhat intermediate between
zonotreme (found in lpomopsis) and pantotreme
(found in some Eriastrum species). Molecular cladistic
analyses (Johnson, 1996; Johnson et al. 1996; Porter
et al. unpubl.) provide weak support for sister group
relationship between Microgilia and a clade composed
of Eriastrum, Langloisia, and Loeseliastrum. Collectively, morphological and molecular evidence support
the segregation of Microgilia.
PHLOCIDEAE Dumort.
Anal. Jam. pl., p.25, 1829.

Subshrubs or annual herbs. Leaves opposite or the
uppermost alternate, rarely only lowermost leaves opposite, or foliage leaves entirely lacking (Gymnosteris); entire to pinnately lobed or palmately compound.
Corollas radially symmetric, campanulate, funnelform
or salverform. Pollen yellow, white, or orange. Seeds
light or dark. Type: Phlox L. Synonymy includes Phlogieae (Rchb.) J. M. Porter & L. A. Johnson, Aliso 17:
84. 1998; Leptodactyloneae V. E. Grant, Amer. J. Bot.
85: 746. 1998; and Gruppe Polemoniariae, Phloginae
Rchb., Handb. Nat. Pflzsystems ed. 1, p.194. 1837.
Phylogenetic delineation.-The most incorporative
monophyletic group of species that includes Gymnosteris nudicaulis, Leptosiphon androsaceus, Linanthus
dichotomus, and Phlox glaberrima, and that shares a
more recent common ancestor with Linanthus filiformis than with Aliciella triodon, Polemonium caeruleum, or Saltugilia grinnellii.
Membership.-Gymnosteris, Leptosiphon, Linanthus,
Microsteris, and Phlox, (5 genera, 127 species).
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Tribe Phlocideae incorporates Grant's (1998a) Tribe
Leptodactyloneae, and three members of Grant's Tribe
Polemonieae. All of these genera display a tendency
toward possessing opposite leaves (Grant 1959); however, not all species in this tribe have opposite leaves
(Mason 1941). Similarly, most species possess salverform corollas, but other forms are also found . Nuclear
and chloroplast gene sequences also support the monophyly of Phlocideae (Johnson et al. 1996; Porter 1996).
GYMNOSTERIS Greene, Pittonia 3 : 303, 1898.
Annual herbs, stems naked or nearly so, but bearing
persistent cotyledons. Leaves reduced to a whorl of
entire, basally connate involucral bracts, subtending a
more or less capitate inflorescence. Inflorescences cymose, more or less congested or reduced to a single
flower. Calyx almost entirely hyaline, save the herbaceous lobes. Corolla salverform, the tube narrow, lobes
somewhat large (to 6.0 rnrn long) to very short,
spreading, acute to rounded apically. Stamens equally
inserted on the distal corolla tube ; pollen pantoporate,
with reticulate exine. Seeds 3 or more per locule, producing copious mucilage when wetted. N = 6. Two
species. Type: Gymnosteris nudicaulis (Hook. & Arn.)
Greene.
GYMNOSTERIS NUDICAULIS (Hook. & Arn .) Greene , Pirronia 3: 304 ,
189 8 .
GYMNOSTERIS PARVULA (Rydb.) A . Heller. Muhlenbergia 1: 3,
1900.

Affinities of Gymnosteris lie with PhLox and Microsteris (Johnson et al. 1996) rather than CoLLomia
(W herr y 1944; Grant 1959, 1998a). Gymnosteris pollen is nearly identical to that of PhLox (Stuchlik 1967a ;
Taylor and Levin 1975), and seeds produce copious
mucilage when wetted that appears to be truly mucilaginous in origin (as does Microsteris), rather than the
expansion of obvious spiricles as observed in CoLLomia (Schnopf and Deichgraber 1983). Also, the congested inflorescence of Gymnoster is, although similar
to those found in Collomia, is equally similar to those
found in PhLox and elsewhere in PhJocideae. Chloroplast and nuclear DNA sequences strongly support this
view (Johnson 1996; Johnson and Soltis 1998).
LEPTOSIPHON Benth., Edward's Bot. Reg. 19: sub. t.
1622, 1833.
Low to erect and slender annuals, or perennials,
sometimes woody at the base. Leaves opposite, palmately lobed, rarely entire (L. floribundu s subsp. haLLii), with 3-9 lobes, nearly glabrous to scabrous, tomentose or glandular. Inflorescence either open or
head-like, flowers pedicellate, rarely sessile (L. Lemmonii). Corolla salverform to funnelform, often with a
ring of hairs within the tube. Stamens equal in length,
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attached at the same level in the corolla, pollen yellow,
pantoporate, rarely pantocolporate, with pilate, reticulate exine. Seeds becoming mucilaginous when wetted,
or remaining unchanged. N = 9, 18. Thirty-one species
of western North America and Chile. Type: Leptosiphon androsaceus Benth. Synonymy includes Siphonella A. Heller, MuhLenbergia 8: 57, 1912; and Linanthastrum Ewan, Jour. Wash. A cad. Sci. 32: 139,
1942.
LEPTOSI PHON ACICULARIS (Greene ) Jeps .• School jI. Pacif. Coa st,
p.77. 1902.
LEPTOSIPHON ambiguus (Rattan ) J. M. Porter & L. A. Johnson
co m b . nov.
Basion ym: Cilia ambigua Ratt an, Bal . Gaz: (Crawfordsvill e)
11: 33 9 . 1886.
LEPTOSIPHON ANDROSACEUS Benth.. Edward 's Bal . Reg. 19 : sub .
I. 1622, ii, 1833.
LEPTOSIPHON aureus (Nun.) J. M . Porter & L. A . Johnson co m b.
nov.
B asionym: Cilia aurea Nutt ., Pro c. Acad. Nat , Sci. Phi/adel phia4: 11,1848.
LEPTOSIPHON aureus subsp , decorus (A. Gray) J. M. Porter & L.
A . Johnson comb. nov.
Basionym: Cilia aurea va r. decora A. Gray, Proc. Amer . A cad.
Arts 8: 264, 1870.
LEPTOSIPHON BICOLOR Nuu .. Proc. A cad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia 4:
II, 1848.
LEPTOSIPHON bolandcri (A. Gray ) J. M. Porter & L. A. Johnson
comb. nov.
Basionym: Cilia bolander i A . Gray, Proc. Amer. A cad. A rlS 8:
263. 1870.
LEI'TOSIPHON brcviculus (A. Gray ) J . M. Porter & L. A . Johnson
comb. nov.
Basi on ym: Cilia brevicula A . Gr ay, Proc. Amer. Acad. ArlS 12:
79 , 1876.
LEPTOSIPHON CILIATUS (Benth.) Jep s ., Sc ho o l jI. Pacif. Coast, p.77 ,
1902 .
LEPTOSIPHON croccus (E ast w .) J . M . Port er & L. A . Johnson
comb. nov.
B asi onym: Linanthus croce us Ea stw.• Pl. hartw., p.325, 1849.
LEPTOSI PHON filipes (Benth .) J . M. Porter & L. A. Johnson com b.
nov.
B asionym: Cilia filipes Benth. , PI. hartw., p.325, 1849.
LEPTOSIPHON ftoribundus (A , Gray ) J . M. Porter & L. A. Johnson
co m b. nov.
Basi on ym : Cilia jloribunda A . Gr ay, Proc. Amer. A cado Arts
8 : 267 , 1870.
LEPTOSIPHON ftoribundus subs p. glaber (R. Pau .) J . M . Porter &
L. A. Johnson c o m b. no v.
Ba sionym: Linanthus fiori bundus ( A . Gray) Milliken s ubsp.
glabrus R. Pall., Madroiio 24 : 45, figs. I & 2 a , 1977.
LEPTOSIPHON floribundus s ubsp. haIlii (Jeps.) J. M. Porter & L.
A. Johnson comb. nov.
Basionym: Siphonella fio rlbunda (A. Gray) Jeps. var. hallii
Jeps., Fl. Calif. v.3 pl . 2, p.219, 1943.
LEPTOSIPHON GRANDIFLORUS Bcnth., Edward 's Bal. Reg. 19: s ub.
I. 1622, il, 1833 .
LEPTOSIPHON harknessii (Curran ) J . M . Porter & L. A . John son
co m b. no v.
B asion ym : Cilia harkn essii Curran, BIIII. Calif. A cad. Sci . 1:
12. 1884 .
LEPTOSIPHON jamauensis (M ora n) J. M . Porter & L. A . John son
comb. nov.
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Basionym: Linanthus jamauensis Moran, Madrorio 24: 147,
148, 149, 150, fig. I, 1977.
LEPTOSIPHON jepsonii (D. W. Schemske & C. Goodwillie) J. M.
Porter & L. A. Johnson comb. nov.
Basionym: Linanthus jepsonii D. W. Schemske & C. Goodwillie, Madrotio 43: 453,455,456,457, fig. I, 1996.
LEPTOSIPHON latisectus (E. G. Buxton) J. M. Porter & L. A. Johnson comb. nov.
Basionym: Linanthus latisectus E. G. Buxton, Madrotio 41:
178, 1994.
LEPTOSIPHON laxus (Vasey & Rose) J. M. Porter & L. A. Johnson
comb. nov.
Basionym: Cilia laxa Vasey & Rose, Proc. U. S. Nail. Mus.
11: 531, 1889.
LEPTOSIPHON lemmonii (A. Gray) J. M. Porter & L. A. Johnson
comb. nov.
Basionym: Cilia lemmonii A. Gray, Syn. fl. N. Amer. v.2, p.394,
1878.
LEPTOSIPHON Iiniftorus (Benth.) J. M. Porter & L. A. Johnson
comb. nov.
Basionym: Cilia liniflora Benth., Edward's BOI. Reg. 19: sub.
I. 1622, iii, 1833.
LEPTOSIPHON melingii (Wiggins) J. M. Porter & L. A. Johnson
comb. nov.
Basionym: Leptodactylon melingii Wiggins, Contr. Dudley
Herb. I: 173, 1933.
LEPTOSIPHON montanus (Greene) J. M. Porter & L. A. Johnson
comb. nov.
Basionym: Linanthus montanus Greene, Erythea 3: 120, 1895.
LEPTOSIPHON nudatus (Greene) J. M. Porter & L. A. Johnson
comb. nov.
Basionym: Linanthus nudatus Greene, Erythea 3: 120, 1895.
LEPTOSIPHON nuttallii (A. Gray) J. M. Porter & L. A. Johnson
comb. nov.
Basionym: Cilia nuttallii A. Gray, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts 8:
267, 1870.
LEPTOSIPHON nuttallii subsp. howellii (T. W. Nelson & R. Patt.)
J. M. Porter & L. A. Johnson comb. nov.
Basionym: Linanthus nuttallii (A. Gray) Milliken subsp. howellii T. W. Nelson & R. Pall., Madroiio, 32: 102, 1985.
LEPTOSIPHON nuttallii subsp. pubescens (R. Patt.) J. M. Porter &
L. A. Johnson comb. nov.
Basionym: Linanthus nuttallii (A. Gray) Milliken subsp. pubescens R. Pall., Madrotio 24: 43, figs. I & 2c, 1977.
LEPTOSIPHON oblanceolatus (Brand) J. M. Porter & L. A. Johnson
comb. nov.
Basionym: Cilia oblanceolata Brand, Pfianzenr. IV 250, p.136,
1907.
LEPTOSIPHON pachyphyllus (R. Pall.) J. M. Porter & L. A. Johnson comb. nov.
Basionym: Linanthus pachyphyllus R. Patt., Madroiio 24: 44,
figs. I & 2[, 1977.
LEPTOSIPHON PARVIFLORUS Benth., Edward's BOI. Reg. 19: sub. I.
1622, ii, 1833.
LEPTOSIPHON pusillus (Benth.) J. M. Porter & L. A. Johnson
comb. nov.
Basionym: Cilia pusilla Benth., Edward's BOI. Reg. 19: sub. I.
1622, iii, 1833.
LEPTOSIPHON pygmaeus (Brand.) J. M. Porter & L. A. Johnson
comb. nov.
Basionym: Cilia pygmaeus Brand, Pflanzenr. IV 250, p.134,
1907.
LEPTOSIPHON pygmaeus subsp. continentalis (Raven) J. M. Porter
& L. A. Johnson comb. nov.
Basionym: Linanthus pygmaeus (Brand.) J. T. Howell subsp.
continentalis P. H. Raven, Aliso 5: 334, 1965.
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LEPTOSIPHON rattanii (A. Gray) J. M. Porter & L. A. Johnson
comb. nov.
Basionym: Cilia rattanii A. Gray, Syn. fl. N. Amer. ed. 2 v.2,
p.407, 1886.
LEPTOSIPHON septentrionalis (H. Mason) J. M. Porter & L. A.
Johnson comb. nov.
Basionym: Linanthus septentrionalis H. Mason, Madroiio 4:
159, pI. 28, figs. a--e, 1938.
LEPTOSIPHON serrulatus (Greene) J. M. Porter & L. A. Johnson
comb. nov.
Basionym: Lirianthus serrulatus Greene, Erythea 3: 120, 1895.
Not treated

at the generic

level since Jepson's

1902), Leptosiphon was first recognized in the same communication relegating Linanthus to generic status (Bentham 1833), and histori-

School Flora (Jepson

cally has been a recognized genus in classifications
(Reichenbach 1837; see Table 1), Some morphological
support for the distinction between Leptosiphon and
Linanthus was indicated by Wherry (1961: 10), but he
did not make nomenclatural changes:
The aim of this note has been to point out that, if calyx characters are given adequate consideration, the so-called genus Linanthus is polyphyletic. The small group of its members which
includes the generitype, and so here is termed colloquially the
eulinanthus section, seems to have arisen from the Leptodactylon
complex. Most of them have on the other hand evolved from
perennials which may be assigned to the genus Linanthastrum,
and so could be classed as generically distinct from Linanthus
Bentham (1833), sens. strict.
Although all of the details of Wherry's note have not
found support, his hypotheses of relationship between

Linanthus sect. Linanthus and Leptodactylon, and between Linanthastrum (= Leptosiphon nuttallii and relatives) and much of what previously has been referred
to as

"Linanthus" is endorsed strongly by molecular

phylogenetic analyses (Johnson et al. 1996; Porter
1996; Bell et al. 1999; Bell and Patterson 2000). Lep-

tosiphon, as here circumscribed, includes taxa formerly included in Linanthus sections Siphonella, Leptosiphon, Pacificus, and Dactylophyllum.
LINANTHUS Benth.,

Edward's Bot. Reg. 19: sub. t.

1622, 1833.
Low to erect and slender annuals, or perennials,
sometimes woody at the base. Leaves opposite or alternate,

entire,

lobed, with

palmately,

or

sometimes

pinnately

1-9 lobes. Inflorescence either open or

head-like, flowers sessile or shortly pedicellate. Corolla salverform, funnelform, or campanulate, sometimes vespertine. Stamens equal in length, attached at
the same level in the corolla, pollen yellow, pantoporate, with minutely reticulate or striate-reticulate exine.
Seeds not becoming mucilaginous when wetted in
many species, but becoming mucilaginous in others. N

9, 18. Twenty-four species of western North AmerLinanthus dichotomus Benth. Synonymy includes Fenrlia Benth., Edward's Bot. Reg. 19: sub. t.
=

ica. Type:
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1622, 1833 ; Leptodactylon Hook. & Arn ., Bot. Beechey Voy. , p.369, 1839; Maculigilia V. E. Grant, Phytologia 84: 78 , 79, 1999; and Tintinabulum Rydb. Fl.
Rocky Mts. p.698 [p.1065], 1917 [1918].
(M. E. Jone s) Jep s, & V. Bailey ex Jeps. ,
Fl. Calif. 1'.3 . pt. 2. p.205, 206 , 1943.
LINANTH US BELLUS (A . Gray) Greene. Pitt onia 2: 256 , 1892.
LJNANTHU S BIGELOYII (A. Gray) Greene. Pittonia 2 : 253. 1892 .
LJNANTH US californicus (Hook. & Arn .) J. M. Porter & L. A.
John son comb. nov,
Basionym: Lcptodactylon ca lifornic um Hook. & Am .. Bot .
Beech ey Voy ., p.369, 1839 .
LINANTHUS campanulatus (A. Gray ) J. M. Porter & L. A. Johnson, comb. nov.
Basionym : Cilia campanulata A. Gray, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts
8: 279 . 1870.
LI NANTHUS cespitosus (Nuu. ) J. M. Porter & L. A. Johnson comb.
LINANTHUS ;\R EN ICOL A

nov,

Basionym : Leptodactylon caespi iosum Nutl., Pro c. Acad. Nat .
Sci . Philadelphia 4: 12, 1848 .
LINANTHUS CO NC I NN US Milliken. Un iv. Calif. Pllbl. Bot. 2 : 53,
1904 .
LINANTHUS DEMI SSUS (A. Gray) Greene. Pittonia 2: 257, 1892.
LJNANTH US DIANTHIFLORUS (Benth .) Greene. Pittonia 2: 254 . 1892.
LINANTHUS DI CH OT OMOUS Benth.• Edward 's Bot. Reg . 19 : sub . I.
1622. 1833.
LJ NANTHUS filiformis (c. Parry ex A. Gra y) J. M. Porter & L. A.
John son , comb. nov.
Basionym: Cilia filiformis C. Parry ex A. Gray. Proc. Amer .
A cad. Arts 10: 75. 1874.
LINANTHUS glabrum (R. Pan. & M. Yoder-Williams) J. M. Porter
& L. A. Johnson, comb. nov .
Basion ym : Leptodacrylon glabrum R. Pall . & M. Yoder-William s, Syst. Bot. 9: 161. 162 , 1984.
LINANTHUS inyoensis (I. M. Johnst.) J . M. Porter & L. A. Johnson ,
comb. nov.
Basionym : Cilia inyoensis I. M. Johnst., Contr. Gray Herb. 15 :
39. 1925.
LINANTHUS jaegeri (P. A. Munz) J. M. Porter & L. A. John son
comb . nov,
Basionym: Cilia jaegeri P. A. Munz, BIIII. S. Calif. Acad. Sci .
31: 68 , 1932.
LINANTHUS JONESII (A. Gra y) Greene, Pitton ia 2: 254. 1892 .
LIN ANTHU S KJLLlPJI H. Mason. Madroiio 9: 251. 1948.
LINANTH US M ACULATUS (Parish) Milliken, Univ. Calif. Publ. Bot .
2: 55 . 1904.
LINANTHUS O RCUTTII (c. Parry & A. Gray ) Jeps.• Man. fl. pl . Calif. ,
p.804 , 1925.
LINANTH US PARR Y AE (A. Gray) Greene. Pittonia 2: 256, 1892 .
LINANTH US pungens (Torr.) J. M. Port er & L. A. Johnson comb.
no v,

Basion ym : Cantua pungens Torr.. Ann. Lyceum Nat . Hi st , New
York 2: 221, 1826.
LINANTH US UNC IALI S (Brandegee) Mor an , Madroiio 24 : 151. 1977 .
LINANTHUS veachii (c. Parry ex Greene) J. M. Porter & L. A .
Johnson comb. nov,
Basionym : Cilia veachii C. Parry ex Greene, BIIII. Calif. Acad.
Sci. 2: 198, 1885.
LI NANTH US W AT SONJI (A . Gray ) Wherry, Aliso 5: 10. 1961.
LINANTHUS YI SCAINENSIS Moran, Madrosio 24 : 152, 153, 154, figs .
3 & 4. 1977.

Linanthus, while morphologically diverse, is evidently monophyletic as here circumscribed (Johnson
et al. 1996; Porter 1996; Bell et al. 1999; Bell and
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Patterson in press). Species formerly treated as the genus Leptodactylon are , without question, within this
monophyletic group. This is supported not only by
molecular phylogenetic studies, but also morphology
(Wherry 1961; see also Fig. I a & c, in Patterson
1977). For example, with the exception of Linanthus
californicus, all of the species formerly of Leptodactylon possess vespertine flowers, as is found in Linan thus section Linanthus (Linanthus arenicola, L. bigelovii, L. dichotomous, L. jonesii, and L. viscainensis).
We also include section Dianthoides, which, along
with L. maculatus, L. campanulatus, L. inyoensis, and
L. filiformis, are a grade leading to the remainder of
Linanthus. While it may seem desirable to remove
some of these to another genus (e.g., Tintinabulum and
Maculigilia, Grant 1998b), such an attempt, without
additional generic circumscription ("splitting"), gives
taxonomic status to a paraphyletic group. While L. maculatus, L. campanulatus, L. inyoensis, and L. filiformis all possess alternate leaves (at least above the lowermost nodes), seemingly discordant with Linanthus,
it is important to also observe that L. arenicola, L.
californicum, L. pungens, and L. viscainensis also possess alternate leaves. Moreover, the floral morphology
of L. maculatus, L. campanulatus, L. inyoensis, and L.
filiformis is strikingly similar to members of sect Dianthoides in having a calyx with a short tube, and rotate
to campanulate corolla with red marks near the orifice
of the corolla tube.
It is noteworthy that only a decade has passed since
Linanthus maculatus was returned to Cilia (Patterson
1989). This decision was based on a comparative morphological study that demonstrated great morphological similarity between L. maculatus and three species
of "Cilia" (L. campanulatus, L. inyoensis, and L. filiformis). Recent comparative DNA studies of nrlTS
(Porter 1996; Bell et al. 1999), and cp tmL-F (Johnson
and Porter, unpubl.) support Patterson's (1989) assertions regarding affinities among these species; however, all four species share most recent common ancestry with Linanthus, rather than Cilia.
Close examination of Porter ( 1996) reveals that Linanthus inyoensis was inferred (albeit weakly) to share
common ancestry with Phlox, Mierosteris and Leptosiphon, in some analyses of nr ITS sequences (and also
cp trnl.-F, Johnson and Porter unpubl.). While no additional molecular data has been surveyed that suggests these independent chloroplast and nuclear genes
are revealing erroneous inferences of relationship for
this species (due to introgression, lineage sorting, or
systematic error), there is an overwhelming similarity
between L. inyoensis and L. campanulatus (the two
were considered conspecific by some authors: e.g. ,
Jepson 1957). They differ primarily in flower size.
Rather than recognize a new, monotypic genus based
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upon flower size and weak molecular evidence, we
include L. inyoensis within Linanthus and recommend
further study of this species.
MICROSTERIS Greene, Pittonia 3: 300, 1898.
Annual herbs, stems erect and branched. Leaves opposite below, alternate above, simple and entire. Inflorescences cymose, reduced to a pair or single flowers.
Calyx tube with hyaline intervals alternating with the
herbaceous costae, the lobes with hyaline margins. Corolla salverforrn, the tube narrow, lobes short, spreading, somewhat notched apically. Stamens unequally inserted on the corolla tube. Pollen pantoporate, with
reticulate exine. Seeds one per locule, producing copious mucilage when wetted. N = 7. One species.
MICROSTERIS GRACILIS (Doug!. ex Hook.) Greene, Pittonia 3: 300,
1898.
Mrcaosrems GRACILIS (Doug!. ex Hook.) Greene subsp. HUMIUOR
(Greene) H. Mason, Abrams. Ill. jI. Pacific States v.3, pAI3,
J951.

Microsterls is generally considered to include a single, polymorphic species with perhaps two widespread
races. These races differ largely in architecture and
flower size: subsp. gracilis is unbranched with larger
flowers, subsp. humilior is branched with small flowers (see Cronquist 1984). In actuality, morphological
variation across western North America is much more
complicated and appears to involve phenotypically
plastic traits. Moreover, Microsteris occurs in an incredibly diverse array of habitats, ranging from alpine
slopes to Sonoran Desert washes. A nearly identical
degree of variation is observed in South America, both
in terms of morphology and habitat. Microsteris may
be more diverse than previously indicated. Directed
research is required to determine the limits of geographically partitioned genetic diversity (subspecies)
and the role of phenotypic plasticity in the diversification of Microsteris.
PHLOX L., Gen. pl. ed. 1, p.52, 1737.

Annual or perennial herbs, stems erect to decumbent, sometimes cushion-like or mat-forming. Leaves
opposite, the uppermost sometimes alternate, simple,
entire, often connate at the base. Inflorescences cymose, sometimes reduced to a single flower. Calyx
tube with hyaline intervals alternating with the herbaceous costae, the lobes with hyaline margins. Corolla salverform, the tube narrow, lobes large, spreading, acute to notched apically. Stamens unequally inserted on the corolla tube; pollen pantoporate, with
reticulate exine. Seeds 1(-4) per locule, not producing
copious mucilage when wetted. N = 7. About 69 species. Type: Phlox glaberrima L.
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PHLOX ACULEATA A. Nelson, BOI. Gar. (Crawfordsville) 52: 270
& 271, 1911.
PHLOX ADSURGENS Torr. ex A. Gray, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts 8:
256. 1870.
PHLOX ALBOMARGINATA M. E. Jones. ZOe 4: 367 & 368, 1894.
PHLOX ALBOMARGINATA M. E. Jones subsp. DIAPENSIOIDES (Rydb.)
Wherry, NOIUI. Nat. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia. 87: II, 1941.
PHLOX ALYSSIFOLIA Greene, Pittonia 3: 27 & 28, 1896.
PHLOX AMABli..IS Brand, Pfianrenr. IV 250, p.74, 1907.
PHLOX AMOENA Sims, Bot. Mag. 32: l. 1308, 1810.
PHLOX AMOENA Sims subsp. LIGHTHIPEI (Small) Wherry, Morris
Arbor. Monogr. 3. (Gen. Phlox). p.55, 1955.
PHLOX AMPLIFOLIA Britton. Man. jI. n. U. S., p.757, 1901.
PHLOX ANDICOLA E. E. Nelson, Revis. W. N. Amer. Phlox.. p.ll,
12 & 13, 1899.
PHLOX ANDICOLA E. E. Nelson subsp. PARVULA Wherry, Morris
Arbor. Monogr. 3. (Gen. Phlox). p.151, 1955.
PHLOX AUSTROMONTANA Coville, COn/rib. U. S. Natl. Herb. 4: lSI,
1893.
PHLOX AUSTROMONTANA Coville subsp. DENSA (Brand) Wherry, 1.
Wash. Acad. Sci. 29: 519, 1939.
PHLOX AUSTROMONTANA Coville subsp. PROSTRATA (E. E. Nelson)
Wherry, 1. Wash. A cad. Sci. 29: 518, 1939.
PHLOX BIFIDA Beck, Amer. J. Sci. 11: 170, 1826.
PHLOX BIFIDA Beck subsp. STELLARIA (A. Gray) Wherry, Castanea
16: 99, 1951.
PHLOX BOREALIS Wherry, Morris Arbor. Monogr. 3. (Gen. Phlox),
p.126, fig. p.125, 1955.
PHLOX BUCKLEYI Wherry, J. Wash. A cad. Sci. 20: 26, 1930.
PHLOX CESPITOSA Nutt .• 1. Acad. Philadelphia n, s. 7: 41, 1834.
PHLOX CAROLINA L., Sp. pl. ed. 2, v.l, p.216 & 217, 1762.
PHLOX CAROLINA L. subsp. ALTA Wherry, Morris Arbor. Monogr.
3. (Gen. Phlox), p.107, 1955.
PHLOX CAROLINA L. subsp. ANGUSTA Wherry, Morris Arbor. Monogr. 3. (Gen. Phlox). p.108, 1955.
PHLOX CAROLINA L. subsp. TURRITELLA Wherry, Morris Arbor.
Monogr. 3. (Gen. Phlox), p.108, 1955.
PHLOX CARYOPHYLLA Wherry, Notul. Nat. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia. 146: 4, fig. 3, 1944.
PHLOX CLUTENA A. Nelson, Amer. Bot. (Binghamton) 28: 24,
1922.
PHLOX COLUBRINA Wherry & Constance, Amer. Midi. Naturalist
19: 433, figs. I & 2, 1938.
PHLOX CONDENSATA (A. Gray) E. E. Nelson, Revis. W. N. Amer.
Phlox.. p.13 & 14, 1899.
PHLOX CUSPIDATA Scheele, Linnaea 23: 139 & 140, 1850.
PHLOX DIFFUSA Benth., PI. hartw.. p.325 & 326, 1849.
PHLOX DIFFUSA Benth. subsp. LONGISTYLIS Wherry, Proc. A cad.
Nat. Sci. Philadelphia. 90: 139, fig. 2, 1938.
PHLOX DIFFUSA Benth. subsp. SCLERANTHIFOLIA (Rydb.) Wherry,
Notul. Nat. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia. 87: 13, 1941.
PHLOX DIFFUSA Benth. subsp. SUBCARINATA Wherry, J. Wash.
Acad. Sci. 29: 517, fig. I, 1939.
PHLOX DISPERSA C. W. Sharsm., EI Aliso 4: 128, 1958.
PHLOX DIVARICATA L., Sp. pl. ed.I, p.152, 1753.
PHLOX DOLICHANTHA A. Gray, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts 12: 310,
1887.
PHLOX DRUMMONDII Hook., Bot. Mag. 62: l. 3441, 1835.
PHLOX DRUMMONDII Hook. subsp. JOHNSTONII (Wherry) Wherry,
Sida 1: 250, 1964.
PHLOX DRUMMONDII Hook. subsp. MCALLISTER II (Whitehouse)
Wherry, Morris Arbor. Monogr. 3. (Gen. Phlox). p.62, 1955.
PHLOX DRUMMONDII Hook. subsp. THARPII (Whitehouse) Wherry,
Sida 1: 250, 1964.
PHLOX DRUMMONDII Hook. subsp. WILCOX lANA (Bogusch) Wherry,
Morris Arbor. Monogr. 3. (Gen. Phlox), p.61, 1955.
PHLOX FLORIDANA Benth., Prodr. v.9. p.304 & 305, 1845.
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PHLOX GLABERRIMA L. . Sp . pl . ed. I , p.152. 1753.
PHLOX GLABERR IMA L. subs p. INTER IOR ( W herry) WheITY. Mor ris
Arbor. Monogr. 3 . (Gen. Phlox ). p . Lt l , 1955 .
PHLOX GLABERRIMA L. subsp. TRIFLORA (Michx..) Wherry. M o rris
A rbor. Monogr. 3. (Ge n. Phlox). p.II O. 1955.
PHLOX GLABRIFLORA ( Brand) Whitehouse, Bull. Torrey Bot. Cl ub
62 : 384 . 1935 .
PHLOX GLABRIFLORA ( B rand) Whiteh ou se subsp. L1ITORALIS (Co ry)
Wherry. M orris A rbo r. M on ogr. 3. (Gen . Phl ox ). p.63. 1955 .
PHLOX GLADIFORMIS (M. E. Jone s) E. E. N el son .• Re vis. W. N.
Amer. Phlox.• p.21 & 22. 1899.
PHLOX GRISEOLA W herry. Notul. Nat. A cad. Nat . Sci. Philadelphia .
113 : 10 & I I. fi g. 2 194 2.
PHLOX GRISEOLA W herr y subsp . TUMULOSA (W herry) Wherry.
Morris A rbor. M onogr. 3. (G en . Phl ox ). p.140 . 1955 .
PHLOX HEN DERSON II (E . E. N el son) Cronquist. Un i v. Was h. Publ.
Bioi. 18: (Va sc. p l. Pacific Northwest. Pt. 4 ) 130. 1959 .
PHLOX HIRSUTA E. E. N el son. Revis. W. N. A me r. Phlox.. p.28 &
29, 1899.
PHLOX HOODII Rich ard son . Bot. App. ed. I , p .734 . pI. 2 8. 1823 .
PHLOX HOODII R ich ardson subsp. CANESCENS (To rr. & A . G ray)
Wherry. P roc. Acad. Nat . Sc i. Philadelphia 90 : 139 . 1938.
PHLOX HOODII Ri ch ardson subsp. GLABRATA (E . E. N el son) W herr y. N otul. Nat. Acad. Nat. Sci . Philadelphia. 87: 14, 1941.
PHLOX HOODII Ric hard son subsp. LANATA ( Pi per) Munz, Aliso 4 :
96, 1958.
PHLOX HOODII Ri ch ardson subsp . VISCIDULA (Wherr y ) Wherry. N o tul . Nat. Acad. Nat . Sci. Philadelphia. 146 : II . fi g. 6. 1944 .
PHLOX IDAHONIS W herry. Notul. Nat . A ca d. Nat . Sci. Philadelp hia.
87 : 6, fig. I , 1941 .
PHLOX JONESII Wherr y. N otul. Nat. A cad. Nat . Sci. Philadelph ia.
146: 8, fig. 5. 1944 .
PHLOX KELSEYI Britto n, Bull. Torrey BOI. Club 19: 225 &226.
1892.
PHLOX KELSEYI Britto n subsp. GLANDULOSA W herry. Notul. Na t.
Acad. Na t. Sci. Philadelphia. 87 : 8. 19 41.
PHLOX LATIFOLl A M ich x. ., Fl . bor.-amer . v. I, p. 14 3. 1803.
PHLOX LONGIFOLl A Nuu ., J. A cad. Philadelp hia. 7: 41. 1834 .
PHLOX LONGIFOLlA Nutl. subsp. BREVIFOLIA (A. Gray) H. M ason.
Ab ram s. Ill . fl . Pa cific Sta tes v.J , pA 09. 195 I.
PHLOX LONGIPILOSA Wa terf. . Rh odora, 73 : 577. 197 I.
PHLOX MACULATA L.. Sp . p l. ed. I. p.152. 1753.
PHLOX MACULATA L. subs p. PYRAMIDALIS (S m .) Wherry. Cas tanea
16 : 100, 1951.
PHLOX MESOLEUCA G reene. Leafl ets Bot . Obs. 1: 152. 1905 .
PHLOX MEXICANA W herr y. Notul. Nat . A cad. Nat. Sci. Ph iladelphia. 146: 3, fig . 2 . 1944.
PHLOX MISSOULENSIS Wherr y. No tul. Na t. A ca d. Nat. Sci . Philade lphia, 146: 7. fig . 4. 1944.
PHLOX MOLLIS Wherry. M o rris Arbor. Monogr. 3. (Gen. Ph lox ),
p. 128 . 1955 .
PHLOX MULTIFLORA A. N el son. Bull. To rrey Bot. Club 25 : 278 .
1898.
PHLOX MULTIFLORA A . N el son subsp . DEPRESSA (E. E. N elson )
Wherr y. No tul. Na t. Acad. Nat . Sc i. Ph iladelphia. 87 : 12. 194 4.
PHLOX MULTIFLORA A . N el son subsp. PATULA (A . N elson ) Wherry.
Morris Arbor. M onogr. 3. (G en. Phl ox ). p. 148. 1955.
PHLOX MUSCOIDES Nutt ., 1. Acad. Na t Sci. Philadelphia 7 : 42.
1831.
PHLOX NANA Nutt .. Pro c. A cad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia 4: 10. 184 8.
PHLOX NIVALIS Sw eet , Brit. fl. ga rd. 2 : pI. 185. 1827 .
PHLOX NIVALIS Swee t subsp. HENTZII (Nutt.) Wherry. M o rris A rbor. Mon ogr. 3. (Gen. Phlox ). p.25. 1955 .
PHLOX NIVALIS Sw eet subsp. TEXENSIS Lundell. Contrib . Univ.
Mi ch. Herb. 8: 77 .7 8 & 79. 1942 .
PHLOX OKLAHOM ENSIS Wherry. NOIll!. Na t. Acad. Nat. Sci. Ph ila de lp hia. 146: 2. fi g. I, 1944.
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PHLOX OPALENSIS Dorn . Vasco p l. Wyo .. ed. Z, p.304 . 1992.
PHLOX PANICULATA L. . Sp. pl . ed. I . p.151 & 152. 1753.
PHLOX PAITERSONII L. A . Prather. PI. Sy st , Evol. 192: 62. 63 &
64 . fi g. 2 , 1753.
PHLOX PECK II Wherry, Pr oc. A cad. Nat. Sci. Ph iladelphia 90: 140 ,
fig. 3 , 1938.
PHLOX PILOSA L.. Sp. pI. v.I . p .152 . 1753.
PHLOX PILOSA L. subsp. DEAM II D . A. Le vin . B rittonia 18: 145.
Fig. I . 1966.
PHLOX PILOSA L. subsp. DETONSA (A. Gray ) W herry, M orris A rbo r.
M on og r . 3. (Gen. Phl ox ). p.51 . 1955.
PHLOX PILOSA L. subsp. FULGIDA (W herr y ) Wherry. Morris Arbor.

M on og r. 3. (Gen. Phl ox ). pA9 . 1955.
PHLOX PILOSA L. sub sp. LATISEPALA Wherry, Mo rris A rbo r. M on-

og r. 3. (Gen. Phl ox). pA 7. 1955.
PHLOX PILOSA L. subsp. OZARKANA (Wherry) Wherry. M o rris Arbo r. M onogr. 3. (Gen. Phl ox). pA5. J 955 .
PHLOX PILOSA L. sub sp. PULCHERRIMA Lundell . Co ntrib. Univ.
Mi ch . Herb. 8: 79. 80 & 8 1. 1942.
PHLOX PILOSA L. subsp . RIPARIA Wherry, M o rri s A rbo r. Monogr.

3. (Gen. Phlox). pA6. 1955.
PHLOX PILOSA L. subsp. SANGAMONENSIS D . A . L ev in & D . M .
Sm .• B ritt on ia 17: 264. fig . 14 . 1965
PHLOX PU LCH RA ( W herry) Wherr y. Morris Arbor. Mon ogr. 3.
(Gen . Phlox ). p.IOl . 1955.
PHLOX PULVINATA (Wherry) C ro nquist, Uni v. Wash . Publ. Bi oi .
17: ( Va se. pl . Pacific N o rth west. Pt. 4) . p.1 35. 1959 .
PHLOX PUNGENS Dorn, Vase. p l. Wyo .. p .299 , 198 8.
PHLOX RICHARDSONI H ook .• Fl. bor. samer. v.2, p.73. !. 160. 1834 .
PHLOX RICHARDSONI H ook . subsp. ALASKENSIS (Jorda l) W herry.
Morris Arbo r. M on ogr. 3. (Gen. Phlox ). p.1 27. 195 5.
PHLOX RIGIDA Benth., P rodr. v.9, p.306. 1845 .
PHLOX ROEMERlANA Scheele. Linnaea 21: 75 2 & 75 3, 1848.
PHLOX SIBIRICA L.. Sp . pl . ed. I. p. 153. 1753.
PHLOX SPECIOSA Pur sh.• Fl. Ame r. sep t. v.I , p.14 9. 1814.
PHLOX SPECIOSA Pursh . subs p. LANCEOLATA (E . E. N elson ) W herry.
Proc. Aca d. Nat. Sci. Ph iladelphia 90: 133. 19 38 .
PHLOX SPECIOSA Pursh. sub sp. L1GNOSA Brand. Pfianzenr. IV 250,
p.74. 1907 .
PHLOX SPECIOSA Pursh. sub sp, NITIDA (Suksd .) Wherry. Proc.
A cad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia 90 : 134 . 1938.
PHLOX SPECIOSA Pur sh. subsp . OCCIDENTALIS ( Du ra nd ex. Torr.)
Wherry. P roc. Acad. Nat . Sci. Ph iladelphia 90: 133. 1938.
PHLOX SPECIOSA Pur sh. subsp . Woo DHOUSEI (Torr. & A . Gray )
Wherr y, M orris Arbor. Mo nog r. 3. (Gen . Phlox ). p.I OI. 1955 .
(this co uld be considered a pr ovi sional nam e by Wherry)
PHLOX STANSBUR YI (Torr.) A . H eller, Bull. Torrey . Bot . Club. 24:
47 8. 1897 .
PHLOX STANSBUR YI (To rr.) A . He ll er subsp. SUPERBA (B ra nd) Wherr y. Notul. Nat . Acad. Nat . Sci. Ph iladelphia . 113: 4. 1942 .
PHLOX STOLON IFERA Si ms, Bo t. Ma g. 16 : !. 563. 1802.
PHLOX SUBULATA L.. Sp. pl . ed. I , p.152 & 153, 1753.
PHLOX SUBULATA L. subsp . AUSTRALIS (Wherr y) W herry. Castanea
16: 98. 1951.
PHLOX SU BULATA L. sub sp. BRIITON II (Sm all) Wherr y. Ca stanea
16 : 98. 195 I.
PHLOX TENUIFOLIA E. E. N el son . Re vis. W. N. Amer. Phl ox .. p.27
& 28 . 1899.
PHLOX TRIOVULATA Thurb. ex. Torr., Bot . Mex . bo un d.. bot. v.Z,
p.14 5.1 853.
PHLOX VARIABILIS Brand. Pfia nzenr. IV 250. p.87 . 1907.
PHLOX VARIABILIS Brand subsp . NUDATA Wherry. Morris Arbor.
Mon og r. 3. (Ge n. Phlox ). p.13 1. 1955.
PHLOX VIRIDIS E. E. N el son . Re vis. W. N. Amer. Phlox .. p.24 .
1899 .
PHLOX VIRIDIS E. E. Nelson subsp. COMPACTA ( B rand) Wherr y,
M orris Arbor. Monogr. 3. (Gen. Phlox). p .87 , 1955.
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PHLOX VIRIDIS E . E . Nel son subsp. LONGIPES (M . E. Jones) Wherry,

Morris Arbor. Mon ogr . 3. (G en. Phlox), p.88 , 1955.
PHLOX VISCIDA E . E . Nel son , Revis . W. N. Amer. Phlox., p .24 &
25 . 1899.

Phlox is characterized by simple, entire leaves, salverform corolla, stamens unequally inserted on the corolla tube, and pantoporate pollen with reticulate exine,
However, all of these traits are also found in one or
another of the closely related genera, Leptosiphon,
Linanthus, and Microsteris. Thus, in spite of the morphological cohesiveness, there are apparently few unambiguous synapomorphies for Phlox. Although some
species are distinctive, intergradation is common in
many species groups (Wherry 1955) and hybridization
has been proposed to playa major role in the origin
of species in some groups (e.g., Levin and Smith 1965;
Levin 1966). The hybrid origin of some Phlox species
is consistent with recent ITS sequence analyses (Ferguson et al. 2000).
There has been little controversy regarding generic
limits, save the debate concerning the inclusion of Microsteris within Phlox (Mason 1941). Recent molecular cladistic analyses with improved sampling in
Phlox (Ferguson et al. 2000), taken together with previous studies (Johnson et al. 1996; Porter 1996), provide evidence that Microsteris is the sister group to
Phlox, rather than sharing close relationship to other
annual Phlox species (Mason 1941). Thus, segregation
of Microsteris from Phlox rests on the relative importance placed on distinguishing characters, such as seed
coat mucilage and flower size, in generic delimitation
(see also Grant 1998a).
POLEMONIEAE Dumort.
Anal. Jam. pl., p.25 , 1829 .
Perennial or annual (Polemonium micranthum)
herbs. Leaves pinnately compound. Calyx accrescent,
regular; corolla regular, rotate, campanulate or funnelform. Stamens usually inserted equally. Seeds dark,
angular, and shiny. Type: Polemonium L.
Phylogenetic delineation.-the most incorporative
monophyletic group of species that includes Polemonium ca eruleum and P. micranthum. and shares a more
recent common ancestor with Polemonium viscosum
than with Aliciella triodon, Gilia laciniata, Gymnosteris nudicaulis, Loeselia ciliata, Phlox glaberrima, or
Saltugilia grinnellii.
Membership.-Polemonium.
As a taxon, the name Polemonieae is redundant with
Polemonium; recognition of this tribal rank is maintained for uniformity in treatment in this classification.
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POLEMONIUM L., Sp. pl. ed. J, v.l, p.162, 1753 .
Perennial (one annual) herbs, stems generally erect,
often glandular. Leaves alternate, pinnately compound,
or very deeply pinnatifid, the terminal leaflet confluent
with the rachis. Inflorescences variously cymose. Calyx tube mostly herbaceous, rarely with a very narrow
or shallow hyaline interval alternating with the broad
herbaceous costae, the lobes lacking hyaline margins.
Corolla campanulate to funnelform, rarely nearly rotate. Stamens equally inserted on the mid to lower corolla tube, pollen pantoporate, with striate or reticulate
exine. Seeds 1-10 per locule, producing copious mucilage when wetted. N = 9. About 28 species. Type:
Polemonium caeruleum L.
POLEMONIUM ACUTIFLORUM (Wi lid. ex Roem . & Schult.) Syst , Veg.
vA, p.792 . 1819.
POLEMONIUM BOREALE Adams. Mem. Soc. Imp . Naturalistes Mo scou 5: 92, 1817.
POLEMONIUM BRANDEGEEI (A. Gray) Greene, Pitt onia 1: 126, 1887.
POLEMONIUM CAERULEUM L., Sp . pl. v .L , p .1 62 , 1753 .
POLEMONIUM CAERULEUM L. subsp. VILLOSUM (Rud. ex Ge orgi)
Brand. Pfian zenr. IV 250. p.38 . 1907.
POLEMONIUM CALIFORNICUM Eastw., Bot. Ga z. (Cra wf ordsvill e) 37 :
437 . 1904.
POLEMONIUM CARNEUM A . Gray . Syn .jf. N. Amer. v.z, p .151 . 1878.
POLEMONIUM CHARTACEUM H . M ason . Jeps . Man . jf. pl . Calif. ,
p.725. 1925.
POLEMONIUM CHINENSE (Brand) Brand, Rep ert, Sp ec. No v. Regni.
Veg. Beih. 17: 316, 1925.
POLEMONIUM CONFERTUM A. Gray, Pr oc. A cad. Nat . Sci . Philadelphia 1863: 73, 1864.
POLEMONIUM ELEGANS Greene, Pittonia 3: 305 , 1898.
POLEMONIUM EXIMUM Greene. Pittonia 3 : 305 , 1898. .
POLEMONIUM FLAVUM Greene. Bot. Gaz. (Crawfordsvill e) 6: 217 ,
1881 .
POLEMONIUM FOLIOSISSIMUM A. Gray. Syn. jf. N. Amer . v.z, p .15!,
1878.
POLEMONIUM GLABRUM J. F. Davidson, Madroiio 9 : 187, 1948.
POLEMONIUM GRANDIFLORUM Benth. , Prodr. v.9 , p .317 , 1845.
POLEMONIUM HUMILE Salisb., Prodr. stirp , Chap. Allerton , p.125 ,
1796.
POLEMONIUM L1NIFLORUM V. Vassil ., L. Komor. A cad. Sci. UR SS..
15: 218. 1953.
POLEMONIUM MEXICANUM Cerv . ex Lag., Gen . sp . pl., p.IO, 1816.
POLEMONIUM MICRANTHUM Benth.• Pr odr. v.9 . p.318. 1845.
POLEMONIUM OCCIDENTALE Greene, Pitt onia 2 : 75 , 1890.
POLEMONI UM OCCIDENTALE Greene subsp . LACUSTRE Wh erry,
Amer. Midi. Naturalist 34: 376, fig . 2 , 1945.
POLEMONIUM PAUCIFLORUM S. Watson. Proc. Amer. A cad. Arts. 23 :
280, 1888.
POLEMONIUM PAUCIFLORUM S. Watson subsp . HINCKLEYI (Standl.)
Wherry, Amer. Midi. Naturalist 27: 747. 1942.
POLEMONIUM PAUCIFLORUM S. Watson sub sp. melindae (1. Rze dowski, G. Calderon de Rzedowski & J. Vill arre al ) J. M . Porter
& L. A . Johnson comb. nov.
B asionym: Polemonium melindae J. Rzedowski, G. C alderon
de Rzedowski & J. Villarreal. Acta Bot. M ex. 31 : 58 ,60,61,
Fig. 1, 1995.
POLEMONIUM PAUCIFLORUM S. Watson subsp . STENOCALYX (Standl.)
Wherry . Amer. Midi. Naturalist 27 : 754 . 1942 .
POLEMONIUM PECfINATUM Greene. Cal . A cad. Sci . Bull. 1: 10,
1884.
POLEMONIUM PULCHELLUM Bunge. Ledeb . Fl. altaic. v.l , p .283,
1829.
POLEMONIUM PULCHERRIMUM Hook.• Bot . Ma g. 57: l. 2979, 1830.
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PULCHERRIMUM Hook. sub sp . DELICATUM (Rydb.)
Brand. Pflan ren r. IV 250. p. 35. 1907 .
POLEMONIUM PULCHERRIMUM Hook.• subsp. LlNDLE YI (Wherry) V.
E. Grant, BOl. Gal- (Crawfordsville) 150: 163. 1989 .
POLEMONIUM REPTAN S L. Syst. nat. ed. 10, -.z, p.925. 1759.
POLEMONIUM SUMUSHANENS E Lu & Ma , A cta . Sci. Nat . Univ. Intram ongol. 20 : 392. 1989.
POLEMONIUM VANBRUNTIAE Britton Bull. Torrey BOl. Club 19: 224.
lab . 131. 1892 .
POLEMONIUM VI SCO SUM NUll •• Pro c. Acad. Nat. Sci . Philadelphia
4 : 10, 1848.
POLEMONIUM

PoLemonium is well characterized and cohesive
morphologically, with perhaps the exception of PoLemonium micranthum-the only annual species in this
genus. However, species boundaries in some cases are
complex and blurred by hybridization, convergent evolution, or both. Whereas monophyly of this genus is
certain, it's sister group relationship is less clear. Species level systematic research for the genus as a whole
is greatly needed, although the tufted alpine species
have been investigated (Grant 1989). It is difficult convincingly to support close relationships between PoLemonium and other members of Polemonioideae using
morphological data, a difficulty that may historically
lie in seeking relationships with specific genera (i.e.,
members of tribe Polemonieae, sensu Grant) rather
than with a broader group of genera. Mitochondria
(Porter and Johnson 1998) and chloroplast (Johnson et
al. 1996; Prather pers. comm.) DNA sequences provide evidence supporting the sister relationship between PoLemonium and the remainder of Polemonioideae, whereas nuclear ITS sequences show, but only
weakly support, a sister relationship only with Phlocideae.

possible, the use of traits that are obscure or difficult
to observe (e.g., chromosome number), and contrasts
of degree (e.g., slightly vs. densely); however, we do
occasionally employ traits that require careful observation (e.g., seed coat mucilage/fibrils). By attempting
to avoid generalizations and encompassing global,
rather than only regional diversity, this key is somewhat complex. We hope the additional complexity is
offset by the accuracy achieved in Polemoniaceae determination.
This key requires representative material possessing
both flowers and mature fruit. Seed coat traits such as
mucilage are readily observed in mature seed; however, maturing ovules generally will not display this
feature. Further, pollen color and corolla pigmentation
patterns are best noted from fresh material (both features are critical for species level determination).
When the term "tube" is used below in reference to
the corolla, this refers to the fused portion of the corolla, including both the paraJlel and the flared portions. Finally, it is essential to note that phenotypic
plasticity is common in Polemoniaceae. It is particularly evident, for example, in the drought-stressed, diminutive forms of Gilia or etiolated forms collected in
den se stands of grasses or shrubs. These abnormal
forms may be challenging to key to genus, and even
more challenging to correctly determine to species
with any key .
The superscript preceding a generic name denotes
the number of times the genus occurs in the key. If no
superscript is present, the genus is determined in only
one place.

Key to the Genera of PoLemoniaceae
Identification of taxa within Polemoniaceae can be
challenging for novice students of this family. This is
due, in part, to the inherent complexity of morphological evolution and high degree of homoplasy that exists
in characters useful in writing keys. Additionally, although distinguishing characters or character sets exi st
for all genera, some of these features are not readily
observed in the field with typical magnifications of
IOX-20X (e.g ., pollen morphology, chromosome
number, corolla venation, and fine-scale gland features). Furthermore, exceptional taxa abound for almost any single "key" characteristic. Difficulty in Polemoniaceae identification is also aggravated by available taxonomic keys that overlook exceptional taxa or
present highly generalized or even inaccurate character
descriptions. Nearly all keys to genera, of which we
are aware, will fail for at least some species of a number of genera. We attempt here to present an artificial
taxonomic key that will accurately place species within
their respective genera using traits that can be observed in the field. We minimized or eliminated, when

ALISO

2.

3.

4.

5.

l. Leaves pinnate-compound. at least the lowest leaflets with a short petiolule . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
2
I. Leaves simple . entire to deeply lobed or pinnatifid,
or palmate-compound; if pinnatifid, then all lobes
continuous with the rachis
4
[I .] Lea ves terminating in a dichotomous tendril; lianas;
seeds flat. winged. more than 10 mm ; fruit dehi scen ce septic idal
Cobaea
2. Leaves terminating in a leaflet confluent with the
rachis; herbaceous perennials (one annu al). not a
vine ; seeds less than 8 rnrn, often angular; fru it de hiscence loculicidal
3
[2.] Calyx appear ing co mple te ly herbaceous (a narrow
hyaline margin sometimes pre sent along base of
lobe s. shortly intrudi ng in the intercostal reg ion ).
ape x not mucronate
2Polemonium
3. Calyx with herbaceous costa and membranous intercost al region . lob e margins o fte n scarious margined. a pe x of lobes mu cronat e
.
. .. . . . . . . "G iliastrum (G. purpusii sub sp. purpusii )
[I.]
Vegetative leaves above the cotyledons reduced and
fused at the base to form involucral bracts; filaments
apparentl y lacking « 0.5 mm) . . . . . . . Gymnosteris
4. Veget ative leav es present and well developed; involu cr al bracts. if present. not fused at the base;
filament s present ( > 0.5 mm ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
[4.] Innermost bracts subtend ing cal yx membranous on
pro ximal margin or bearing window-like regions;
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5.
6. [5 .]
6.

7. [6.]

7.
8. [7.]

8.
9. [8 .]

9.
10. [9.]

10.

I I. [10 .]

II.

12. [8 .]
12 .
13.
13.
14. [13.]

14.

15. [12.]
IS.
16. [IS.]

16.
17. [16.]
17.
18. [IS.]
18.
19. [18.]

19.

20. [19.]

Polemoni aceae Cl assific ation

leaves simple, dentate; coroll a bilaterally symmetric, so metimes only slightly so
Loeselia
Bracts subte nd ing calyx (if present ) herbaceous:
leave s and coro lla vari o us
6
Subs hrubs, shru bs or sma ll trees: at least the lo we r
port ion of plants wood y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7
Annu als or rosette formin g sho rt-lived perenni als.
gen er ally herbaceous, lackin g a per sistent, woody,
above-ground stem, woody ca ude x may be present
21
Leaves d imorphic, primary leav es pinnate, becoming pers iste nt pinnate spines , axi llary leaves linear
on short shoots
Aca nth ogilia
Leaves va rio us but nOI dimorph ic, primary lea ves
not becom ing persistent pinnate spi nes
8
Ca lyx bil aterally symmetric or at least the calyx
lob es un equal in length
9
Calyx radi ally symmetric
. . . . . . . . .. .. . .
12
Leaves palm ate and sessil e , or pinnate-trifid and
then leaves o pposite
"Linan thus
Leaves entire, dentate. ly rat e-pin nat ifid , or pinnat ifid with (2-)5- 16 lobes and then lea ves a lterna te
10
St am en filam ents affi xed in the sinus of the co ro lla
lo bes, inflor es cence capitate ; inflorescence. bract s
and ca lyx floccose to wooll y pub escent . . . "Erias trum
Stamen fila ments affixed in the lower (proximal) coroll a tub e; inflorescence var iable : cymose , coryrn bose . to flowe rs in pairs o r solitary. but not capitat e :
infloresce nce, bra cts and ca lyx g land ular to glabrou s. bu t not floccose or woo lly
.
II
Co ro lla tub e geniculate. bear ing a sharp bend at
m id-tube: see ds oblong, wi ngless o r w ith a ve ry narrow. incomplete wing
Bon pl an dia
Coro lla tube straight or c ur ved , but not geniculate .
see ds o vate. flat with a more or less broad win g . .
·
Canrua
Leaves o ppos ite. at least the low er ca uline lea ves
13
Leaves alternat e throu gh out
.
15
[12.] St amen filame nts unequall y affixe d in the co rolla tube
' Phlox
Stamen filam ents equally af fixed in the corolla tub e
or sin us of the corolla lobe s
.
14
Cor oll a g land ular externall y, op ening diurnally :
leaves palm ate , with 3-9 acut e but soft and pliable
"Lep tosipho n
lob e s
Co rolla glabrous ex te rna lly, o pe ning at ni ght : lea ves
palm ate to pinn at e, with 3-9 rigid and pun gent
lob es
"Linaruhus
Coroll a lobe longer than coroll a tub e . . . . .
16
Co roll a lobe shorter than co roll a tub e
18
Anthers and pollen yellow to nearly ora nge
.
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. "Gilias trum
Anth er s and pollen cream co lore d to bright blue
17
Anthers a nd pollen cream colo red
"Bryantiell a
Anth ers and poll en blu e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Day ia
Inflor escen ce capitate and head-l ike . . . .. ' Ipo mopsis
Inflor es cen ce thyrsoid, or va rio us ly cy mose, but not
capit ate
.
19
Lea ves mostly palmate and se ssile, the lobes rigid
and pun ge nt tipped: flowers o pe ning nocturnally
·
"l.inanthus
Leaves linear and simple, or various ly pinnat ifid .
lob es ne ver rigid and pun gent tipp ed : flo we rs o pe ning d iurn all y
.
20
Plant s ope n and diffu sel y branching. densely glan dul ar (nearly viscid). lacking eglandular hairs; flow -

20 .

21. [6.]

21.

22. [21.]

22 .

23 . [21.]

23 .

24 . [2 3.]
24 .
25. [24.]

25 .

26. [24.]
26 .

27 . [26 .]
27.
28 . [27.]
28.

29 . [27 .]
29.
30. [23.]
30 .
3 1. [30 .]
31.
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ers so litary or in pairs, radiall y sym metric; filaments
"Bryantiella
atta ch ed at the mid-tube
Plants mor e or less strict and th yrsoid, branching
from the base. sometimes so me what o pe n, bearing
eg land ular, w hite trichomes and so me times glandu lar trichomes (not viscid ); co ro lla bilat erall y sy mmetr ic (rare ly radi al ): filam ent s attac hed above the
mid-tube . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ' Ipo mopsis
Cal yx wh olly green (herbaceou s) in flower. or ca rinat e with a narrow intercostal membrane that termin ates in a spo ut-like project ion at the apex of the
si nus
22
Ca lyx wi th a well-de fined hyal ine inte rcos ta l membra ne (some times narrow); ca lyx sinuses not pleated
or ex pa nde d (tho ug h the entire cal yx may be accrescent ), and not terminat ing in a spo ut-like proje cti on
23
Caly x who lly green, accresent , si nus not pleated in
fruit ; coroll a rotate campanul at e ;
.
·
' Polemo nium (P. micranthum )
Ca lyx w ith a narrow intercostal membrane that termin ates in a spo ut-like project ion at the ape x of the
si nus ; s inus of cal yx pleated to expa nde d in fru it:
coroll a funne lform to sa lve rfo rm,
Co llomi a
Leaves primarily opposit e o n low er ste m, generall y
cauline , leaves often alternate in inflor escence or o n
di stal portions of branches
24
Leaves alterna te , cauline andIor w ith a rosette (low er-most nod es sometimes subopposite to opposite)
30
St am en filaments unequ ally affix ed in the co ro lla
25
tube
.
St amen filaments equall y affixe d in the corolla tub e
26
Seeds not producing muc ilage wh en wetted; pe ren nial o r annual; calyx accresc ent and usually not
splitti ng : most or all leaves o ppos ite
' Phlox
Seeds pro d uci ng mu cilage w he n we tte d; annua l; ca lyx accresce nt and usu ally sp litti ng in the interco sta l
regi on , the lob es spreading ; lo wer leaves oppos ite.
upp er alterna te
Microsteris
Lea ve s pinn ate-lobed, lob e s pu nge nt or spinetipped ; plant s perennial; flower pa ns 4 - 6 .. "Linanthus
Leaves palm ate -lobed or ent ire. or if pinnate-lobed.
then plant s annua l; leaf lob es so met imes acute or
sh arp , bu t not sp ine -tipped; flo wer pan s in 5 's . .
27
Inflore scence a den se head . or gem ina te in sma ll
c lusters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
28
Inflorescen ce not a dense he ad , va rio us ly cymose
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
29
Corolla campanul ate to short -funnel forrn .. "Linanthus
Corolla salverform or funnelform , tub e lon g exserted from the calyx , filamentous, < I mm wide, or if
1-2 mm w ide , the n the flared prox imal (" throat" )
regi on muc h sho rte r than the res t of the tub e . . . .
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3Lep losipho n
Flo wers nocturnal (e xcept in o ne race of L. dichotomous), mostl y or all sessile to sub se ssi le "Linanthus
Flowers d iurn al, on thread-like ped icels , or scattered
in the axil s of leaves and branches . . .. 3Lep lOsiphon
Calyx lo bes unequ al in length. . . . . . . . . . . . ..
31
Calyx lo bes eq ua l in length
34
Inflor escen ce of o ne or more co ngested. usuall y
ca pitate un its . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
32
Infl ore scenc e o pe n, cons ist in g o f 1- 3 -f1 owered
unit s, ne ither ca pitate nor subca pita te
33
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32. [31 .]
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47. [45.]

Seeds not mu cila gin ou s o r producin g spi r icles wh en
welled
' A licie//a
Seeds mu cil agin ou s or produc ing s pi ricles wh en
welled
48
Flower s arran ged in on e o r more den se , th yr soid,
spiciforrn, or cymose-capitate inflore scences . . ..
49
Flower s in mor e o pe n inflorescence. pedicell ate . o r
if subsessi le, then flow e rs sca uered along ste m
(sym podial ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
51
Le a ves on ce to twi ce pinn ati fid, the segme nts usu ally toothed ; co ro lla usu ally funn elform with a welldevelop ed flared " throat "
'Cilia
Lea ves entire to o nce pinnati fid , the se g me nts not
toothed ; corolla narrowl y funnelfor m to sal ve rform ,
50
lacking a well -de velop ed flar ed " thro a t"
Leaves lan ce-elli ptic. en tire or den tate; cor o lla
s lightly bilaterall y s ymmetri c
' Lo ese/ias /rum
Leaves pinnatifid or entire and then linear; co ro lla
var io us . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/pom opsis
Seeds dark brown to bla ck ; lea ves more or less un iformly distributed throughout. red uci ng only graduall y upwar ds, the upper ca uline leaves z pal mat el y
lobed. or e ntire (a nd then s imilar to the low er
lea ves ) o r (rarel y) tw ice pinnat ifid, if palm ate- lob ed ,
then ce ntra l lobe more broad than the lateral ones
52
Seeds. gre enish. tan. light brown or light gray ;
leave s frequently c lus tered in a basal ros elle, upp er
ca uline lea ves simple a nd entire (a nd then different
from the bas al lea ves) , or pinnatifid, sometimes redu ced a nd br act -l ike . the ce ntra l lob e equ al o r narrower than the lateral lob es
53
Tr ic ho mes. at least some. > 0 .5 mm lon g a nd ofte n
longer. glandular or eglandular, mostl y > I type or
len gth th ro ughout ; co ty ledo ns sp atul ate .. A//ophy//um
Tri chomes < 0.3 m m lon g. gl andular. :!: un iform in
' Na va rrelia
y pe thr oughout ; cotyledons linear
C or oll a salve rf orm o r funnelfor m and then b ilat e rally symmetric
5/pomopsis
Corolla carnpa nulate to funnel form. :!: radially sy mmetri c
54
Apex of o var y gla nd ular
"Bryantielta
Apex of ov ary egl andular . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
55
Tricho mes o n basal lea ves tran slucent . m inutel y
g land tipp ed ; infl or escence gl and s subse ssi le, dia me te r of gl and > length of stalk. more abundant
on pedi cel than ca lyx ; ped ice ls and ca lyx with out
long stalked hairs.
. . . . .. Saltugilia
Trich om es o n basal lea ves egla nd ula r whi te ar ach noid (present at lea st in ax ils ), or white ge nic ulate.
or tran slucent ; if translucent, inflorescence g la nds
long stalked, d ia me te r of gland < len gth of stalk
a nd generally eq ua lly abundant o n pedicel and calyx . or inflorescen ce tr ich ornes including lon g hair s
. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. ' C ilia

Infl or escence arachnoid hair y. with tangled wh ite
hairs
J£ rias /rum
32 . Infl or escence glandular, vi llo us, or gl abrous. but not
ara chnoid hairy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ' Na varre /ia
33 . [3 1.]
Plant g la ndular puburulent to subg labro us; cal yx
glabrous to g la nd ular; co ro lla sa lve rfo rrn, 4-7 mm
long , white o r pal e blui sh . . . . . . . . . . . . 2M icrog ilia
33 . Plant rarel y vis c id g la nd ular an d usu all y s lightly floccos e ;
cal yx glabrous to floccose; corolla sa lve rfo rm, 8-12(-14 ) mm long.
sa pphi re- blue wi th tub e distall y yell ow . . . . . . . . . .. J£ riasl rum
34. [30.]
Lower cauline leaves palmate-lobed, more than
thre e lobes
35
34 . Lower cauline leaves si mple to pinn atifid , so metime s trifid , but not palmate-lobed (uppe r ca uline
lea ves of inflo res ce nce somet imes so mewha t palm~~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
36
35 . [34.]
Le a ves sessile. lobe s divide d to base, or nearl y so
·
"Linanthus
35 . Lea ve s with a distinct peti ol e usually lon ger than
the lobes
5/pom opsis
36 . [34 .]
Leaf a nd caly x lobe s bri stle-tipped
37
36 . Leaf a nd ca lyx lobes obtuse. ac ute. mucronate. or
rarel y arista te but both not bristle-tipped
38
37 . [36.] Corolla bil aterall y sym me tr ic. leaf bri stle s so litary
·
' Lo ese/ias/rum
37 . Corolla rad iall y sy m me tr ic, leaf bri stl es in 2 's or 3's
·
Lan g/ oisia
38 . [36 .] Coroll a rot ate . campanulate or sho rt ly funn el form ,
39
the lobes longer than the coroll a tub e
38. Coroll a funnel form to sa lverfo rrn, the lobe s shorte r
than the co ro lla tube
44
39 . [38.] Caly x divided nearly to base, margin of lob e scario us. rarel y ci lia te . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40
39. Cal yx fused to form a lube YJ or more the length of
the lo bes . ma rg in of lobe scario us, but never c ilia te
41
40 . [39 .] Ste ms 1-12(-15) ern tall ; cor o lla 3-7(-9) mm lon g.
the lobes mostly les s than 5 mm lon g. with yellow.
purple o r red markings below the lob es .. . "l inanthus
40. Stems 10-70 c m tall; co ro lla (5-)8- 17 mm lon g, the
lobes mostly more than 5 mm long; coro lla tube
w ith a d istinct ye llow o r w hitish ey e . . .. "Gi liast rurn
41. [39.]
Coroll a less than 4 mm long
42
41. Coroll a gre ater tha n 5 mm lon g
43
42. [41.]
Basal lea ves narrowly lanceol ate to o bla nceolate,
e ntire or w ith I or 2 lob es
' La /hroc asis
42. Ba sal leaves on ce- pinnatifid , the lobes nearly a t
right a ng les to the rachis
' A licie//a
43 . [4 1.] Poll en crea m co lored to wh ite
"Brya ntiel la
43. Pollen yell ow to ora nge-ye llo w . . . . . . .. "G ilias tr urn
44 . [38.] Cal yx divided nearl y to base. mar gin of lob e sc ar i"Linanthus
o us, rarely ci liate
44 . Calyx fused to form a tub e YJ or mo re the length of
the lobes. margin of lob e scari ou s, but ne ver ci lia te
45
45 . [44.]
O vul es and se eds I pe r locul e a nd upper lea ves nar46
row. linear-entire o r pinnate-trifi d
45. Ov ules and seed s > I per locule, or if o nly I. then
uppe r lea ves :!: palmat e -compound and plants
meph ic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
47
Plants with o ne type of trichome (sti pit ate gla nd u46. [45.]
lar) throughout ; pedicels longer in len gth th an the
calyx; branch ing pattern divergently spreading
· . . . .. . . . . . . . .
' La /hrocasis
46 . Plants with gla nd ula r and eg la nd ular trich omes ;
pedicels mostly sho rte r in len gth than the ca lyx;
branch ing pattern asc e nd ing
' M icrog i/ia

47.
48 . [47.]
48 .

49 . [48.]

49 .

50 . [49.]
50 .
51. [48.]

51.

52. [51.]

52.
53. [5 2.]
53.
54 . [53.]
54.
55. [54 .]

55 .
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